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The date was December 25, 1987. 

I can clearly remember the day. As a 
young 7-year-old I eagerly awaited 
what was to come on this snowy-
white Christmas Day. As I opened 
my presents and came to the last 
one I couldn’t help but be slightly 
disappointed. As I opened the final 
gift, all of the disappointment was 
replaced with feelings of joy. 

There it was — a brand new copy 
of Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! for the 
Nintendo Entertainment System. 
The game had been released just 
two months prior and had already 
become a huge hit. Toys’R’Us, 
the major video game retailer at 
the time, could not keep copies 
in stock, and I had been getting 
burned out on Super Mario Bros. 
and felt it was time for a change. 

I played the game almost religiously 
over the next several months. 
The first thing that I remember 
after playing it was how great the 

graphics were and the comedic 
relief that came with each unique 
character. It simply doesn’t get 
much better than Glass Joe’s 
hilarious introduction or Super 
Macho Man’s ‘pec dance’. And who 
could forget the iconic Mario as the 
referee? 

It seemed I just couldn’t get enough 
of this game, despite getting 
knocked out by the pixelated 
version of Mike Tyson over and over 
again. After weeks of trying, I finally 
was able to get a clear technical 
knockout (TKO) over Tyson in the 
third round and as a youngster I, of 
course, felt on top of the world.

It is safe to say that in 1987 Mike 
Tyson had become the biggest 
star in all of sports. In the 25 
years since, I have seen Tyson 
become the youngest unified World 
Heavyweight Champion in history 
and the richest prize fighter ever (at 
the height of his career), only later 
to see him sink and hit  

rock-bottom. He was even replaced 
by a character named Mr. Dream 
when Punch-Out!! was re-released 
in 1990. 

Throughout all of this, I never 
stopped being a Mike Tyson fan and 
I never forgot about my own battles 
with the pixelated version. 

Unfortunately, I no longer own my 
original copy of the game from 
1987. However, I repurchased the 
game in 2003 from a local game 
store after reading posts on a 
website called GameFAQs. The 
posts talked about a new strategy 
that was discovered to TKO Mike 
Tyson in the first round by original 
Punch-Out!! master Tom Roth. 

In the years since I re-dedicated 
myself to the game, I made many 
new discoveries and was fortunate 
enough to achieve goals I never 
thought were possible. 

It is hard to believe that it has 
been 25 years since the release of 
this game and with the release of 
Punch-Out!! on the Wii in 2009 the 
series shows no signs of slowing 
down. 

What can be seen on the following 
pages is a tribute to one of 
the greatest video games ever 
created. Whether you like in-depth 
strategies, YouTube videos, are a 
fan of Tyson, or even if you have 
never played the game, there is 
something for everyone in this 
book. 

The editors, designers and experts 
have all tried to make this book as 
complete as possible and should 
be commended. Also, I encourage 
anyone who has not played this 
game to give it a try, whether it be 
on the original NES, Wii (Virtual 
Console) or personal computer. 

Remember, above all else, to have 
fun with this game and that...“Mike 
is waiting for your challenge.” 

March, 2012 

foreword
matt   turk 



preface
daniel   lanciana 

I must confess I’ve never owned a 
Nintendo Entertainment System. 

My exposure to video games didn’t 
really take shape until around 
1992 — the time where ‘Dragon 
Punches’, ‘Fatalities’, ‘Wolfenstein’ 
and ‘Dune’ entered people’s 
vernacular.

I spent years playing anything I 
could get my hands on. When 
I couldn’t play, I would spend 
hours wandering around arcades 
watching other people play. When I 
wasn’t near an arcade I would read 
game magazines cover to cover. 
That passion translated into a desire 
to make games, which culminated 
in me becoming a programmer. 

Twenty years on and video games 
have grown bigger than the film and 
music industries combined; and 
with so many games released each 
year it’s easy to ignore the classics 
of the past.

Retro games have a niche appeal. 
They are generally fun, cheap, 
available, creative, quick to 
understand and hard to master. You 
also get the added benefit of 20/20 
hindsight in game selection.

They are prime examples of 
embracing constraints — 
forefathers of today’s independent 
titles.

Which is why in 2010, for no 
particular reason, I decided to go 
back and play some of the most 
highly regarded NES games: Super 
Mario Bros. 3, Mega Man, Mega 
Man 2, Metroid, Contra, Mike 
Tyson’s Punch-Out!!, Final Fantasy, 
Super Mario Bros., The Legend of 
Zelda, Bionic Commando and Ninja 
Gaiden.

Little did I know this venture 
would collide with two of my other 
interests, complete guides and 
large-format ‘coffee table’ books. 

My obsessive-compulsive urge to 
gather and organise information 
originated from digital files and the 
internet. I couldn’t stop at having 
just one custom Quake level — I 
needed to have them all.

As for ‘coffee table’ books, I admire 
their accessibility and extravagance. 
I own books cataloguing modern 
games, sneakers, bikes, beach 
houses, online comics and even the 
elements themselves!

Instead of my usual information 
gathering attempts, I decided to 
devote my next side project to 
creating an exhaustive reference 
on a single video game and share 
the results with others in the form 
of print.

With no previous editing 
experience, the logical choice was 
a game that was fun, relatively 
well known but limited in scope. 
Household names like Mario, Zelda, 
Mega Man, Metroid and Final 
Fantasy were simply too popular.

Of all the remaining titles, Mike 
Tyson’s Punch-Out!! stood out as 
meeting my requirements. How 
wrong I was! As it turns out it is 
arguably the most complex NES 
game of all.

Surely it would only take a few 
casual months to compile, edit 
and send this information off for 
printing. A year-and-a-half and over 
a thousand hours later, the book is 
finally on the cusp of printing — just 
in time to celebrate the game’s 25th 
anniversary.

At this point I must thank the 
selfless people who helped turn this 
dream into reality: Alex Sahhar for 
creating a fantastic design, Nicola 
Pitt for superb editing, and Daniel 
Teixeira for providing content.

Lastly I’d like to give a huge thanks 
to Matt Turk and Anil Chirayath for 
their immense knowledge, patience 
and sacrifice. Without their help, the 
book would be riddled with errors 
and omissions.

March, 2012 
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“IT ALL BEGAN ONE DAY WHEN LITTLE MAC AND DOC LOUIS 
MET BY CHANCE. DOC BECAME MAC’S TRAINER, TEACHING 
HIM EVERYTHING THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT BOXING. DOC AND 
MAC’S STORY CONTINUES OVER A SEEMINGLY ENDLESS PATH, 
UNTIL ONE DAY A CHAMPION IS BORN.”  

— INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

A boxing video game for the 
Nintendo Entertainment System 
(NES), it was developed and 
published by Nintendo. Originally 
released as Mike Tyson’s Punch-
Out!! (MTPO) before later being 
re-released as Punch-Out!! featuring 
Mr. Dream (PO), it is based on the 
Punch-Out!! (Arcade) and Super 
Punch-Out!! (Arcade) games of the 
1980s.

The 1990 re-release replaced Tyson 
with the aptly named Mr. Dream 
after his recent heavyweight title 
defeat to Buster Douglas — not 
his 1991 arrest for the rape of 
Desiree Washington as is commonly 
believed. Nintendo declined to 
negotiate a new contract with 
Tyson.

AB
OU

T
Soon after its release, Beam 
Software began developing an 
offi cial sequel starring Mike Tyson 
with manager Don King. Originally 
titled Mike Tyson’s Intergalactic 
Power Punch the game was 
supposed to take the series into 
outer space where Tyson would 
participate in an intergalactic boxing 
tournament against aliens. 

After the game’s production ran 
into trouble, the main character was 
renamed Mark Tyler and Don King’s 
appearance was modifi ed. Nintendo 
originally refused to publish the 
sequel due to lack of quality, but 
it was eventually published by 
American Softworks Corp as Power 
Punch II. This was despite the fact 
that it was the fi rst Power Punch 
title!

I N T R O D U C T I O NTITLE
Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!,
Punch-Out!! (re-release)

DEVELOPER Nintendo R&D3

PUBLISHER Nintendo

DISTRIBUTOR Nintendo

DESIGNER Genyo Takeda

COMPOSER
Akito Nakatsuka, Kenji 
Yamamoto, Yukio Kaneoka

PLATFORM
NES, Famicom, FamicomBox, 
PlayChoice-10, GameCube, 
Virtual Console

RELEASED
October 1987 (North America), 
November 21 1987 (Japan), 
December 15 1987 (EU)

GENRE Sport

MODE Single-player

RATING E (Everyone)

INPUT Gamepad
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Promotion

“Meet the ultimate challenge. 
Fight Mike Tyson! It’s a right jab, 
a left hook, an uppercut — it’s 
Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! where 
you’ll get the chance to compete 
against boxers from around the 
globe. Punch your way through 13 
bouts in the minor, major and world 
circuits against tough contestants 
like Piston Honda, Glass Joe, Super 
Macho Man and many, many more! 
Defeat all your opponents and meet 
the ultimate challenge against the 
World Heavyweight Champion Mike 
Tyson in the greatest fi ght of all — 
The Dream Bout! Knockout Tyson 
and you can become WVBA (World 
Video Boxing Association) Champ.” 
— MTPO Box

“Who’ll be the champ in the World 
Video Boxing Association? Punch-
Out!! It’s 13 tough matches in the 
minor, major and world circuits that 
lead to the fi nal challenge — the 
World Video Boxing Association 
title fi ght. The ultimate bout against 
the newest WVBA Champ — Mr. 
Dream. Practice your hook and take 
a quick jab. Try to stay light on your 
feet as you dance left, then right, 
dodging punches while you throw 
your own. Boxers from around the 
world like Piston Honda, Glass Joe 
and Super Macho Man are all trying 
to knock you out of the ring. You’ve 
trained for months for this moment. 
There’s the bell. Shake hands and 
come out boxing.” — PO Box

The introduction sequence 
from MTPO

deVeloPment

Production fell to Genyo Takeda, 
who produced the Punch-Out!! 
arcade games. Because the NES 
was not as powerful as the arcade 
hardware it could not faithfully 
emulate the arcade graphics. 
Instead of making the playable 
boxer wire-framed or transparent 
in order to see the opponent, the 
playable boxer was shrunk so 
players could easily see over his 
head. The NES version added a 
story, background music during 
fi ghts, animated cutscenes and 
a password system for saving 
progress.

It is interesting to note that Mario 
was included in the game without 
the knowledge or permission of 
his creator, Shigeru Miyamoto. 
Restrictions imposed by the NES 
cartridge forced developers to 
replace the referee voice samples 
with speech balloons and Bear 
Hugger with the less detailed King 
Hippo.

It is also rumored that Nintendo 
of America’s founder and former 
president, Minoru Arakawa, 
decided to include Mike Tyson 
as a character in the game after 
attending a live boxing match 
featuring Tyson himself.

recePtion

Overall, MTPO has been well 
received by critics. Nintendo Power 
ranked it 31st in the 100 Best 
Games of All Time (Issue #100, 
1997), 17th in the list of Top 200 
Nintendo Games (Issue #200, 2006) 
and 6th in the Top 20 Games for 
the NES (20th Anniversary, 2008). 
IGN ranked it 7th in the Top 100 
NES Games of All Time (2009), 
GameSpot included it as part of 
their Greatest Games of All Time 
and GamePro listed Tyson 25th in 
the Most Diabolical Video Game 
Villains of All Time (2008). 

Recently ESPN radio host, Doug 
Gottlieb, hosted a knockout fan 
vote to fi nd the best sports video 
game. MTPO made the fi nal four, 
losing to eventual winner Tecmo 
Super Bowl.  

Following its release, the title has 
been a source of controversy, satire, 
and nostalgic tribute throughout 
the years — exemplifi ed by its 4th 
position in the 1UP Top 5 Racist 
Videogames (2008).

The original NES release 
was a huge success, quickly 
selling 2 million units at US$39 
(approximately $73 today) each. To 
date it has sold approximately 3.02 
million copies worldwide.

music

Several public domain tunes were 
used throughout out the game. 
The title music is an excerpt from 
Mahlon Merrick’s The Gillette 
Look Sharp March, which was the 
theme to the Gillette Cavalcade of 
Sports boxing television program 
and appeared in the boxing fi lm, 
Raging Bull. 

The music shared by Glass Joe 
and Mr. Sandman is the French 
national anthem La Marseillaise by 
Claude Joseph Rouget de Lisle, 
music for Von Kaiser and Super 
Macho Man is Ride of the Valkyries 
by Richard Wagner, and Soda 
Popinski’s theme is the Russian 
folk song The Volga Boatmen’s 
Song. The introduction music for 
Piston Honda is the Japanese 
folk song Sakura, while for Don 
Flamenco it is Toréador Song from 
the opera Carmen by Georges 
Bizet. 

The music is identical between 
NES and Famicom versions — 
with the exception of the title bout 
in the gold Punch-Out!! (Special).

did You Know?

The only boxing 
Pokémon, Hitmonchan, 
is number #107 and 
references Mac’s weight 
of 107 lbs.
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INTRODUCTION  // BOOKLET (NES)
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INTRODUCTION  // DICTIONARY (JPN)
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INTRODUCTION  // booklet (JPN)
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INTRODUCTION  // LETTER

Letter originally 
packaged with MTPO
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SE L EC T S TAR T B A
Dodge to right

Dodge to left

Once: block 
Twice rapidly: ducking

If pressed between rounds, Doc’s 
encouraging advice can increase 
Mac’s stamina.

Uppercut (If the number  
of stars is 1 or greater)

Punch to 
left face

Punch to 
right face

Right body blow

Left body blow
(When Mac is knocked down, 
press rapidly and he’ll get up.)

INTRODUCTION  // CONTROLS
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KnocKdowns

If Mac is knocked down, rapidly alternate 
pressing A and B to get back up. The faster 
the button presses, the faster Mac gets up. 
It is possible to get up 4 times during a fight 
depending on how much damage Mac has 
dealt. Mac will sometimes (always against 
Tyson) regain all stamina if he returns on 
Mario’s count of 9.

Opponents can get up on any number except 
for 7, while Bald Bull (second time) is the 
only opponent who can get up on 9. Of the 
remaining numbers 6 is by far the rarest for an 
opponent to rise on.

If an opponent gets up on 1, a star uppercut 
will result in an instant knockdown. This does 
carry over between rounds.

clocK

Each fight is divided into 3 rounds of 3 game 
minutes each. The game moves at triple 
normal speed but slows down (due to the 
clock stopping) for punch combos, speedy 
jabs, dodge and stun punches (8 frames), 
gaining a star (8 frames), certain opponent 
moves and stops completely for knockdowns. 

For normal NTSC there are 60 frames per 
second (60Hz) while on PAL there are 50 
frames per second (50Hz). There are seven 
possible fractions of a second (.00, .25, .48, 
.61, .82, .97 and .99) with 1 frame difference 
between .97, .99 and .00 and roughly 3 
frames between the others. These do not add 
up nicely since 1 game second is not equal to 
1 actual second. At this stage, the game clock 
is still not properly understood. 

If a star is obtained during the last delayed 
punch of a speed counter it can cause a glitch 
and stop the clock entirely!

The number of frames per second varies 
between fighters (e.g. 16 frames for Don 
Flamenco, 24 frames for Mr. Sandman) and 
even between rounds — the clock actually 
ticks faster in round 3! 

Hearts

Mac starts each round with a certain number 
of hearts depending on the opponent. A heart 
is lost whenever a punch is blocked or an 
opponent evades a punch. Mac loses 3 hearts 
if punched. 

Running out of hearts results in Mac turning 
pink and only being able to dodge. In this 
state, opponents will alter their attack 
pattern. After a certain amount of time 
passes, Mac regains hearts (varies if hit) and 
returns to normal. The count Mac rises on 
after a knockdown is the primary factor in 
determining the number of hearts. 

stars

The number of star uppercuts Mac can throw. 
A star is lost when Mac is punched and all 
stars are lost if knocked down or the round 
ends. A maximum of 3 stars can be held, 
although more can be acquired.

score

To achieve the highest possible score, prolong 
the fight by getting stars and throwing star 
uppercuts. Let opponents regain stamina 
by taking damage and regain Mac’s stamina 
between rounds. Always perform star 
knockdowns when possible.

ACTION POINTS

Normal Punch 10

Get a Star 110

Star Uppercut 500

Knockdown 1,000

Star Knockdown 1,500

stamina

All stamina bars contain 96 units of health. Stamina can be regained once per fight by pressing Select between rounds 
— indicated by Doc Louis ‘massaging’ faster. The stamina regained is related to the amount of damage inflicted during 
the fight and if used with full health during the World Circuit or Dream Fight it will actually halve Mac’s stamina! All 
hurt opponents regenerate up to a maximum of 32 health after landing a punch (even blocked) — except Tyson who 
regenerates to a maximum of 48 health. Mac regenerates up to a maximum of 12 health.

winning

There are 3 possible ways 
to win: TKO (Technical 
Knock Out), KO (Knock 
Out), or by decision. Not 
all opponents can be 
defeated in all 3 ways. 

tKo

A fighter knocked down 3 times 
in a round loses by TKO. Winning 
by TKO counts towards a KO in 
Mac’s record.

If the third knockdown of a round 
is also a KO, the TKO takes 
precedence.

King Hippo is the only fighter who 
cannot be TKO’ed. 

Ko

A fighter knocked down who does 
not get up by Mario’s 10 count 
loses by KO. 

All opponents (with the exception 
of instant KO counterattacks) come 
back with reduced stamina as a 
trigger for the next knockdown to 
be a KO.

Great Tiger and Bald Bull 1 are the 
only fighters who cannot be KO’ed.

decision

If no TKO or KO occurs by the 
end of round 3 the winner is 
decided by points. The number 
of points required varies. Winning 
by decision does not count 
towards a KO in Mac’s record. 

Fighters who cannot be beaten 
by decision are Piston Honda 
1, King Hippo, Bald Bull 1, Mr. 
Sandman, and Super Macho 
Man.

INTRODUCTION  // MECHANICS
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INTRODUCTION  // BASICS

WHAT Right Jab (Right Face Punch)

HOW

WHY Deal damage as an intercept or 
when the opponent’s guard is low. 
Same speed and damage as a left 
jab. If not thrown as a counter, will 
generally do 5 damage (although 
there are instances where damage 
is between 1-4).

WHAT Left Body Blow (Left Hook)

HOW

WHY Deal damage as an intercept or 
when the opponent’s guard is high. 
Faster (by 2 frames or 1/30 second) 
but weaker (4 damage in most 
situations) than a right body blow.

WHAT Left Jab (Left Face Punch)

HOW

WHY Deal damage as an intercept or 
when the opponent’s guard is low. 
Same speed and damage as a right 
jab. If not thrown as a counter, will 
generally do 5 damage (although 
there are instances where damage 
is between 1-4).

WHAT Right Body Blow (Right Hook)

HOW

WHY Deal damage as an intercept or 
when the opponent’s guard is 
high. Slower (by 2 frames or 1/30 
second) but stronger (5 damage in 
most situations) than the left body 
blow. 

WHAT Duck

HOW
                          

WHY All attacks except Great Tiger’s 
Tiger Punch can be ducked. 
Ducking can always* be faster 
than a normal dodge (by 1 frame if 
performed perfectly), but harder to 
execute.

* The fi rst exception is if an 
opponent throws 2 punches in rapid 
succession (e.g. Tyson’s Dynamite 
Punches). It is sometimes faster 
to duck the fi rst and dodge the 
second. The second exception is 
the counterhook by Mr. Sandman 
during the Nightmare pattern.

WHAT Block

HOW

WHY Not all attacks can be blocked. 
Blocking uses a heart and 
depletes stamina so dodging and 
ducking are preferred. 

WHAT Dodge

HOW
               

WHY All attacks except Great Tiger’s 
Tiger Punch can be dodged. The 
direction of a dodge has no effect, 
but holding the direction results in 
a longer dodge. 

WHAT Star Uppercut (Star Punch)

HOW
                             

WHY The slowest (99 frames or 1.65 
seconds) but most powerful attack. 
Damage varies depending on when 
the attack is used. Requires and 
uses a star.

Certain opponents require that 
Mac has 3 stars in order for the 
uppercut to hit. Believed to be an 
intentional gameplay decision.

                             

+

                                                                   
      (hold) (with a star) (quickly)or

+
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INTRODUCTION  // ADVANCED

WHAT Counterattack

HOW Any punch after dodging an attack.

WHY Damage the opponent.

WHAT Intercept Attack

HOW Punch as opponent is attacking.

WHY Extra attack opportunities, greater 
damage and/or stars. Too early and 
the opponent will block, too late 
and they will succeed in punching 
Mac. Believed to be an intentional 
gameplay decision.

WHAT Stun Punch

HOW Some counterpunches.

WHY Stuns opponent allowing additional 
punches. Useful for landing stunned 
uppercuts. 

WHAT Star Knockdown

HOW Star uppercut for a knockdown.

WHY More points and reduced stamina 
for opponents after the knockdown. 
Essential to defeating Bald Bull 2. 

WHAT Proper Punch

HOW Counterattack with a jab from the 
opposite hand (same side of screen).

WHY More damage against Mike Tyson. 

Believed to be the intended damage 
for jabs against all opponents.

WHAT Improper Punch

HOW Counterattack with a jab from the 
same hand (opposite side of screen).

WHY Less damage against Mike Tyson. 

Believed to be the intended damage 
for jabs against all opponents.

WHAT Cancel Attack

HOW Punch as opponent is about to 
attack.

WHY Force an opponent to block and skip 
the current attack. Uses a heart. 

WHAT Forced Punch

HOW Punch forcing opponent to 
counterattack. 

WHY Dodge and counterattack.

WHAT Stunned Uppercut

HOW Star uppercut after a stun punch.

WHY Easier to execute and more damage 
than single unstunned uppercut.

WHAT Unstunned Uppercut

HOW Star uppercut without a stun punch.

WHY Faster than a stunned uppercut, but 
harder to execute. 

WHAT Automatic Jab

HOW Hold up and punch before the round 
starts or after opponent knockdown.

WHY Guaranteed jab against certain 
opponents. 

WHAT Punch Combo (Multipunch)

HOW Combination of non-delayed punches 
starting with a stunned punch.

WHY More damage.

Forced Punch

for jabs against all opponents.
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WHAT Quick Jab

HOW Tap up and jab when opponent’s 
guard is low.

WHY Reduce the chance of an opponent 
raising their guard and blocking the 
jab.

WHAT Gutter Punch (Gutters)

HOW Tap up to raise an opponent’s guard 
followed by a quick body blow.

WHY Hit opponents with slow reaction 
times. Often used to gain stars. 
Against Glass Joe and Honda 1, up 
to 3 gutters can be landed before 
they block.

WHAT Delayed Punch (Late Punch)

HOW Slightly delay punch following a 
counterattack or stun punch.

WHY Extra damage and/or stars. Too 
early and the punch will do normal 
damage, too late and they will block. 
Referred to as N+1 punches (e.g. 
2+1 = 2 stun punches then a delayed 
punch).

WHAT Speedy (Rapid) Jab

HOW Quick dodge into a punch combo. 
Requires strict timing.

WHY Faster than normal allowing more 
punches. Punches do not need 
to alternate. Possible against 5 
opponents for between 5 and 20 
punches.

WHAT Instant (One-Hit) Knockdown

HOW Correctly timed counterattack or star 
uppercut.

WHY Knockdown regardless of opponent’s 
stamina.

WHAT Quick Dodge

HOW Left or right then up or the opposite 
direction (quickly).

WHY Recover from a dodge faster, 
allowing Mac to attack sooner or 
evade multiple punches that would 
not be possible otherwise.

WHAT Tip-Offs

HOW A fl ash, sound or movement.

WHY Gain an advantage by anticipating 
the opponent’s actions.

WHAT Moment of Weakness

HOW Unstunned non-countering punch as 
the opponent changes their guard.

WHY Opponent is vulnerable when they 
should be able to block. Usually a 
single frame with no visual cues! 
Used in Tool-Assisted Speedruns.

WHAT Rules of Engagement

HOW Any attack that is not a stunned 
punch, star uppercut or knockdown.

WHY Keep the clock frozen after 
performing the Clock Stop Glitch.

WHAT Misdirection

HOW Tap up for one frame, up and B for 
the next frame, then B for fi nal frame.

WHY Manipulate the opponent’s guard and 
perform gutters one frame sooner 
than normal. Used in tool-assisted 
recordings.

WHAT Striding

HOW Opponents move their legs back and 
forth.

WHY Counting strides can be used to 
time attacks with strict timing — 
usually star uppercuts that deal more 
damage when timed correctly.
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HirosHi YamaucHi

Hiroshi Yamauchi — born November 
7, 1927 in Kyoto, Japan — was the 
third president of Nintendo from 1949 
to 2002. Yamauchi is credited with 
transforming Nintendo from a small 
Hanafuda playing-card manufacturing 
company in Japan to the multi-billion 
dollar video game company it is today. 
He also became the majority owner of 
the Seattle Mariners baseball team in 
1992. As of 2008 he is the third richest 
person in Japan and 149th richest in the 
world, with a net worth of approximately 
$7.8 billion thanks to a 10% share of 
Nintendo.

In 1949, Yamauchi’s grandfather, and 
president of Nintendo, suffered a 
stroke. As he had no other immediate 
successor, he asked Hiroshi to assume 
the position of president. Hiroshi 
would only accept the position if he 
were the only family member working 
at Nintendo. Reluctantly, Hiroshi’s 
grandfather agreed, and died shortly 
after. Due to young age and lack 
of management experience, most 
employees did not take Hiroshi seriously 
and many resented him. Soon after 
taking over, he had to deal with a strike 
by factory employees who expected 
him to cave in easily. 

Instead, he asserted authority by 
firing many long-time employees who 
questioned him. He had the company 
name changed to Nintendo Karuta 
and established a new headquarters 
in Kyoto. Yamauchi led Nintendo in a 
notoriously imperialistic style, where 
he was the sole judge of potential new 
products to enter the market. He was 
the first to introduce Western playing 
cards into the Japanese market, which 
eventually dominated thanks to a 
licensing agreement with Disney. 

After a visit to the United States, 
Yamauchi decided to diversify the 
company through ventures such as: a 
taxi company called Daiya, a love hotel 
with rooms rented by the hour, and 
individually portioned instant rice. All of 
these eventually failed and brought the 
company to the brink of bankruptcy. 

One day, Yamauchi spotted a factory 
engineer named Gunpei Yokoi playing 
with a simple extendable claw he had 
made and immediately ordered Yokoi to 
develop the toy into a proper product. 
The product was named Urutora Hando 
(Ultra Hand) and was an instant hit. 
Eventually Nintendo succeeded in 
establishing itself as a major player in 
the toy market.
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Yamauchi negotiated a license with 
Magnavox to sell its game console, 
the Magnavox Odyssey, before hiring 
several Sharp Electronics employees 
and launching the Color TV Game 6 in 
Japan. Yamauchi decided to expand 
Nintendo into the United States and 
appointed son-in-law, Minoru Arakawa, 
to head the new American operation. 
When Japanese hits such as Radar 
Scope, Space Fever and Sheriff did not 
achieve the same success in the United 
States, Yamauchi turned to designer 
Shigeru Miyamoto’s pet project, Donkey 
Kong, which took the market by storm.

The Famicom was also released to 
great success, selling several million 
units. The Famicom was released in 
the United States as the Nintendo 
Entertainment System (NES). Yamauchi 
— with no engineering or video game 
background — was solely responsible 
for deciding which games were to be 
released. His remarkable intuition was 
one of the main reasons for Nintendo’s 
success. To help foster creativity, he 
created three research and development 
(R&D) groups and encouraged them to 
compete against each other.

Nintendo Headquarters, Japan

Hiroshi Yamauchi

INTRODUCTION  // credits
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minoru araKawa

Born September 3, 1946 in Kyoto, 
Japan, Minoru Arakawa (below right) 
attended Kyoto University and MIT. 
In 1972, he was hired by Japanese 
conglomerate Marubeni as part of 
their international staff, with the 
responsibility of helping to develop 
hotels, offices, and condominiums 
overseas. He married Yoko, the 
daughter of Nintendo president 
Hiroshi Yamauchi, but continued to 
work for Marubeni. 

After turning down an offer in 1979 
to run a Nintendo production plant in 
Malaysia, he later accepted the offer 
to establish Nintendo Of America 
(NOA) in 1980. He found success 
converting the poorly received Radar 
Scope to the phenomenally successful 
Donkey Kong. Starting in 1985, he and 
Howard Lincoln were instrumental in 
rebuilding the North American video 
game industry after the infamous 
crash of 1983. Arakawa also hired 
Howard Philips, who created Nintendo 
Power magazine.

Retiring in 2002 after 22 years at  
the helm, he won a lifetime 
achievement award in 2007 at the 
Interactive Achievement Awards.  
He has been credited in dozens 
of Nintendo games.

genYo taKeda

Born in Osaka and hired by Nintendo after 
responding to a newspaper advertisement, 
Genyo Takeda (above) worked for Nintendo’s 
R&D2 team for a year before taking control 
as General Manager of Nintendo’s fledgling 
R&D3 department. 

Takeda was producer for the Punch-Out!! 
and StarTropics series, director for MTPO 
and received special thanks for Donkey Kong 
Country and Killer Instinct Gold. He was also 
credited as a supervisor for Punch-Out!! (Wii).

Takeda was one of the lead developers on 
the Wii and is known for his disagreement 
with the contemporary model of never-ending 
technical and graphical improvements in new 
console generations, claiming that such a 
model is subject to diminishing returns. He 
has famously compared the console industry 
to the automobile industry. Noticing that not 
all cars are built to compete at the highest 
level of racing, he points out that there are 
lucrative markets for the most fuel-efficient, 
family-friendly vehicles as well.

Takeda was promoted in 2002 to Senior 
Management Director, while still retaining a 
role at Nintendo IRD. 

nintendo r&d3

Originally created in 1974 as a hardware engineering division 
of around 20 employees, Nintendo R&D3 (Research & 
Development) later diversified into arcade software designed 
for the R&D1 team. After developing arcade hits like Sheriff, 
Punch-Out!! and Arm Wrestling, the team was involved in 
developing unique software for the NES specifically aimed at 
the Western market. 

The team also helped create NES bank switching, NES 
Memory Management Controller (MMC) chips, the cartridge 
battery (first used in The Legend of Zelda allowing players 
to save games), the Nintendo 64 analog controller (now an 
industry standard), and broadband/modem peripherals for 
the GameCube.

In 1996 Nintendo R&D3 was renamed to IRD (Integrated 
Research & Development) Product Development Group No.3.  

Kenji Yamamoto

Born on April 25, 1964 Kenji 
Yamamoto (below) is notable for 
composing music for the Metroid 
series. Though Yamamoto is most 
well known as a composer, he 
also dabbles in programming, 
going so far as to offer sound 
support on Mario Kart Advance and 
contributions to the overall sound 
design for Metroid Fusion.

In development of Super Metroid, 
Kenji Yamamoto came up with some 
of the game’s themes by singing 
them while riding a motorcycle. He 
was asked to compose the music 
for Metroid Prime to reinforce 
the series’ continuity — copying 
the musical design of the original 
Metroid by keeping the music and 
themes dark until the very end, 
when uplifting music is played 
during the credits. Yamamoto 
utilizes heavy drums, piano, vocal 
chants, clangs of pipes, and electric 
guitar.

In Metroid Prime 3: Corruption, if 
the correct combination is input 
into the communicator, messages 
from the game’s developers can 
be heard. Yamamoto’s message 
begins with him playing the Metroid 
Prime theme on acoustic guitar and 
whistling. 

It should perhaps be noted that 
a different Kenji Yamamoto is 
responsible for the copyright 
infringement of musical 
compositions recorded for  
Dragon Ball Kai, an animated  
television series.

aKito 
naKatsuKa

Working with Nintendo 
since as early as 1984, Akito 
Nakatsuka composed music 
for several games across 
multiple gaming platforms 
and is sometimes credited as 
Tsukasan.

YuKio KaneoKa

Japanese game music 
composer responsible for 
extra music in the  
NES / Famicom versions of 
Donkey Kong, Donkey Kong 
Jr., and Mario Brothers.

Genyo Takeda

Akito 
Nakatsuka

Minoru Arakawa

Kenji Yamamoto

Current Nintendo President, Satoru Iwata
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TITLE Punch-Out!!

DEVELOPER Nintendo R&D1

PLATFORM Arcade

RELEASED July 31, 1984

RARITY

PRICE $600

OPPONENTS 6

An arcade boxing game by 
Nintendo, it was the first in a series 
of successful Punch-Out!! games 
that introduced the characters 
Glass Joe, Piston Hurricane, Bald 
Bull and Mr. Sandman.

The player assumes the role of a 
green-haired boxer known only by 
the 3 initials chosen when the game 
begins. The perspective is from 
behind a transparent wireframe of 
the player’s boxer and subtle hints 
are given as to the opponents’ next 
move by changes in the color of 
the eyes. The game has a joystick 
and three buttons — left punch, 
right punch and an uppercut or 
right hook if the KO indicator is 
flashing (after a certain number of 
successful punches).

The player must defeat all six 
fighters in the WVBA (World Video 
Boxing Association). There is only 
one round to KO an opponent, 
no TKO (although no opponent 
gets up from a third knockdown), 
no decisions (automatic loss) and 
only one continue per play. Once 
the player finishes the game he is 
awarded the championship belt 
before facing each opponent again 
(with the exception of Kid Quick and 
Pizza Pasta), who are successively 
harder and quicker.

The game was the first of the series 
to use the Gillette Look Sharp 
March in the title music. It is also 
the only game in the series where 
the player cannot duck.

The game is an unusual modified 
upright that requires two monitors, 
one atop the other, for the game’s 
display. The top monitor is used to 
display statistics while the bottom 
one is the main game display 
(similar to the Game & Watch). 

The reason for dual monitors was 
an excessive number of televisions 
left over after the success of the 
Donkey Kong arcade series. The 
game has two speakers, one wired 
to each monitor. One speaker is 
used for the commentator and 
the other for the crowd noise 
and music.

The technology at the time meant 
an image could either be zoomed 
in or rotated, but not both at the 
same time. This limitation led to the 
decision to create a boxing game. 

The game is ranked 58th in the 
Killer List of Video Games by the 
International Arcade Museum. 
According to Twin Galaxies, Sean 
Sandnes of Canada holds the 
official record for this game with 
an amazing 18,990,970 points on 
September 7, 2009, which took 
over 12 hours and 626 fights!

PUNCH-OUT!!

F R A N C H I S E

“Fight your way to the championship title against the world 
Video Boxing association’s top ranked contenders. meet 
masters oF the gloVe From around the gloBe...like the up and 
coming glass Joe or gutsy Bald Bull. only a knockout BeFore 
the clock runs out will keep you in the running For a chance 
at the champ himselF, the mighty mr. sandman. deFeat him 
and the title is yours — For as long as you can deFend it!” 

— Flyer

19
84 The original cabinet, which 

momentarily appears in the truly 
awful 1987 Sylvester Stallone film 
Over the Top

 
“Add some punch to your profits” 

(alternative American flyer)
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Japanese flyer  
(reverse)

 
 
Japanese flyer (front)

TITLE 

“A knockout game from 
Nintendo” (original  
American flyer reverse)

In order of appearance:  
Glass Joe, Piston Hurricane, Bald Bull, Kid Quick, Pizza Pasta and Mr. Sandman

 
 

Left to right:

Mario, Luigi, Donkey Kong and 
Donkey Kong Jr. all appear in 

the crowd

Parody of PO in The Simpsons 
episode Moaning Lisa 

Homage by the DS game 
Freshly-Picked Tingle’s Rosy 

Rupeeland
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A conversion kit for Punch-Out!! 
(Arcade) developed and released 
only in North America by Nintendo 
as a spin-off to the series. It was 
Nintendo’s last independently 
developed and released arcade 
game. 

The goal of the game is to become 
the World Arm Wrestling Champion 
by defeating 5 opponents in arm-
wrestling matches.

To win tap left on the joystick, 
counterattack opponent moves 
by pressing right to stun, then 
repeatedly tap the button to score 
points and do more damage. 
Players have one minute to win the 
bout.

After Kabuki and Frank Jr. there is a 
bonus game that requires players to 
catch a money bag for extra points 
by pressing up on the joystick plus 
any button as the bag falls by the 
protagonist’s head. 

19
85

The game features a Texas cowboy, 
a Japanese sumo wrestler, Bald Bull 
from Punch-Out!! (Arcade), a girl 
controlling a monkey robot and a 
Frankenstein creature! 

After the player beats the fifth and 
final opponent the game repeats 
with increased difficulty. 

According to Twin Galaxies, Mark 
Haber of New York holds the official 
record for this game with 781,030 
points on June 28, 1986.

TITLE Arm Wrestling

DEVELOPER Nintendo R&D1

PLATFORM Arcade

RELEASED 1985

RARITY

PRICE $1,500

OPPONENTS 5

F R A N C H I S E

ARM  WRESTLING
“iF you liked punch-out!! and super punch-out!!, you’ll loVe 
arm wrestling, round three oF rocking, socking excitement. 
aVailaBle as a nintendo pak conVersion, or a dedicated 
game.” 

— Flyer

Extremely rare converted cabinet

“The most exiting game 
around — hands down”  
(American flyer reverse)
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SCORING

50
Each second of correctly pushing the joystick left to 
knock the opponent.

100/300/400/
600/700

Counterattacks (lit up above the opponent’s head).

50

Each time left is pushed after getting a power up and 
freezing your opponent’s action. This may increase on 
higher levels, but it never goes above 1,000 or 2,200 
depending on the opponent.

400
Per second for winning each fi ght, in increments of 40 
points.

50,000 Catching the money bag (after fi ghts 2 and 5).

In order of appearance: 
Texas Mac, Kabuki, Mask X, Alice & Ape III and Frank Jr.

Mask X is revealed
to be Bald Bull!

Mask X is revealed
to be Bald Bull!
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With the same gameplay and 
digitized speech of its precursor, 
Punch-Out!! (Arcade), this version 
introduced the characters Bear 
Hugger, Dragon Chan, Vodka 
Drunkenski, Great Tiger and Super 
Macho Man. 

Similarly to the original game, 
the player assumes the role of a 
green-haired boxer, known by three 
initials, who works through the 
ranks of the WVBA (World Video 
Boxing Association). 

Unlike the original however, the 
joystick could be pulled directly up 
(i.e. towards the ceiling) in order to 
duck — a crucial tactic to evade 
attacks. 

Mario, Luigi, Donkey Kong and 
Donkey Kong Jr. all make their 
return to the audience — albeit with 
a different background color.

SUPER     PUNCH-OUT!!
“get ready For round two oF rocking, socking excitement as 
FiVe oF the world’s toughest Fighters come to the ring in the 
all new super punch-out!!” 

— Flyer
19

85
After defeating Super Macho Man, 
Great Tiger is removed from the 
lineup and Bear Hugger assumes 
the role of the final opponent. 
Therefore the new order is Dragon 
Chan, Vodka Drunkenski, Super 
Macho Man then Bear Hugger. 

The game can only be continued 
once, which causes the player to 
appear bandaged and with the 
status of ‘champion’ instead of 
‘challenger’. 

According to Twin Galaxies, Charles 
Bingham holds the official record 
with 1,118,050 points on June 30, 
2006.

TITLE Super Punch-Out!!

DEVELOPER Nintendo R&D1

PLATFORM Arcade

RELEASED 1985

RARITY

PRICE $1,000

OPPONENTS 5

F R A N C H I S E

Put a ‘Super’ sticker on the side of 
a Punch-Out!! (Arcade) cabinet and 
you’re in business!

 
 

Japanese flyer
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Japanese fl yer (reverse)

In order of appearance: 
Bear Hugger, Dragon Chan, 

Vodka Drunkenski, Great Tiger and Super Macho Man

American fl yer (reverse)

Just like Punch-Out!! (Arcade), 
Mario, Luigi, Donkey Kong, and 

Donkey Kong Jr. all appear in 
the crowd

Reproduction cabinet 
sticker

DID YOU KNOW?

A Punch-Out!! arcade 
machine briefl y appears 
in the background of the 
Sylvester Stallone movie 
about arm wrestling, 
Over the Top.
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TITLE Frank Bruno’s Boxing

DEVELOPER Nintendo R&D1

PLATFORM C64, ZX Spectrum, Amstrad

RELEASED 1985

RARITY

PRICE $15

OPPONENTS 8

A watered-down version of Super 
Punch-Out!! (Arcade) ported to 
the Commodore 64, ZX Spectrum 
and the Amstrad CPC. Frank 
Bruno’s Boxing (also known as 
Frank Bruno’s World Championship 
Boxing) was published exclusively 
in Europe. 

Instead of the generic player, real-
life boxer Frank Bruno stars as the 
protagonist aspiring to become 
champion of the EVBA (Elite Video 
Boxing Association). 

19
85

Only the fi rst 3 opponents of 
Super Punch-Out!! (Arcade) are 
included  — albeit with new names. 
Bear Hugger is renamed Canadian 
Crusher, Dragon Chan was renamed 
Fling Long Chop and Vodka 
Drunkenski was renamed to Andra 
Puncharedov. 

To defeat an opponent Bruno must 
perform three knockdowns during 
a single 3-minute round. The game 
has a KO indicator, which when 
charged allows a right hook or 
uppercut to be thrown.

Five exclusive characters were 
added to the game. For a stronger 
fi ghter, enter ‘ABC’ as the
character name.

F R A N C H I S E

FRANK     BRUNO'S     BOXING
“now, meet eight oF the world’s most unlikely heaVyweight 
contenders in the Boxing simulation to Beat ‘em all!” 

— adVertisement

Yes, games actually used to be on cassette!

Computer & Video Games ZX 
magazine spread 

(left page)
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Computer & Video Games 
ZX magazine spread 
(right page)

In order of appearance on the ZX Spectrum: 
Canadian Crusher, Fling Long Chop, Andra Puncheredov, Tribal Trouble, 

Frenchie France, Ravioli Mafi osi, Antipodean Andy and Peter Perfect

The Commodore release with 
superior graphics
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TITLE Punch-Out!!

DEVELOPER Nintendo

PLATFORM Game & Watch Micro Vs.

RELEASED February 28, 1988

RARITY

PRICE $1,200

OPPONENTS 1

The object of the game is to back 
the opponent into the left corner 
of the ring and throw a knockout 
punch. A game consists of nine 
rounds.

The Vs. System featured two game 
modes — ‘Game A’ against the 
computer and ‘Game B’ against a 
second human player. 

The maximum amount of health 
a character can have is fi ve bars, 
although the opponent will often 
have less in the beginning of the 
game. Every knockdown moves 
a fi ghter closer to their respective 
corner. 

The only difference between 
Boxing and Punch-Out!! (Micro) 
is the packaging — and the more 
affordable $80 price tag. There are 
also more common non-boxed 
versions of the game.

Boxing was included in Game & 
Watch Gallery 4 for the Game Boy 
Advance in its original form as well 
an updated version where you play 
as Luigi and fi ght Wiggler, Boo 
then Waluigi in an arena with the 
‘BOXING’ logo. Both characters 
start with fi ve hearts and opponents 
become increasingly harder as you 
progress through the game.

According to the website In the 
Attic the fastest recorded winning 
time is 43 seconds. 

F R A N C H I S E

PUNCH-OUT!!
originally released as ‘Boxing’ (model Bx-301) on July 31, 
1984 — the same year punch-out!! made its arcade deBut — 
it was later re-issued as ‘punch-out!!’ to take adVantage oF 
the series’ popularity at the time.

Controls taken from the instruction 
booklet

Game & Watch Gallery 4 
features an updated version 

of Boxing

The more common non-boxed 
‘carded’ version

Besides Boxing and Punch-Out!! the only other Vs. titles 
produced were Donkey Kong 3 and and Donkey Kong 
Hockey
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Originally conceived as a sequel 
to MTPO titled Mike Tyson’s 
Intergalactic Power Punch, the 
game was developed by Beam 
Software under supervision from 
Nintendo.

The game did not meet Nintendo’s 
quality standards and was instead 
revised and released as Power 
Punch II by American Softworks 
Corporation — despite the fact 
there was no original Power Punch! 

Tyson was renamed to ‘Tough Guy’ 
Mark Tyler and his appearance 
changed from Tyson’s signature 
black shorts with red gloves to an 
all pink attire. References to Don 
King, such as his famous hairstyle, 
were also removed.

The game expands on the original 
with the inclusion of training, 
cutscenes and new scoring system 
based on knockdowns and punch 
percentages. Rounds were reduced 
to 1-minute and fi ghters are KO’ed 
after a fourth knockdown.

TITLE Power Punch II

DEVELOPER American Softworks Corp.

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED April 12, 1992

RARITY

PRICE $20

OPPONENTS 13

While the original game was 
unorthodox, Power Punch II is 
more outlandish as opponents do 
not wear boxing gear, fi ghts take 
place in a room instead of a ring 
and even vehicles are used! The 
game received little fanfare and 
was poorly received. In 2010 Power 
Punch was fi nally released as a Wii 
game.

In 2008, 17 years after its initial 
conception, the scrapped 
sequel surfaced thanks to Jason 
‘DreamTR’ Wilson. Wilson, 
known by many in video game 
collecting circles for his stockpile 
of rarities and prototypes, sold the 
prototype data to the NintendoAge 
community for $1,500 — who then 
promptly released the ROM for free 
download. 

According to Twin Galaxies, Daniel 
Teixeira holds the fastest time with 
22 minutes and 22 seconds on May 
24, 2005.

NES cartridge

F R A N C H I S E

POWER     PUNCH     II
“it’s the year 2006. you’re mark ‘tough guy’ tyler and 
you’Ve Just deFended your heaVyweight title For the 9th 
consecutiVe time. aFter demolishing the Best Boxers on the 
planet, it’s now time to Face oFF with the Best in the uniVerse. 
the intergalactic Boxing Federation (igBF) has inVited you 
to go head-to-head with 12 oF their greatest Fighters. From 
metallic cyBorgs, to heaVy hitting mutants, you’ll trade 
punches with opponents whose strength, stamina and speed 
are like nothing you’Ve eVer seen. iF pure technique doesn’t 
stop these sluggers (and with the Best oF them it won’t), get 
hold oF those power punches. they’ll guarantee to send your 
tin-coated opponent to the Junkyard and you to a new title; 
undisputed heaVyweight champion oF the uniVerse!” 

— Box

If only the game was as 
good as this magazine 

advertisement!
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An early CES (Consumer 
Electronics Show) advertising 

piece for Mike Tyson’s Alien 
Power Punch (as opposed to 

Intergalactic Power Punch). It 
measures 8.5” by 3” 

(21cm by 7cm).

Re-live 1992 with a NES 
reproduction cart from RetroUSB 
or thenesdump.com

In order of appearance: 
9763 Borg, Derrec Nodden, Alpha Bonehead, Helmut Skull, Lex Lumpblocker, Grathnox 4, Erec Nodden, 

Pugly Positronic, Super Borg DLX, Grathnox 4B, Hammerhand, Lex Lumpblocker and Fly-Mo

Screenshots from 
the unreleased Mike 
Tyson’s Intergalactic 

Power Punch

The Intergalactic Power Punch 
background (top half) features 

Tyson’s trainer Don King,  
Robin Givens (Tyson’s ex-wife) 

and the late Cus D’Amato 
(Tyson’s original trainer). Robin 

Givens cries when Tyson is 
knocked down while Don King 
smiles when Tyson knocks an 

opponent down.
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TITLE Super Punch-Out!!

DEVELOPER Nintendo

PLATFORM SNES

RELEASED October 1, 1994

RARITY

PRICE $30

OPPONENTS 16

The fourth game in the Punch-Out!! 
series, taking place after MTPO 
it was released during the 10th 
anniversary of the original Punch-
Out!! (Arcade). 

Gameplay is similar to that of its 
predecessors, with the player 
fighting his way to become 
champion of the WVBA (World 
Video Boxing Association). The 
player controls a semi-transparent 
Little Mac from a third-person 
perspective. Besides the regular 
game mode there is also a Time 
Attack and Record View mode. 

As in the first two arcade games, 
a power meter is located on the 
bottom of the screen which fills on 
successful punches and depletes 
when hit. When the power meter 
fills up completely, the player will be 
able to launch powerful knockout 
punches such as uppercuts, hooks 
or rapid punches. Players can 
also build power as the match 
progresses, resulting in increased 
speed and power. The player has 
three minutes to knockout the 
opponent to avoid losing. 

Faster knockdowns result in less 
stamina recovered upon getting up 
and three knockdowns result in a 
TKO. The player can also recover 
stamina while an opponent is down. 

Each punch has varying speed and 
power with the fastest/weakest to 
slowest/strongest being: Left Jab, 
Right Jab, Left Body Blow and 
finally Right Body Blow.

The dodging system is more 
efficient with body blows blocked 
automatically if no buttons are 
pressed.

The game was developed by Genyo 
Takeda, Minoru Arakawa and 
Makoto Wada, and features voice 
acting by Charles Martinet, best 
known as the voice of Mario. 

Before the game was finished and 
released, screenshots and video 
footage of the prototype were 
seen in Nintendo Power magazine 
and television commercials. The 
prototype showed the protagonist 
with a different look compared to 
the finished version. 

The game has a battery that allows 
players to save their progress and 
records for future play, rather than 
rely on passwords as previously 
required. Like MTPO, the game 
uses palette swaps for different 
characters. 

Super Punch-Out!! (SNES) didn't 
come out in Japan until 1998, 
and even then, only through the 
Nintendo Power vending system 
where a blank cartridge was 
purchased and loaded with various 
games. 

Recently the title has been released 
for the Virtual Console and as an 
unlockable game and boxer in Fight 
Night Round 2 for the GameCube.

According to Speed Demos Archive, 
Jeremy ‘DK28’ Doll holds the official 
fastest in-game time with 3 minutes 
and 24.97 seconds on August 10, 
2009.

“The mega-selling sports 
series is a knockout”  

(box reverse)

F R A N C H I S E

SUPER     PUNCH-OUT!! 
“slug your way through the grueling and sweat-pounding 
matches oF the minor, maJor and world circuits. dodge 
Bone-Bruising punches and dance to the top oF the supreme 
special circuit. Face oFF against old FaVorites including Bear 
hugger, piston hurricane, Bald Bull, mr. sandman and super 
macho man plus a cast oF new and weird challengers. with 
a right hook! Body Blow! and precise quick JaBs! the reFeree 
announces ‘knock out!’ your opponent lies Face down as you 
win the title oF nintendo Video Boxing association champion!” 

— Box

PAL cartridge
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In order of appearance:

Gabby Jay, Bear Hugger, Piston Hurricane, Bald Bull, Bob Charlie, Dragon Chan, Masked Muscle, Mr. Sandman, Aran 
Ryan, Heike Kagero, Mad Clown, Super Macho Man, Narcis Prince, How Quarlow, Rick Bruiser and Nick Bruiser

 
 

Right: 

The Nintendo Power vending 
system generic white cartridge 

and loading screen 

Far right: 

Beta screenshots released 
to Nintendo Power magazine 

show a different looking Little 
Mac
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TITLE Punch-Out!!

DEVELOPER Next Level Games

PLATFORM Wii

RELEASED May 16, 2009

RARITY

PRICE $30

OPPONENTS 14

Taking place fi fteen years after 
MTPO, the latest in the series sees 
the return of familiar fi ghters to do 
battle for the World Video Boxing 
Association title once more. 

Aside from Disco Kid, Giga Mac and 
Donkey Kong, every other opponent 
is from a previous Punch-Out!! 
game. Ten of the returning boxers 
are from the NES classic, joined by 
Bear Hugger and Aran Ryan from 
Super Punch-Out!! (SNES). 

The gameplay uses the rounds 
system, star punches and in-
between commentary of MTPO and 
the stamina recovery from Super 
Punch-Out!! (SNES). If the player 
is hit by a knockout punch that 
would make them lose the fi ght, it 
is possible to recover and regain a 
little stamina.

After beating the Career Mode a 
Title Defense Mode is unlocked, 
in which each fi ghter protects 
their weaknesses requiring new 
strategies to be beaten. 

Game designer Shigeru Miyamoto 
served as the game’s producer. The 
music for the game, which includes 
arranged versions of music from the 
original MTPO, was composed by 
Mike Peacock, Darren Radtke and 
Chad York. 

The game received generally 
positive reviews, averaging 86/100 
and 87.97% at Metacritic and 
GameRankings respectively.

According to Speed Demos Archive, 
Zack ‘zallard1’ Allard and Charles 
Griffi n hold the combined fastest 
time (best individual times) with 
20 minutes and 7.97 seconds set 
in 2010 — though Charles Griffi n 
only contributed 2 of the 27 fastest 
times.

F R A N C H I S E

PUNCH-OUT!! 
“one oF the Biggest names in Boxing returns aFter a 15-
year hiatus. graB a wii remote controller in one hand and a 
nunchuk controller in the other and step Back into the ring 
with a modern update oF the classic punch-out!! little mac 
is Back! eVeryone’s FaVorite underdog From the 1980s Joins 
the Best oF the original punch-out!! cast in a modern re-
imagination oF the series. players will Find Familiar names 
like glass Joe, king hippo and trainer doc louis. these Boxers 
come to liFe again in cel-shaded 3-d, complete with hilarious 
Fighting animations and Back stories that capture all the 
Fun and Flair oF the original punch-out!! games.” 

— Box

20
09

The only game in the series to be released on disc

Flyer from the exclusive pre-
release at the Nintendo World 

Store in New York
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USA promotional item

In order of appearance:

Glass Joe, Von Kaiser, Disco Kid, King Hippo, Piston Hondo, Bear Hugger, Great Tiger, Don Flamenco, 
Aran Ryan, Soda Popinski, Bald Bull, Super Macho Man and Mr. Sandman

Donkey Kong is a secret 
opponent unlocked after 

clearing the Career and Title 
Defense modes. Nicknames 
include ‘The King of Swing!’, 
‘The Leader of the DK Krew!’ 

and ‘Jumpman’s Bane!’ — 
referring to Mario’s original 

name in the Japanese arcade 
release of Donkey Kong.

DID YOU KNOW?

For Punch-Out!! (Wii), 
Mac interacts with the 
controller pointer by 
stepping on it, jumping 
over it, or punching it.
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TITLE Doc Louis’s Punch-Out!!

DEVELOPER Next Level Games

PLATFORM Wii

RELEASED October 17, 2009

RARITY

PRICE N/A

OPPONENTS 1

A spin-off to Punch-Out!! (Wii), 
this was made available to Club 
Nintendo members in North 
America as a reward for those who 
reached platinum status on the 
website. 

Platinum members could choose as 
their reward either a Mario cap, or 
the downloadable game. 

Though a separate game, it uses 
the same engine and controls 
as Punch-Out!! (Wii). Unlike the 
Wii version however, there is no 
multiplayer, Balance Board Support 
and only three game modes (Warm-
Up, Training and Sparring) are 
available. 

Doc Louis becomes increasingly 
tougher to beat after each game 
mode but only needs to be knocked 
down once for victory. 

The game may be a prequel to 
Punch-Out!! (Wii) as Mac can be 
seen in the same clothing worn 
during the Minor Circuit while 
training in the gym during Sparring 
Mode.

According to Speed Demos Archive, 
Zack ‘zallard1’ Allard holds the 
offi cial fastest time with 2 minutes 
and 14.11 seconds on February 19, 
2010. Zack also holds the fastest 
combined individual fastest times 
at 2 minutes and 12.69 seconds in 
2010.

F R A N C H I S E

DOC  LOUIS'S  PUNCH-OUT!!
“it’s little mac Vs. doc louis! step into little mac’s shoes 
and challenge your mentor and coach, doc louis, to proVe 
you haVe what it takes to Become the world Video Boxing 
association world champion. this unique one-on-one Bout 
Builds oFF the Fun and excitement Found in the retail Version 
oF punch-out!! For the wii, and is designed exclusiVely For 
2009 cluB nintendo platinum memBers (us & canada) as a 
Free download — this giFt will not Be aVailaBle anywhere 
else!!” 

— cluB nintendo weBsite

20
09

Being download-only there is no offi cial box art, just the fan effort by Alex 
Brofsky (top-left)

Screen grab of the 
download webpage
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QUOTES

“I invented the Star Punch!”

“I’m fi nally a fully rounded fi ghter, Mac! Ha ha ha!”

“What’s your favorite fl ower, son? 
Mine’s chocolate!”

“Son, you got to give 110% out there! I know mathematically it’s only 
possible to give 100% but you got to squeeze that extra 10% out there for 
me, Mac!”

Platinum members could choose between this game or a Mario hat... 
really?

Go toe-to-toe with the inventor of the Star Punch!

Right:

Doc eats candy to regain heath 
but beware: “Removal of Doc 
Louis’s chocolate bar may be 

hazardous to your health. The 
WBVA is not responsible for 

any frustration from this point 
forward!”

Far right:

Let the game sit idle on the 
title screen for a gym tour

DID YOU KNOW?

When playing head-to-
head on the Wii, Mac 
earns Giga Mac Juice, 
which may be a reference 
to steroids.





03
Releases
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In 1987, Nintendo attempted a 
bold feat — it wanted to link all of 
Japan’s Famicom units through 
a complex network much like the 
Internet today. To test the network, 
Nintendo hosted competitions 
where gamers could play Disk 
System video games and transmit 
their high scores to Nintendo Japan 
headquarters from any store that 
was linked through the Famicom 
Network System. 

Nintendo held four competitions 
to win a box (with printed ribbon) 
containing a yellow plastic case in 
the shape of Disk-kun, the Famicom 
mascot. Inside each Disk-kun was a 
gold Famicom Disk System disk.

Held in early 1987, the fi rst 
competition, Nintendo Famicom 
Golf Tournament Japan Course, 
included an exclusive 19th hole and 
gave away a gold disk of the game 
as a prize. 

pUnch-oUT!!
commonly referred to As the ‘gold’ or ‘speciAl’ edition, 
10,000 copies Were giVen AWAy eXclusiVely in JApAn.

19
87

In late 1987, Nintendo Famicom 
Golf Tournament U.S. Course was 
held using the U.S. version of Golf 
and the inclusion of a second prize, 
Punch-Out!! (Special).

Given away before the general 
release of MTPO, it is notable as the 
only Famicom game to use a NES 
chip. 

The game does not feature Tyson, 
ending instead with Super Macho 
Man. Other key differences include 
altered colors and title music. 

Of the 10,000 units, half went to the 
highest scorers — with the top 100 
receiving a commemorative plaque 
and disk card. 1,000 units were 
raffl ed off to players who achieved 
a hole-in-one, while the remaining 
4,000 were raffl ed off to those who 
had a 1, 4, 9, or 2 as the last digit of 
their score.

TITLE Punch-Out!!

CART ID HVC-PT-S

REGION Japan

PLATFORM Famicom (NTSC)

RELEASED 1987

RARITY

PRICE $350

r e l e as e s

Also known as Bald Bull’s Punch-Out!! 

Japanese fl yer
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Competition instructions translated to English

Right:
Game manual

Far right:

Different title screen and 
colors

The back of the box features Mario from US Golf

Inside the gold cartridge is a Famicom-sized circuit board
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The cartridges resemble standard 
NES cartridges except contain 72-
pins instead of the usual 60-pins. 

An optional coin box could be 
fi tted, accepting 100¥ coins for 
10-20 minutes of play. The unit 
also included AV connectors in 
addition to the standard Famicom 
RF cables. 

Regular NES games don’t work on 
the FamicomBox, but FamicomBox 
games do work on the NES!

FaMicoMBoX
in 1986, nintendo co., ltd. And Jtb trAVelAnd inc. begAn 
distributing the fAmicomboX to stores And hotels Across 
JApAn. With slots for up to 15 gAmes, All Are JApAnese 
Versions And looK identicAl eXcept for the gAme title 
in JApAnese on the top. the unit feAtures tWo holstered 
stAndArd nes controllers And A stAndArd orAnge or grAy 
nes ZApper light gun.

19
87

The FamicomBox was not the only 
multi-game system used in stores. 
Sharp, which is best known for 
having sold the Twin Famicom, also 
distributed the FamicomStation, 
which was exactly the same as 
the FamicomBox except it stood 
on four metal legs, had a slightly 
different load screen and used gray 
cartridges.

TITLE Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!

CART ID N/A

REGION Japan

PLATFORM FamicomBox/Station (NTSC)

RELEASED 1987

RARITY

PRICE $200

r e l e as e s

Gray FamicomStation cartridge

Black FamicomBox cartridge

Instruction booklet
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Title screens for the 
FamicomBox and 

FamicomStation have a fl ying 
through space effect

Strangely, the FamicomBox supports standard 

NES (not Famicom) controllers and Zapper light gun

compLete games List

1. 1943 

2. Adventure Island 

3. Baseball 

4. Bomberman 

5. Commando 

6. Devil World 

7. Donkey Kong 

8. Donkey Kong Jr. 

9. Duck Hunt 

10. Excitebike F1 Race 

11. Ghosts ‘N Goblins 

12. Golf 

13. Gradius

14. Hogan’s Alley 

15. Ice Climber 

16. Ice Hockey 

17. Knight Rider 

18. M.C. Kids 

19. Mahjong 

20. Mario Bros 

21. Mega Man 

22. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
23. Ninja Gaiden 

24. Othello 

25. Pro Wrestling 

26. Punch-Out!! 
27. Rygar 

28. Super Chinese 2 

29. Super Mario Bros. 

30. Tennis 

31. Twin Bee

32. Volleyball 

33. Wild Gunman 

34. Wrecking Crew

Sharp brand NES controller

Although there are slots for up to 15 games, most units only have 
10 cartridges

did You knoW?

Little Mac’s weight of 107 
lbs. would make him a 
fl yweight in real life and 
only Glass Joe at 110 lbs. 
would be in the same 
weight division.
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By the late 1980s, console 
systems were quickly catching 
up with arcade machines in terms 
of popularity. Game companies 
decided to capitalize on this trend 
by making upright arcade machines 
from existing console systems. 

Punch-Out!! (Arcade) cabinets could 
be converted to a PlayChoice-10 
cabinet, where the player had a 
time limit to play one or more of the 
54 available PlayChoice games.

Nintendo also created a single 
game PlayChoice and tabletop 
version. Super Mario Bros. 3 was 
previewed to the U.S. market on 
PlayChoice machines.

An extra CPU controlled the 
gameplay timer and game selection, 
while hints would be displayed on a 
separate monitor. On single-monitor 
systems, a button would switch 
between the gameplay and hint 
screens. 

playchoice-10
An ArcAde mAchine supporting up to 10 different nes gAmes 
in the form of circuit boArds plugged directly into the 
mAchine’s motherboArd.

19
87

Normal NES cartridges could not be 
used; rather, the PlayChoice used 
expansion cards containing (usually 
unmodified) NES games along with 
an extra 8KB ROM to display hints. 

Because the PlayChoice-10 output 
RGB video using a slightly different 
palette, games did not look exactly 
the same as they did on the NES. 

It is possible to replace the NES 
PPU (Picture Processing Unit) with 
that of the PlayChoice-10, allowing 
it to emulate the PlayChoice colors.

TITLE Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!

CART ID N/A

REGION United States

PLATFORM PlayChoice-10

RELEASED 1987

RARITY

PRICE $500

r e l e as e s

Besides the standard cabinet, there is a Super Deluxe 
and tabletop version 

 
“A veritable video jukebox”  

(magazine advertisement)
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Flyer

Get handy hints from the top 
screen

Various fl yers

MTPO on an expansion card, which is installed directly onto the motherboard

compLete games List

1. 1942
2. Balloon Fight
3. Baseball
4. Baseball Stars
5. Captain Skyhawk
6. Castlevania
7. Contra
8. Chip ‘n Dale Rescue Rangers
9. Double Dragon
10. Double Dribble
11. Dr. Mario
12. Duck Hunt
13. Excitebike
14. Fester’s Quest
15. Gauntlet
16. Golf
17. The Goonies
18. Gradius
19. Hogan’s Alley

20. Kung Fu
21. Mario Bros.
22. Mario’s Open Golf
23. Mega Man 3
24. Metroid
25. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!
26. Ninja Gaiden
27. Ninja Gaiden II
28. Ninja Gaiden III
29. Pinbot
30. Power Blade
31. Pro Wrestling
32. Rad Racer
33. Rad Racer II
34. RBI Baseball
35. R.C. Pro-Am
36. Rockin’ Kats
37. Rush’n Attack
38. Rygar

39. Shatterhand
40. Solar Jetman: Hunt for the 

Golden Warpship
41. Super C
42. Super Mario Bros.
43. Super Mario Bros. 2
44. Super Mario Bros. 3
45. Tecmo Bowl
46. Tennis
47. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
48. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 

II: The Arcade Game
49. Track & Field
50. Trojan
51. Volleyball
52. Wild Gunman
53. World Cup Soccer
54. Yo! Noid
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nes  /  FaMicoM

19
87

TITLE Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!

CART ID NES-PT-USA

REGION United States

PLATFORM NES (NTSC)

RELEASED 1 October, 1987

CODE 19

SEAL Round

r e l e as e s

Japan

CART ID HVC-PT 

TV FORMAT NTSC 

PLATFORM Famicom

RELEASED 21 Nov, 1987 

CODE 00

SEAL

europe

CART ID NES-PT-EEC

TV FORMAT PAL-B

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 15 Dec, 1987

CODE 11

SEAL Oval (TM)

canada

CART ID NES-PT-CAN

TV FORMAT NTSC

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED Oct, 1987

CODE 12

SEAL Round

asia

CART ID NES-PT-ASI

TV FORMAT PAL

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1987

CODE

SEAL
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spain

CART ID NES-PT-ESP 

TV FORMAT PAL-B

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 15 Dec, 1987

CODE 11

SEAL

france

CART ID NES-PT-FRA

TV FORMAT PAL

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 15 Dec, 1987

CODE

SEAL Oval

hong kong

CART ID NES-PT-HKG

TV FORMAT PAL

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1987

CODE

SEAL

great britain

CART ID NES-PT-GBR

TV FORMAT PAL-A

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1988

CODE

SEAL Round

korea

CART ID NES-PT-KOR

TV FORMAT NTSC

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED Jun, 1987

CODE

SEAL Round (Orig)

united kingdom

CART ID NES-PT-UKV

TV FORMAT PAL-A

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 15 Dec, 1987

CODE

SEAL

?
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nes

19
90

TITLE Punch-Out!!

CART ID NES-QP-USA

REGION United States

PLATFORM NES (NTSC)

RELEASED 1990

CODE 05

SEAL Oval (R)

r e l e as e s

united kingdom

CART ID NES-QP-UKV

TV FORMAT PAL-A

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1990

CODE

SEAL Round (Orig)

spain

CART ID NES-QP-ESP

TV FORMAT PAL-B

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1990

CODE 20

SEAL Round (Orig)

europe

CART ID NES-QP-NOE

TV FORMAT PAL-B

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1 Mar, 1990

CODE 21

SEAL Round (Orig)

france

CART ID NES-QP-FRA

TV FORMAT PAL-B

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1990

CODE

SEAL Round (Orig)
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canada

CART ID NES-QP-CAN

TV FORMAT NTSC

PLATFORM NES

RELEASED 1990

CODE

SEAL Oval (R)

19
92

TITLE Punch-Out!!

CART ID NES-QP-USA-1

REGION United States

PLATFORM NES (NTSC)

RELEASED 1992

CODE

SEAL Oval (R)did You knoW?

Made by Falcon Soft for 
sale in Brazil, a pirated 
copy of MTPO with 
different cartridge and 
packaging was sold under 
the title Knock-Out!!.
packaging was sold under 

did You knoW?

An early prototype cover 
of Mike Tyson Punch-
Out!! (notice the missing 
‘s’) shows a scene from 
Tyson’s 1986 Title Fight 
against Trevor Berbick.
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CHARACTERS
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O R I G I N :  B R O N X ,

NEW YORK

RANKED:

#3 
m i n o r 
C I R C U I T

  little

mAC

U.S.A. AGE:  17
WEIGHT:  107  lbs.

RECORD:  0-0  /  0  KO



“Come on Doc! Teach me more...!”
“He has hurt me, Doc!” 

“I can’t win Doc!” 

“His defense is too tough, Doc!” 

“Weakness?”
“Big mouth?”

“Help Doc!” 

“I’m tired, Doc!” 

“A 17-year-old fi ghter from the 
Bronx in New York. He loves nothing 
better than a tough challenge. 
He met 200 different trainers and 
was rejected 200 times. It was not 
until he met Jerome ‘Doc’ Louis, 
a former heavyweight champion, 
that he began his journey to the 
top of the World Video Boxing 
Association.” 

Little Mac is the main character 
of the NES, SNES and Wii titles in 
the series. While his ethnicity is not 
offi cially known, he was portrayed 
by Italian-American professional 
boxer Paul Malignaggi in the Wii 
commercial. 

Mac’s signature move is a powerful 
jumping uppercut called the Star 
Punch; taught to him by his trainer 
Doc Louis.

Mac has made several appearances 
in other media including three 
stories in the Nintendo Comics 
System by Valiant Comics and 
in the prologue of the Captain N 
comic books. This suggests his 
stories are canonical to the Captain 
N continuity, although he never 
appeared in any of the actual 
stories.

He can also be seen briefl y in the 
introduction to the Captain N: The 
Game Master television show, as a 
Hasbro action fi gure, an Applause 
action fi gure and on Topps trading 
cards.

Video game cameos include Super 
Smash Bros. Brawl, Fight Night: 
Round 2, Captain Rainbow and 
WarioWare: Smooth Moves. 

He is voiced by Hisao Egawa in 
Super Smash Bros. Brawl and Matt 
Harty in Punch-Out!! (Wii).

Despite a different appearance, the 
virtual console and offi cial website 
all state Little Mac is the protagonist 
of the SNES release. 

According to Nintendo of America, 
the SNES title takes place after 
the events of the NES and Wii 
titles. Little Mac appears different 
because he has evolved since 
separating from Doc Louis, 
expanding his repertoire to include 
the Knockout Punch and Rapid 
Punch. In Punch-Out!! (Wii) he can 
transform into Giga Mac, a hulking 
powerhouse.

Nintendo Power listed Little Mac 
as their 11th favorite hero, stating 
that he taught gamers that more 
intimidating foes can be overcome 
by patience, persistence, and 
“pattern recognition.” 

Mac is listed at almost a foot taller 
at 5’7” in Punch-Out!! (Wii).

APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

2. Punch-Out!! (NES)

3. Super Punch-Out!! (SNES)

4. Super Smash Bros. Brawl (GC)

5. Fight Night: Round 2 (PS2)

6. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

7. Doc Louis’ Punch-Out!! (Wii)

8. Captain Rainbow (Wii)

9. WarioWare: Smooth Moves 
(Wii)



mario

“Fight!”“TKO”
“KO!” “1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9..10”

APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

2. Punch-Out!! (NES)

3. Over 200 other titles

As Nintendo’s mascot, Mario is 
arguably the most famous character 
in video game history. Mario has 
appeared in over 200 games 
selling over 210 million units, 
television shows, a live-action fi lm, 
comics and a torrent of licensed 
merchandise. Created by Shigeru 
Miyamoto as Mr. Video, he was 
renamed Jumpman for his 1981 
debut in Donkey Kong. 

He played the role of a carpenter 
(due to the game taking place on a 
construction site) who must rescue 
his girlfriend (originally known as the 
Lady, but later named Pauline) from 
his pet ape, Donkey Kong. 

Technical limitations at the time 
are responsible for Mario’s 
iconic look. Red overalls with a 
blue shirt created contrast with 
the background, a cap avoided 
animating hair, and the large 
nose and mustache removed the 
need to draw a mouth and facial 
expressions.

“1..2..3..4..5..6..7..8..9..10”

The 1982 sequel Donkey Kong 
Jr. saw Mario named for the fi rst 
time and the 1983 game Mario 
Bros. introduced his brother Luigi 
and changed their professions to 
plumbers — in order to suit the 
sewer setting of the game.

The name Mario was inspired by 
Nintendo of America’s landlord 
Mario Segale. Cementing Mario’s 
place in history, the 1985 sequel 
Super Mario Bros. for the NES 
would be the best selling video 
game for over two decades, selling 
over 40 million copies. 

Over the years Mario has starred 
in various genres: Pinball (Mario 
Pinball Land), puzzle (Dr. Mario), 
role playing (Super Mario RPG, 
Paper Mario), racing (Mario Kart), 
sports (Mario Golf, Mario Tennis, 
Mario Superstar Baseball, Super 
Mario Strikers, Mario & Sonic at the 

Olympic Games, Mario Sports Mix) 
and mini-games (Mario Party).

Cameo appearances include MTPO 
(referee), The Legend of Zelda: 
A Link to the Past (portrait), The 
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 
(portrait), Metal Gear Solid: The Twin 
Snakes (statue), NBA Street V3 and 
SSX on Tour (playable character).

Nintendo never revealed Mario’s 
full name, stating only that it is not 
Mario Mario despite the implication 
of Mario Bros., its use in the fi lm, 
and information in the offi cial guide 
Mario and Luigi: Superstar Saga.

According to the MTPO manual, 
Little Mac should be wary of Mario’s 
unfair decisions. The ending also 
implies Mario has a child (“Daddy, 
come back home!”)!

mario
arguably the most famous character 

his girlfriend (originally known as the 

Technical limitations at the time 
are responsible for Mario’s 
iconic look. Red overalls with a 
blue shirt created contrast with 

The 1982 sequel
Jr.
time and the 1983 game 
Bros.
and changed their professions to 
plumbers — in order to suit the 
sewer setting of the game.

The name Mario was inspired by 
Nintendo of America’s landlord 
Mario Segale. Cementing Mario’s 
place in history, the 1985 sequel 
Super Mario Bros.
would be the best selling video 
game for over two decades, selling 
over 40 million copies. 



APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

2. Punch-Out!! (NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

4. Doc Louis’ Punch-Out!! (Wii)

“An ex-heavyweight who was 
a famous hard hitter in the U.S. 
around 1954.” 

Little Mac’s trainer and coach, 
Jerome ‘Doc’ Louis provides Mac 
with ‘advice’ between rounds. He is 
also the creator of the Star Punch.

Doc Louis infamously plugs the 
Nintendo Fun Club randomly 
between rounds and in the Wii 
installment pays homage by 
mentioning the Nintendo Fun Club 
before correcting himself and 
referring to the up-to-date Club 
Nintendo.

He loves chocolate (“What’s 
your favorite fl ower son? Mine’s 
chocolate!”) and appears in several 
stories of the Nintendo Comics 
System by Valiant Comics where he 
is referred to as Doc ‘Lewis’. 

Doc is voiced by Riley Inge.

doca     

louis

“Put him away!”

“Don’t give up, Mac! Fight!!”

“Listen Mac!!” “Dodge his punch then counter-punch!”

“Don’t give up, Mac! He has a weakness........”  
“Don’t give up, Mac! Fight!!”

“Don’t give up, Mac! He has a weakness........”  

“Look for two types of spin punch! Watch him.”

“Keep your guard up!”
“Stick and move, stick and move!”

“Watch his left!”

“One two, one two punch, Mac!”

“Dancin’ like a fl y, bite like a mosquito!”

“Yes you can, Mac!”

“Hang in there, Mac!”

“Listen Mac!!” “Give him a fast uppercut when he is stunned!”

“Listen Mac!!” “Catch him off-guard to stun him!” “Then unload on him!”

“Join the Nintendo fun club today! Mac.”

“Don’t give up, Mac! Make him close his big mouth!” 

“His father was a great magician in India.” “Don’t be charmed by his magic punches.”

“Mac! Watch his Bull Charge! Stand up to him!”

“Listen Mac!!” “Give him a fast uppercut when he is stunned!”
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  glass

joe
RANKED:

#2 
m i n o r 
C I R C U I T

O R I G I N :

paris france AGE:  38
WEIGHT:  110  lbs.

RECORD:  1-99  /  1  KO
NICKNAME:  GLASS  JAW  OF  FRANCE

RECORD:  1-99  /  1  KORECORD:  1-99  /  1  KO
NICKNAME:  GLASS  JAW  OF  FRANCENICKNAME:  GLASS  JAW  OF  FRANCE



APPEARANCES

1. Punch-Out!! (Arcade)

2. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (NES)

4. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

“Watch the jaw!! Don’t hit my jaw!”

“This is my last match! I’m too old for fi ghting!”
“Make it quick... I want to retire!”

“Do I have time to take a nap before the fi ght?”

France’s Glass Jaw is the fi rst and 
easiest character to beat in any 
version of Punch-Out!! that he 
appears in. A stereotype of French 
people he is portrayed as weak and 
cowardly with an affi nity for luxury, 
baguettes, croissants, coffee, 
French landmarks and a ‘Pepé Le 
Pew’ dialect. Glass Joe’s name has 
been used to describe failure or 
ineffectual characters.

Matching his weak physique, Glass 
Joe constantly complains about 
his pain between rounds. He can 
be heard complaining about such 
things as his gloves being too 
tight, being too old for fi ghting, 
his stomach hurting and most 
importantly about his weak jaw. 

In MTPO, he asks if he has time 
to take a nap before the fi ght and 
is eager to retire. He also never 
dodges.

Originally designed by Shigeru 
Miyamoto for the arcade game, 
Makoto Wada for the NES and 
Eddie Visser for the Wii, he is 
portrayed by Christian Bernard in 
the Wii game. 

His name was conceived by Genyo 
Takeda as a play on ‘glass jaw’, 
which is applicable to boxers who 
cannot take a punch. 

His merchandise appearances 
include a Hasbro action fi gure, 
Topps trading card, garbage can, 
Nintendo Comics System comic 
The First Fight and a cameo 
appearance in the Captain N comic 
The Happy Zone. 

He also featured on the promotional 
fl yer for the original Punch-Out!! 
(Arcade) and made an appearance 
in the episode Videolympics of 
the Captain N: The Game Master 
television show, where he is seen 

boxing his own shadow and losing!

According to the Offi cial Nintendo 
Magazine his solitary win was 
against the (most unlikely) Nick 
Bruiser, who is listed as having no 
losses. 

In the original Punch-Out!! (Arcade) 
he is a palette swap of Kid Quick, 
while in MTPO he is a swap of Don 
Flamenco. The theme music played 
for Glass Joe is taken from La 
Marseillaise — the national anthem 
of France. 

While making no appearance in 
Super Punch-Out!! (SNES), he is 
mentioned as having trained Gabby 
Jay — the weakest fi ghter in the 
game. Gabby Jay’s only win came 
at the hands of Glass Joe. Both are 
very similar in that they are both 
French, the fi rst opponent, weak, 
have identical weights, identical 
boxing records and share the same 

initials.

Nintendo Power listed him as one 
of the “greatest punching bags in 
Nintendo history,” GamesRadar 
listed him as one of the 13 
Unluckiest Videogame Bastards, 
UGO Networks listed the fi ght 
with him as the 15th greatest NES 
moment and GamePro listed him
as the 11th skinniest video 
game character.

In Punch-Out!! (Wii), Little Mac can 
obtain protective headgear similar 
to Glass Joe’s by suffering 100 
defeats. It is the fi rst game in the 
series where he speaks French and 
croissants fl y out when knocked 
out!



0066

  von

kaiser

O R I G I N :

berlin germany AGE:  28
WEIGHT:  144  lbs.

RECORD:  23-13  /  10  KO
RANKED:

#1 
m i n o r 
C I R C U I T

NICKNAME:  german  steel  machine

kaiser



APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

2. Punch-Out!! (NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

The German Steel Machine is a 
militant boxer and teacher at a 
military academy. A stereotype of 
German people, he is portrayed 
as militaristic (“Surrender! Or I will 
conquer you!”), goose-stepping and 
obsessed with victory. In Punch-
Out!! (Wii), he suffers emotional 
trauma from a beating by a group 
of children during one of his boxing 
classes — calling to his mother 
while being attacked. 

Originally designed by Makoto 
Wada then Eddie Visser for the Wii, 
he is voiced by Horst Laxton. 

His theme music is from the 
classical composition Ride of the 
Valkyries. 

Kaiser has featured as a Hasbro 
action fi gure and Topps trading 
card. 

In MTPO he is a palette swap of 
Great Tiger and one of two fi ghters 
who will go down — irrespective 
of stamina — from repeatedly 
alternating jabs after a missed 
uppercut.

In Punch-Out!! (Wii) he mostly 
speaks German, introduces 
himself as a Kampfmachine (‘Battle 
Machine’) and is the only fi ghter 
with a KO attack impossible to 
counter — referred to by fans as the 
The Von Kaiser Wave after a King of 
Fighters move by Wolfgang Krauser. 

Interestingly, on the Wii he is ranked 
below Disco Kid even though he 
has a better record!

“Surrender! Or I will conquer you!”

“Your punch is soft... just like your heart!”

“I will teach you a lesson. You will fall down!”
“I was a boxing teacher... at the military academy!”



0068

RANKED:

#5 
w o r l d
C I R C U I T

c h a m p

m i n o r
c i r c u i t

O R I G I N :

tokyo

  piston

honda

japan AGE:  28
WEIGHT:  174  lbs.

RECORD:  26-1  /  18  KO
NICKNAME:  honda  turbo

honda
NICKNAME:  honda  turbo



APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

2. Punch-Out!! (NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

Later renamed to Piston Hondo as a 
preventative measure to avoid legal 
issues with the Honda car company, 
he possesses a similar fi ghting style 
to Piston Hurricane from the original 
arcade game. 

A Japanese stereotype he has 
a high sense of honor, Samurai 
skills, bows frequently and 
babbles random Japanese (“Sushi, 
Kamikaze, Fujiyama, Nipponichi”).

Originally designed by Makoto 
Wada then Eddie Visser, he is 
voiced by Kenji Takahashi. 

Honda featured on a Topps trading 
card, as a Hasbro action fi gure and 
in the Nintendo Comics System 
comic Outsiders. In the comic he 
boxes to raise money for the poor. 

In MTPO he is a palette swap of 
Mike Tyson and one of three NES 
opponents Mac fi ghts twice.

His theme music is from the 
Japanese folk song, Sakura.

In Punch-Out (Wii) he only speaks 
Japanese and sushi fl oats around 
his head when dizzy. 

The Virtual Console version replaces 
NHK, a broadcasting company in 
Japan, with “my camera crew.”

“Where is the NHK TV camera? Hello, Tokyo!”
“I’ll give you a TKO from Tokyo!”

“You should wear a helmet when you fi ght me!”

“Sushi, Kamikaze, Fujiyama, Nipponichi...”
“I still remember our fi rst fi ght. Now I’m gonna make you pay back, Banzai!!”



0070

O R I G I N :

madrid

RANKED:

#2 
w o r l d
C I R C U I T

  don

flamenco

spain AGE:  23
WEIGHT:  152  lbs.

RECORD:  22-3  /  9  KO
NICKNAME:  red  rose  of  spain

m A J O R
c i r c u i t#3

flamenco
NICKNAME:  red  rose  of  spain



APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

2. Punch-Out!! (NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

A stereotypical Spaniard, Don is a 
vain and fl amboyant matador who 
is never without a rose. He has an 
obsession with women and good 
looks — drawing comparisons with 
Vega from Street Fighter II. He has 
a lady named Carmen and speaks 
Castellano Spanish.

He is one of three opponents that 
appear twice in the NES version.

For every appearance in the series, 
he is always the fi ghter that can be 
defeated the fastest — as little as 
15 seconds in his fi rst appearance 
on the NES! 

Along with Von Kaiser, he can 
be knocked down, regardless of 
stamina, from alternating jabs after 
a missed uppercut.

Designed by Makoto Wada then 
Eddie Visser and voiced by Juan 
Amador Pulido, he is a palette swap 
of Glass Joe. Don is the only fi ghter 
who will wait for you to attack so 
that he can counterattack.

In the Wii version he wears a toupee 
that, when knocked off, sends him 
into a rage. It is possible to punch 
Flamenco’s toupee into pieces in 
Title Defense Mode. When defeated 
he smells a wilting rose before 
falling to the fl oor. He will lay a rose 
on Mac when he wins.

He has featured on a Topps trading 
card and his opening music is 
from the overture of Bizet’s opera, 
Carmen.

“Flamenco strikes back!! Return of Don!”

“People like my hair. Don’t mess my hair!”
Hey! Mr. Referee Mario. I like your hair!” 

“I’m a beautiful fi ghter. I have such a style!”
“Carmen my love... I dance so sweet for you!”



0072

O R I G I N :

hippo  island

RANKED:

#2 
m a j o r 
C I R C U I T

  king

hippo

south  pacific AGE:  ??
WEIGHT:  ??

NICKNAME:  GREAT  CHIEF  OF  THE  SOUTH  ISLAND

RECORD:  18-9  /  18  KO

hippo
NICKNAME:  GREAT  CHIEF  OF  THE  SOUTH  ISLANDNICKNAME:  GREAT  CHIEF  OF  THE  SOUTH  ISLAND



APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

2. Punch-Out!! (NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

From the fi ctional Hippo Island 
and with a name derived from a 
hippopotamus, the Tropical Chief 
was designed by M. Wada as a less 
detailed version of Bear Hugger. 

A racial stereotype of Islanders, 
he is obese and savage. The only 
opponent who does not get up 
after a knockdown (making him 
impossible to TKO), he also never 
gives up a star and has no palette 
swap. 

King Hippo appeared on the NBC 
Saturday morning cartoon Captain 
N: The Game Master as one of 
Mother Brain’s bumbling henchmen 
along with Eggplant Wizard from 
Kid Icarus. Together they formed 
part of The League of Darkness. In 
the cartoon he is voiced by Gary 
Chalk and has blue skin! 

King Hippo also appeared in the 
comic books based on the Captain 
N series, as a Hasbro action fi gure, 
an Applause action fi gure and on 
Topps trading cards. 

He makes a cameo appearance 
in the Scott Pilgrim & The Infi nite 
Sadness comic book written and 
illustrated by Girly creator, Josh 
Lesnick. 

Promotional merchandise for 
Punch-Out!! (Wii) includes a 
desktop punching bag and replica 
of King Hippo’s crown and boxer 
shorts.

He is ranked as the 10th best 
Nintendo character ever by 
GameDaily and 64th best video 
game villain by IGN. 1UP listed 
Hippo as the 4th best fat guy in 
video games and 3rd worst dressed 
video game character.

In Punch-Out!! (Wii) he is illustrated 
by Eddie Visser and voiced by Scott 
McFadyen — even though he only 
makes grunting noises. 

In a commercial, Little Mac states 
he lost his title to King Hippo in 
1989. 

Although his height and weight 
are a mystery, he is shorter than 
Soda Popinski (6”6’ or 198cm) 
and seemingly heavier than Bear 
Hugger. He is estimated to be 40 
years old and weighing 659 lbs (298 
kilograms).

 “Ha Ha Ha! I’m the king! Ha Ha Ha!”

“Do you like my new trunks? They are size XXX Large! Ha Ha Ha!”
“I feel like eating. After I win, lets go to lunch! Ha Ha Ha!”

“I have my weakness. But I won’t tell you! Ha Ha Ha!”



0074

  great

tiger
RANKED:

#1 
m a j o r 
C I R C U I T

NICKNAME:  great  magician  of  india

O R I G I N :

bombay india AGE:  29
WEIGHT:  132  lbs.

RECORD:  24-5  /  3  KO
NICKNAME:  great  magician  of  indiaNICKNAME:  great  magician  of  india



APPEARANCES

1. Super Punch-Out!! (Arcade)

2. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (NES)

4. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

An Indian stereotype, he wears a 
turban, tiger-print pants, lives in a 
house resembling the Taj Mahal and 
has the skin of a Bengal tiger in his 
corner. He also possesses mystical 
powers such as a magic carpet and 
the ability to teleport. 

Originally designed by Makoto 
Wada and subsequently illustrated 
by Eddie Visser, he is voiced by 
Sumit Seru for the Wii. 

Tiger features on a Topps trading 
card and as a Hasbro action fi gure.

He is a palette swap of Von Kaiser, 
never dodges an attack, and is one 
of two opponents that cannot be 
KO’ed (the fi rst Bald Bull fi ght being 
the other). 

Between rounds Doc Louis 
mentions that the source of Great 
Tiger’s magic is his father — an 
established magician in India. 

Along with Von Kaiser and Super 
Macho Man, his music is an excerpt 
from the classical composition 
Ride of the Valkyries but, uniquely, 
the music is only played at the 
beginning of the second and third 
rounds!

In Punch-Out!! (Wii) he speaks in 
Sanskrit dialect and his Exhibition 
Mode music is performed by 
successful Punjab artist, Daler 
Mehndi. 

His birthplace changes between 
games refl ecting the renaming of 
Bombay to Mumbai. 

In the original arcade game he is 
a clone of Piston Hurricane with a 
variation of the Hurricane Rush.

“A kitten is no match for a tiger!”
“So a pussycat wants to fi ght a tiger?”

“Beware of my tiger punch!”
“I have purred long enough! Now hear me roar!”



0076

  bald

bull
c h a m p

m a j o r
c i r c u i t

O R I G I N :

Istanbul

RANKED:

#3 
w o r l d
C I R C U I T

NICKNAME:  crazy  bucking  bull

turkey AGE:  36
WEIGHT:  298  lbs.

RECORD:  34-4  /  29  KO
NICKNAME:  crazy  bucking  bull

RECORD:  34-4  /  29  KORECORD:  34-4  /  29  KO



APPEARANCES

1. Punch-Out!! (Arcade)

2. Arm Wrestling (Arcade) 

3. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

4. Punch-Out!! (NES)

5. Super Punch-Out!! (SNES)

6. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

The most recurring opponent 
throughout the series, Reckless 
Bald Bull is famous for his instant 
knockdown Bull Charge.

He is one of three opponents that 
appear twice in the NES version. 

With a name derived from Istanbul, 
he is a stereotype of Turkish people 
by having a short temper and being 
Muslim (“Allah akbar” or “God is 
great”). 

He appears on the cover of Punch-
Out!! (Arcade), Punch-Out!! (Special) 
and Super Punch-Out!! (SNES).

Bull is the heaviest listed opponent, 
the only fi ghter who can get up on 
a 9 count (second fi ght), the only 
opponent who is not knocked out 
when his stamina reaches zero, has 
the highest attainable points score, 
and along with Great Tiger, cannot 
be KO’ed (fi rst fi ght).

He also specifi cally calls out to 
Doc Louis in both the NES and Wii 
games, implying a prior history. 
Originally designed by Shigeru 
Miyamoto for the arcade then 
Makoto Wada and fi nally Eddie 
Visser for the Wii, where he is 
voiced by Erse Yagan. 

He has appeared as a Hasbro 
action fi gure and on a Topps trading 
card. 

In all the 2D Punch-Out!! titles, Bull 
is a palette swap of Mr. Sandman.

In Punch-Out!! (Wii) he is the only 
boxer who does not go airborne 
when knocked out and will not go 
down when his heath reaches zero.

In Title Defense Mode a cow can 
be heard if a star punch is thrown 
before Bald Bull can attack.

In the spin-off, Arm Wrestling, Bald 
Bull appears disguised as Mask 
X. The only way to defeat him is 
to pull off his mask (“Wow!! Bald 
Bull!!”). Although illegal, Mask X will 
use a version of the Bull Charge to 
headbutt the player. The Wii version 
pays homage when Doc Louis asks 
Little Mac if he can beat Bald Bull in 
arm wrestling instead of boxing! 

After 22 years, Makoto Wada 
revealed a secret to timing 
a successful Bull Charge 
counterattack — a camera fl ash in 
the crowd. 

GameDaily ranked Bald Bull as the 
5th best ‘baldy’ in video games. 
In the Family Guy episode Not All 
Dogs Go To Heaven, Peter Griffi n 
mentions that he has been stuck on 
Bald Bull for 4 years.

“This time I’m gonna charge right over you.”
“My barber didn’t know when to quit... Do you?”

“Doc can’t help you now. Will you beg me for help?”

“Hey! Little Mac! Maybe Doc should throw you a towel!”
“Zip your lip, Doc! Little Mac is mine now!”



0078

  soda

popinski
RANKED:

#4 
w o r l d
C I R C U I T

O R I G I N :

moscow

NICKNAME:  russian  monster

u.s.s.r. AGE:  35
WEIGHT:  237  lbs.

RECORD:  33-2  /  24  KO

popinskipopinski
NICKNAME:  russian  monster

RECORD:  33-2  /  24  KORECORD:  33-2  /  24  KO



APPEARANCES

1. Super Punch-Out!! (Arcade)

2. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (NES)

4. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

Originally known as Vodka 
Drunkenski before being renamed 
to avoid controversy in a game 
marketed to children. His affi nity for 
vodka was replaced with soda, yet 
some of his quotes still suggest he 
consumes alcohol. 

A Soviet stereotype, he wears 
military red, enjoys cold weather, 
drinks excessively and dances the 
Kozachok. While his country of 
origin was originally the USSR, this 
was later changed to Russia after 
the dissolution of the Soviet Union.

Designed by Makoto Wada then 
Eddie Visser, he is voiced by Ihor 
Mota. 

A palette swap of Super Macho 
Man, his theme music is from 
the Russian folk song The Volga 
Boatmen’s Song. 

Soda features on a Topps trading 
card. 

The only left handed fi ghter, he is 
also the tallest. 

In the game Frank Bruno’s Boxing, 
he was again renamed to Andra 
Puncharedov. 

His infamous laugh is also used by 
Bald Bull and Mr. Sandman and 
was also used in the game over 
sequence of Zelda II: The Adventure 
of Link.

In Punch-Out!! (Wii) he is the 
only opponent with two ways of 
obtaining stars using uppercuts, 
as well as being the only opponent 
to heal mid-round. In Title Defense 
Mode Soda Popinski cannot be 
knocked out. 

“Would you like some punch to drink? Ha, ha, ha!” 

“After you lose, we’ll drink to your health! Ha, ha, ha!” 

“I’m going to make you feel punch drunk!” 
“I drink to prepare for a fi ght. Tonight I am very prepared!” 

“I can’t drive, so I’m gonna walk all over you!” 



0080

  mr.

sandman

O R I G I N :  p h i l L y

pennsylvania

RANKED:

#1 
w o r l d 
C I R C U I T

NICKNAME:  black  heavy  tank

u.s.a.
RECORD:  27-2  /  21  KO

sandmansandman
NICKNAME:  black  heavy  tank

AGE:  31
WEIGHT:  284  lbs.



APPEARANCES

1. Punch-Out!! (Arcade)

2. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (NES)

4. Super Punch-Out!! (SNES)

5. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

An African-American boxer and 
original WVBA champion, his name 
relates to sending his opponents to 
sleep by knockout. 

Mr. Sandman is noted for having no 
major stereotypes and is instead 
similar to professional boxer, 
Joe Frazier, who also hails from 
Philadelphia.

First created by Shigeru Miyamoto 
then Makoto Wada and fi nally Eddie 
Visser for the Wii, he is voiced by 
Riley Inge (same as Doc Louis).

In each 2D title he is a palette swap 
of Bald Bull and shares his laugh. 

He features on a Topps trading 
card.

In the Wii version he is the only 
opponent who can dodge a star 
uppercut while stunned. In Title 
Defense Mode, his wink uppercut is 
reminiscent of Mike Tyson. 

Oddly, he shares a number of 
coincidences with the number 13: 
‘Mister Sandman’ has 13 letters, he 
is the 13th opponent in Contender 
and Title Defense Mode, Little Mac 
starts with 13 hearts of stamina 
in both fi ghts, Mr. Sandman’s 
introduction has 13 frames and he 
is (reversed) 31 years old with 31 
previous fi ghts.

There is inconsistency surrounding 
his age and record. While most 
games state his age as 31, Super 
Punch-Out!! (SNES) displays it as 
28 — and even more confusingly, 
the instruction booklet lists him as 
30!

“Hey! Mac baby... Say goodnight!”
“Welcome to dreamland baby!”

“I think you’re gonna have a nightmare tonight!”
“Bedtime for Little Mac!”



0082

O R I G I N :  h o l l y w o o d

california

RANKED:

#  
w o r l d 
C I R C U I T
c h a m p

NICKNAME:  hollywood  muscle  man

#  
u.s.a. AGE:  27

WEIGHT:  242  lbs.

RECORD:  35-0  /  29  KO

  super

macho  man
NICKNAME:  hollywood  muscle  man

RECORD:  35-0  /  29  KORECORD:  35-0  /  29  KO

macho  manmacho  man



APPEARANCES

1. Super Punch-Out!! (Arcade)

2. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

3. Punch-Out!! (NES)

4. Super Punch-Out!! (SNES)

5. Punch-Out!! (Wii)

The fi nal opponent in the Super 
Punch-Out!! (Arcade) and 
the exclusive gold cartridge, 
it is possible he is based on 
professional wrestler Randy ‘Macho 
Man’ Savage. 

A stereotypical celebrity, Super 
Macho Man is fl amboyant, 
materialistic, tanned, muscular, 
adorned with gold chains and is 
constantly fl exing his muscles. He 
incorporates exercise routines into 
his attacks.

Designed by Makoto Wada then 
Eddie Visser for the Wii, he is 
voiced by Mike Inglehart. 

A palette swap of Soda Popinski, 
he uses a southpaw boxing stance 
and shares the Ride of the Valkyries 
music along with Von Kaiser and 
Great Tiger. 

Due to technical limitations he had 
black hair and pale skin in the NES 
version but is tanned with gray hair 
in the profi le picture and all future  
titles. The gray hair makes him 
appear older than 27. 

He featured as a Hasbro action 
fi gure, Topps trading card and in the 
Nintendo Comics System story Fox 
and Hounds. 

In the Wii version he is unpopular 
with the audience and is the only 
opponent apart from Mr. Sandman 
to have a different record between 
Contender and Title Defense Mode. 
Known for the phrase “Release the 
Bogus!”, which can occasionally 
be heard instead of “Release the 
Beast!” 

His location has been listed as 
Venice Beach, Los Angeles and 
Hollywood. 

Super Macho Man was featured on 
the cover of GameFan as part of a 
story on Super Punch-Out!! (SNES).

“I work on my tan harder than I’ll have to work on you!”

“I don’t smoke... But tonight I’m gonna smoke you!” 

“My Super Spin Punch is totally tough!”
“My body is just so totally cool!”



0084

  mr.

dream

O R I G I N :

?

RANKED:

#D 
d r e a m 
f i g h t dreamland AGE:  ??

WEIGHT:  235  lbs.

RECORD:  99-0  /  99  KO
NICKNAME:  the  legendary  mr.  dream

dream
NICKNAME:  the  legendary  mr.  dream



APPEARANCES

1. Punch-Out!! (NES)

Replacing Mike Tyson in the 1990 
and 1992 re-releases of PO, the 
Legendary Mr. Dream fi ghts exactly 
the same. 

The only differences are visual — a 
different profi le picture, altered 
sprites (single 2D computer 
animation) and a better record. 

Like Tyson, Mr. Dream rarely 
dodges an attack.

“Great fi ghting!! You were tough, Mac! I never seen such fi nger speed before.”

“Hey! Is this kid a joke? Where’s the real challenger?” 

“You think the speed of your fi ngers can match the strength of my fi sts?”

“Your experience doesn’t match mine. Go home and practice!”

“They say I can’t lose. I say you can’t win!”



0086

  mike

tyson

O R I G I N :  c a t s k i l l s

new  york

RANKED:

#D 
d r e a m 
f i g h t

RECORD:  31-0  /  27  KO
NICKNAME:  kid  dynamite

tyson

RECORD:  31-0  /  27  KO
u.s.a. AGE:  21

WEIGHT:  220  lbs.



APPEARANCES

1. Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! 
(NES)

Making his video game debut as 
the fi nal opponent of MTPO, he is 
notorious for 90 seconds of instant 
knockdown Dynamite Punches at 
the start of the bout. 

With full stamina it is possible to 
block one Dynamite Punch and 
retain a sliver of stamina. 

Tyson uses the same palette as 
Piston Honda and features his 
actual win-loss record at the time, 
which is actually worse than that of 
Super Macho Man. 

Later replaced by Mr. Dream, he 
very rarely dodges an attack.

Michael Gerard Tyson (born June 
30, 1966) was the undisputed 
heavyweight champion and 
currently holds the record as the 
youngest boxer to win the WBC, 
WBA and IBF world heavyweight 
titles. He was also the fi rst 

heavyweight to hold all three titles 
simultaneously. 

Throughout his career Tyson 
was known for his ferocious and 
intimidating boxing style along with 
his controversial behavior both 
inside and outside the ring.

Nicknamed ‘Iron Mike’ and ‘The 
Baddest Man on the Planet’, Tyson 
won his fi rst 19 professional bouts 
by knockout; 12 of which occurred 
in the fi rst round.

In Tokyo on February 11, 1990 one 
of the greatest upsets in sporting 
history took place when Tyson 
lost his title to Buster Douglas by 
knockout in the 10th round. Up to 
that point Tyson was undefeated 
with a record of 37-0 and the odds 
for Douglas winning the fi ght were 
42 to 1!

In 1992, Tyson was convicted of 

raping Desiree Washington and 
sentenced to 6 years in prison; 
eventually serving 3. Released 
from prison in 1995, he regained 
a portion of the heavyweight title, 
before losing it to Evander Holyfi eld 
in 1996. 

A 1997 rematch ended when Tyson 
was disqualifi ed for biting off part of 
Holyfi eld’s ear — for which he was 
fi ned 3 million dollars and banned 
for one year. 

During his time away from boxing 
in 1998, Tyson made a guest 
appearance at WrestleMania XIV 
as an enforcer for the main event. 
During this time, Tyson was 
also an unoffi cial member of 
D-Generation X.

At 35 he lost a title fi ght by 
knockout to Lennox Lewis and 
in 2006 retired from professional 
boxing after consecutive losses to 

Danny Williams and Kevin McBride. 

Tyson declared bankruptcy in 
2003, despite earning over $300 
million during his career. At his 
peak, during his 90-second fi ght 
against Michael Spinks, Tyson 
earned approximately $200,000 per 
second!

Tyson made cameo appearances 
in Rocky Balboa and The 
Hangover, and featured in the 2008 
documentary, Tyson. 

In television, The Simpsons 
character Drederick Tatum is based 
on Tyson. Other video games 
featuring Tyson are Mike Tyson 
Boxing, Mike Tyson’s Heavyweight 
Boxing, Fight Night: Round 4, Fight 
Night Champion and Mike Tyson 
Main Event. 

To avoid a possible lawsuit, 
Capcom renamed a boxing 

character in Street Fighter II from M. 
Bison to Balrog.

Ring Magazine ranked Tyson 14th 
on The Greatest Heavyweights of 
All-Time (1998), 72nd in the 80 Best 
Fighters of the Last 80 Years (2002), 
16th in the 100 Greatest Punchers 
of All-Time (2003), Prospect of the 
Year (1986) and Fighter of the Year 
(1986 and 1988). 

On December 7, 2010, Tyson was 
inducted to the International Boxing 
Hall of Fame. 

“Great fi ghting!! You were tough, Mac! I never seen such fi nger speed before.”

“Hey! Is this kid a joke? Where’s the real challenger?” 

“You think the speed of your fi ngers can match the strength of my fi sts?”

“Your experience doesn’t match mine. Go home and practice!”

“They say I can’t lose. I say you can’t win!”

Making his video game debut as 
the fi nal opponent of 
notorious for 90 seconds of instant 
knockdown 
the start of the bout. 

With full stamina it is possible to 
block one 
retain a sliver of stamina. 

Tyson uses the same palette as 
Piston Honda and features his 
actual win-loss record at the time, 
which is actually worse than that of 
Super Macho Man. 

Later replaced by Mr. Dream, he 
very rarely dodges an attack.

Michael Gerard Tyson (born June 
30, 1966) was the undisputed 
heavyweight champion and 
currently holds the record as the 
youngest boxer to win the WBC, 
WBA and IBF world heavyweight 
titles. He was also the fi rst 
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“iF you can’t beat this guy, give up! no, seriously. 
start with Jabs anD when he starts blocking, 
switch to boDy blows. repeat anD eventually he’ll 
Fall. when he steps back to taunt you, simply Jab 
him when he gets close to senD him to the mat. he 
may start throwing punches at you but have no 
Fear! DoDge them, anD Follow up by continuously 
hitting him in the heaD.”

• After the 20th hit, every unstunned punch following a speedy counter (7 
jabs) will result in a star.

• During most portions of the fi ght, unstunned punches after the 20th hit 
have a 50% chance of giving a star.

• If Mac takes no damage it is very likely (although not certain) he will get up 
on the 1 count. After the second knockdown he will always get up on the 
1 count.

• Automatic jab at the start of a round or after a knockdown for a 
guaranteed hit.

• It is possible to knock Glass Joe down in 41 seconds, but he always gets 
back up.

• During the Vive Le France charge there is a 16 frame window where a 
counterpunch will result in a knockdown. The fi rst 4 frames will result in an 
instant KO; the fi rst 2 frames for a 42.00 time and the next 2 for a 42.25 
time. The remaining 12 frames will result in a regular knockdown where 
Glass Joe will get up on the 1 count.

• To perform the Clock Stop Glitch quick dodge, jab to stun, initiate rapid 
punches then late punch for a star. For the PAL version, after the rapid 
punches body blow (blocked) then jab. For more info on the Rules of 
Engagement, see Chapter 1.Randomly favors top set in round 1 or before 

his fi rst knockdown.

m i n o r   c i r c u i t  //  G L AS S   J O E

PATTERNS
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RANKED #2

HEARTS 20

KO KNOCKDOWNS 5

WIN BY DECISION 5,000

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 12,000

TIP-OFF Taunt

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS
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After knockdown or end of round

† Patterns apply to round 1 unless otherwise noted
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One of three TAS strategies that has no 

randomness.

Phase 1

• 3x Left jabs
• Press up to raise guard
• 3x Left body blows 
• Repeat for 17 punches
• Counter Vive Le France with left jab for an 

instant KO

P VRHNAME Left Jab

DAMAGE 11

INFO Thrown randomly and quite rare. 
Flashes red before throwing.

COUNTER Body blow or 4+1 combo for a possible 
star.

LJ

Refer to the Tips section (opposite page) 

for a detailed description on how to 

counter the Vive Le France.

COuNTERINg THE VIVE 

lE fRANCE TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:42.00 KO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Right Hook

DAMAGE 11

INFO Flashes red before throwing. Repeats 
while Mac has no hearts.

COUNTER 6+1 combo or left jab for a possible 
star. Block can be countered with 4+1 
combo for possible star. Dodge can be 
followed with 7 body blows or a 6+1 
combo.

NAME Passive Mode

DAMAGE N/A

INFO A period before the Vive Le France 
where he will not attack. It is possible 
to land up to 20 punches (round 1 only). 
Performed at the start of each round.

COUNTER Left body blow (faster) when his guard 
is high and jab when guard is low. After 
3 punches pause for a quarter of a 
second otherwise he will block. Holding 
up during the pause will force him to 
guard high.

NAME Vive Le France

DAMAGE 11

INFO Steps back, taunts then charges 
forward and delivers an uppercut. 
Performed at 0:40, 0:30 and 0:35 of 
rounds 1 to 3 respectively. 

COUNTER Punch during the charge for a 
knockdown or instant KO (see 
Countering the Vive Le France below).

mOVES

“Everyone has knocked down good ol’ Glass Joe 

at 42.00. But in case you are too lazy or just tired 

of doing it, you can try this TKO strat. It forgoes 

the easy KO and takes advantage of the ‘Clock 

Stopping’ glitch to send Glass Joe to the mat 3 

times for a TKO in just 47 seconds.

As demonstrated in the video, the strategy is to 

do left body blows to deplete Mac’s hearts. Once 

pink, Joe will attack with hooks. Dodge and do an 

‘easy CS’ glitch (face, body face combo) to stop 

the clock. Once stopped, continue to attack him 

without stunning him (which causes the clock to 

resume). Most punches must be left body blows 

in order to do only 4 damage. This is necessary in 

order to do at least 21 punches in order to get 2 

stars. The 20th punch will always yield a star, but 

the 21st only has a 50% chance of success. Once 

Joe is down (with 2 stars remaining), fi nish him off 

with uppercuts (since he will get back up on a 1 

count both times).”

Phase 1

• Left body blow until no hearts
• Dodge then Clock Stop Glitch
•	 Rules of Engagement (mostly left body 

blows) until knockdown (0:40)

Phase 2 and 3

• Star uppercut for knockdown (0:43) then 
TKO

JOE’S TkO           

(0:47 TKO, CLOCK STOP GLITCH) 

“Who hasn’t defeated Glass Joe in 42 seconds? 

But did you know it was possible to go sub 42? 

Unfortunately this strategy only works on the PAL 

version. Credit goes to Matt Turk for this one. 

The premise is clever, KO Joe with a rapid punch 

which will hit him sooner than a regular punch. To 

do this, simply do left body blows to lose all your 

hearts, dodge his hook, and counter punch, then 

punch to the body. The next face punch Mac will 

deliver will be another rapid punch. Wait for him to 

back up and then counter! The reason it requires 

PAL is because the last blocked body blow 

happens a bit too late and so Joe never backs up 

on the NTSC versions. It requires the Punch-Out!! 

version not Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! because on 

MTPO PAL, rapid punches against Glass Joe are 

not possible for some reason.”

Phase 1

• Left body blow 
• Repeat until no hearts
• Dodge right hook
• Quick dodge then speedy left jab
• Left body blow (blocked)
• Counter Vive Le France with speedy jab for 

KO (same 10 frame window applies)

JOE’S PENSION 

ENTITlEmENT          

BY MATT TURK (0:41.97 KO) (PAL, PO)

“Glass Joe gives random stars at a generous 

frequency of 50% after a certain point in time and 

since he is very easy to hit you can really rack up 

the points. The key to this, and most of my high 

score strategies is getting hit early on to allow 

opponents a higher energy refi ll, thus giving you 

more opportunity to pummel them. You will hit 

Glass Joe high or low depending on where his 

guard is so just alternate as he moves his gloves 

(e.g. if he blocks a body blow hit him in the face). 

You will need to be very quick in Phase 1 and 

have good luck with the random stars throughout 

to pull off this strategy.”

Phase 1

• 20x Punches before Vive Le France for star 
(see TAS strategy)

•  2x Left body blows for 2 stars (50% chance)
•  Mac hit by hook
• Punch for star (50% chance)
•  Star knockdown

Phase 2

•  Get 2 stars (quickly, random)
•  3x Star uppercuts
•  Get star (random)
• Attack until one punch from knocking 

opponent down
•  Star knockdown

HIgH SCORE           

BY SINISTER1 (16,150 KO)

Phase 3

•  Get star (random)
•  Star uppercut
• Attack until one punch from knocking 

opponent down
•  Get hit until Mac knock down
•  Up on 9
•  Dodge until end of round

Phase 4

•  Get star (may need to get hit so Glass Joe 
can regain health)

•  Attack until one punch from knocking 
opponent down

•  Star knockdown

Phase 5

• Up on 1
• Attack until one punch from knocking 

opponent down (as many stars as possible)
• Star knockdown

Phase 6

• Up on 1
• Get stars until end of round

Phase 7

• Attack until one punch from knocking 
opponent down (as many stars as possible)

• Star knockdown

Phase 8

• Phase 5 until KO

†

† Diffi	culty	out	of	5	stars
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“this guy woulD almost be as easy as glass Joe, 
only he varies his punches. when he shakes his 
heaD he’s signaling to throw a Jab, which you can 
keep DoDging anD hitting him to knock him Down 
the First time. he’ll get up anD throw uppercuts. 
DoDge them, anD when he crouches, punch him low 
For a star. then use that star aFter you DoDge an 
uppercut. when he’s reaDy to go Down, he’ll pause 
anD pull an awkwarD Face. nail him high to put him 
Down.”

• At the start of each round and after each knockdown he has a low guard. 
One exception is that sometimes following a knockdown ending with a 
gutter, the game will register his guard as high.

• After an initial 7 punches the next unstunned punch results in a star.

• Starting with the 8th unstunned punch, each even-numbered punch (e.g. 
8th, 10th) results in a star while each odd-numbered punch only has a 
50% chance of a star.

• Starting with the 9th punch, every correctly timed unstunned punch results 
in a star.

• Counterpunch early against his jab or uppercut for a potential star.

• Star uppercut when stunned for a knockdown.

• Gets up on the 1 count after an initial knockdown if Mac has full stamina.

• During an initial star knockdown he will laugh before hitting the fl oor.

• Automatic jab at the start of a round or after a knockdown for a 
guaranteed hit.

m i n o r   c i r c u i t  //  v o n   k a i s e r

PATTERNS
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RANKED #1

HEARTS 20

KO KNOCKDOWNS 3

WIN BY DECISION 8,000

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 11,000

TIP-OFF Head Shake

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS

Knockdown 
LJ RU RU
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“Since nothing is random, this strategy is 

theoretically possible in real time albeit very 

unlikely. All the fast Kaiser strategies depend on 

a random star (the 2nd one in Phase 2) to work. 

This star has exactly 50/50 odds. If the last digit 

of the RNG (0x0018) is low (0-8) it will always 

yield a star, and if it is high (9-F) it will never yield 

a star.” a

Matt Turk was the fi rst to come up with this 

strategy. Joe’s guard must be constantly 

manipulated by pressing up every frame that is 

not used to punch. One of the punches requires 

the technique of Misdirection.

Phase 1

• Automatic left jab
• 6x Left gutters
• Left gutter for Star
• Duck left jab
• Left jab to stun 
• Star knockdown (0:21)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• 2x Intercept right uppercuts with left body 

blow for 2 stars (extremely early timing, 
second star 50% chance)

• Star knockdown (0:29)

Phase 3

• Duck right uppercut
• Star uppercut for TKO

RUNAME Left Jab

DAMAGE 9

INFO Shakes his head before attacking.

COUNTER Counter with jabs (5 total until 
unstunned) or intercept with a body 
blow just as the head shake begins.

LJ

TAS                   

BY ADELIKAT (0:35.97 KO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Right Uppercut

DAMAGE 14

INFO After being knocked down. Repeats 
while Mac has no hearts. The fi nal 
uppercut animation varies depending 
on if Mac dodges (far right).

COUNTER Intercept with a body blow for a star or 
dodge and counter with 6 jabs or non-
alternating body blows. Delaying the 
fi nal punch will produce a star. Counter 
with alternating body blows until 
knockdown for an infi nite combo.

mOVES

“Full credit for the fast Phase 2 strategy goes to 

Matt Turk, who found this fi rst on NTSC-MTPO. 

Also to Matt’s friend Steve Micklus. No one knows 

him but he played MTPO back in the day and 

when Matt showed him his Kaiser 38.97 nsm fi le 

he said ‘Matt I think that can be faster somehow’ 

and that was what gave Matt the idea to look for 

a faster strategy. Also Martin Charlebois deserves 

credit for suggesting that the Von Kaiser time can 

be improved.”

“Kaiser’s Blitzkrieg is only 35.97 on PAL, on NTSC 

it would result in a 37.xx time. The strategy is very 

effective on both, it just results in different times.”

Phase 1

• Automatic left jab
• Quick dodge left jab
• 5x Jabs
• 2x Intercept jabs with jab for 1 star
• Quick dodge left jab
• Left jab to stun 
• Star knockdown (0:21)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• 2x Intercept right uppercuts with left body 

blow for 2 stars (extremely early timing, 
second star 50% chance)

• Star knockdown (0:29)

Phase 3

• Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star uppercut for TKO

kAISER’S blITzkRIEg           

BY REDTOM (0:35.97 TKO PAL)

“This is a modifi cation of Kaiser’s Casualty that 

can push the time to 36.00. It was developed by 

several people including Adelikat, Matt Turk, and 

Brian Picchi.”

Phase 1

• Automatic left jab
• 2x Left gutters
• 2x Left jabs
• 2x Left gutters 
• Left jab for star 
• Quick dodge left jab
• Left jab to stun
• Star knockdown (0:21)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• 2x Intercept right uppercuts with left body 

blow for 2 stars (extremely early timing, 
second star 50% chance)

• Star knockdown (0:29)

Phase 3

• Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star uppercut for TKO

kAISER’S 

CASuAlTy ExTREmE              

BY M. TURK & M. HARDINSON (0:36 TKO)

“This guy is so hard to get points off of. Your 8th 

hit on him will get you a star, then I believe he just 

randomly gives them when you interrupt his jabs/

uppercuts. Hit him right after he gets up for a star. 

It is so hard to star punch him cuz he gets hurt 

real easy and gets up with like no health. So you 

have to get hit for him to get some health back, to 

the point where you WILL get knocked down.”

Phase 1

• Automatic left jab
• Quick dodge left jab
• 6x Left jabs
• Left jab (miss)
• Intercept right uppercut with left body blow 

for star
• 2x Intercept left jabs with left body blow for 

2 stars
• Left jab
• 2x Left body blows (blocked)
• Left body blow for star 
• 3x Star uppercuts
• Left body blow for star 
• Left body blow for knockdown (3,360)

Phase 2

• Follow steps below for knockdown (5,390)
 » If left jab, get hit 
 » If right uppercut, left body blow for star 
 » If no hearts, dodge until recovered

Phase 3-7

• Repeat Phase 2 until end of round, until Mac 
knockdown, 2x until knockdown, then until 
end of round (9,730)

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (11,830 KO)

Phase 8

• Press Select between rounds to recover 
stamina

• Repeat Phase 2 until Mac knockdown 
(10,210)

Phase 9

• Repeat until one punch from knocking 
opponent down

• Star uppercut for KO

DID yOu kNOw?

The top 4 boxers, 
including Little Mac, 
are all from the United 
States.
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“here it is, your First championship bout! this guy 
is big, anD relatively tough compareD to your First 
two opponents. he’ll raise his eyebrow which 
ForeshaDows a Jab. when you DoDge it, you’ll be 
able to come back with two shots to the Face. 
aFter a while, he’ll start throwing hooks. DoDge 
these anD you can get multiple shots to his Face. 
his next phase will be crouching Down, anD then 
popping up with explosive uppercuts. iF you DoDge 
these, he’ll be stunneD For quite some time, giving 
you a gooD opportunity to work over his Face. his 
Final phase is moving back anD Dancing arounD. 
when he approaches you, hit him in the Face, anD 
he’ll Fall, or iF you miss, he’ll exploDe with Four 
strong Jabs that you’ll have to block or avoiD.”

• All unstunned punches result in a star.

• The Eyebrow Pattern is raising of the eyebrows before a left jab.

• An unstunned uppercut normally does 13 damage, 8 if it intercepts a 
hook, 16 if it lands just before he stops moving his eyebrows (called Late 
Eyebrow) and a whopping 20 damage if it lands just as he begins his 
Eyebrow Pattern (called Early Eyebrow)!

• Gets up on the 1 count after an initial knockdown if Mac has full stamina.

• At the start of a round or after knockdown (not by a gutter) his guard will 
be low. Tap up and do 3 consecutive body blows to obtain stars.

• Any jab has a random chance of landing while body blows will never hit.

• There is a 6/16 (37.5%) chance of Honda returning in Phase 3 with 48 
stamina instead of the usual 56. It depends on the ending bits of the 
Random Number Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 being 3, 4, 5, B, C, 
or D.

• When blocking the Banzai Attack, up must be released between blocks.

• The Banzai Attack occurs at 1:00 and 2:40 in round 1, 0:40 and 2:20 
in round 2, and 0:20 and 2:30 of round 3. If the round 3 2:30 attack is 
countered, another occurs at 2:40.

• If really fast it is possible to quick dodge 4 consecutive Banzai Attack 
punches — after which an uppercut is thrown.

• The Banzai Attack has a 15 frame intercept window. The fi rst 12 frames 
result in an instant knockdown, while the last 3 result in a star.

m i n o r   c i r c u i t  //  P I S T O N   H O N D A    I
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RANKED Champion

HEARTS 50

KO KNOCKDOWNS 4

WIN BY DECISION N/A (999,900)

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 18,000

TIP-OFF Eyebrows

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS
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“This strategy depends on 9 ‘random jabs’. 

All of these jabs have about a 1/32 chance of 

success. Thus, this strategy is unlikely to ever be 

reproduced unassisted.”

Phases two and three are humanly possible.

Phase 1

• 3x Left jabs for 3 stars
•	 Early Eyebrow
•	 Late Eyebrow
• 3x Left jabs for 3 stars
• 2x Star uppercuts (whilst in guard stance)
• Left jab for knockdown (0:25)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• Star knockdown (0:28)

Phase 3

• Up with 48 stamina (37.5% chance)
• 2x Left jabs for 2 stars
•	 Early Eyebrow
•	 Late Eyebrow
• Left jab for TKO

RU BARHNAME Left Jab

DAMAGE 11

INFO Does the Eyebrow Pattern.

COUNTER Intercept the Eyebrow Pattern with a jab 
for a star. Alternatively dodge or block 
then 2 jabs. 

LJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:40.25 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Right Hook

DAMAGE 11

INFO Repeats while Mac has no hearts.

COUNTER Dodge then 5 punch combo or intercept 
with a left jab for a star. The intercept 
jab only deals 1 damage instead of the 
normal 5.

NAME Right Uppercut

DAMAGE 19

INFO Bends knees and occasionally moves 
side to side (jives) before throwing. 
Thrown randomly after jab or before 
Banzai Attack in round 1.

COUNTER Quick dodge then 11 punch combo. If 
dodge is late only a 5 punch combo is 
possible.

NAME Banzai Attack

DAMAGE 8 each

INFO Steps to the right then left before 
throwing 5 alternating jabs before 
fi nishing with a right uppercut. If 
punched by a jab, one more is thrown.

COUNTER Left body blow for a knockdown just 
as he lands in front of Mac (see Tips 
section). Alternatively block each jab 
and counter with 2 jabs.

mOVES

“Piston Honda is the champion of the minor 

circuit and several excellent strategies have been 

written, most notably the original sub 0:50 TKO 

by Martin Charlebois. Matt Turk then lowered the 

time with his original Eyebrow Attitude strategy 

which innovated the way Honda was fought. I 

took this strategy to the next level by allowing 

you to completely ignore Honda’s randomness. 

The outcome of this fi ght will always be a sub 

0:50 TKO and can be as low as 0:43.xx with the 

best possible luck which mimics Adelikat’s sub 

44 strategy.”

Phase 1

• Hold up as round starts
• 3x Left gutters for 3 stars
• Hold up
•	 Early Eyebrow
•	 Late Eyebrow
• Star uppercut
• Release up
• 2x Left jabs for 2 stars
• Dodge then:

 »  If 3rd star unstunned, jab then star 
knockdown (0:27)

 » If 3rd star countered hook, 3x jabs then 
star knockdown (0:29)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• Automatic star knockdown (0:30-0:35)

Phase 3

• Up on 2 or 5 with 48 stamina (37.5% chance)
• 3x Left gutters for 3 stars
•	 Early Eyebrow
•	 Late Eyebrow for TKO (star knockdown if 

still standing)

EyEbROw ATTITuDE 2010           

BY SINISTER1 (0:45-0:49 TKO) 

“This was a strategy developed by me (Adelikat) 

in 2005 to achieve the then world record of 43.97. 

It is a fairly random strat but is very doable in 

real time with enough patience. It was the fi rst 

strat to achieve a sub 45 without the use of the 

random star punches that are demonstrated in 

the published TAS.”

The strategy was forgotten, and then 

rediscovered in 2010 with the help of sinister1.

Phase 1

• Hold up as round starts
• 3x Left gutters for 3 stars
•	 Early Eyebrow
•	 Late Eyebrow
• Star uppercut (hold up to raise guard, should 

not intercept right hook)
• 2x Left jabs (as lowers guard)
• Quick dodge right uppercut 
• Left jab
• Star knockdown (0:27)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• Star knockdown (0:30)

Phase 3

• Up on 2 or 5 with 48 stamina (37.5% chance)
• 3x Left gutters for 3 stars
•	 Early Eyebrow
•	 Late Eyebrow for TKO

                   

bANzAI bATTERINg               

BY ADELIKAT AND SINISTER1 (0:43.82 TKO)

“So easy to get points off this guy. Gutter him (tap 

up to raise his guard then throw a bodyblow) for 

stars. You can also either hit him before his jabs 

for stars or when he prepares to throw his jabs 

for stars. You can counter his hooks with a left jab 

for stars. His uppercut cannot be countered so 

just dodge it. Same with the piston punches, only 

block those. Star knockdown him twice in each 

round but let him knock you down a couple times 

so you can get more hits off him. He doesn’t 

dodge star punches so just let ‘em loose. Have 

fun.”

Phase 1

• 3x Left gutters for 3 stars
• 3x Star uppercuts
• Follow steps below until one punch from 

knocking opponent down
 » If right hook, intercept with left jab for star
 » If right uppercut, intercept with left body 

blow (blocked) or dodge
 » If Banzai Attack, block, intercept right 

uppercut with left body blow (blocked), 3x 
left gutters for 3 stars, 3x star uppercuts

 » If Eyebrow Pattern, left gutter for star
• Star knockdown (5,000)

Phase 2

•	 Phase 1 until knockdown (8,770)

Phase 3

•	 Phase 1 until end of round (10,710)

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (19,210 KO)

Phase 4

• 2x Left gutters for 2 stars
• Star knockdown (12,430)

Phase 5

• Mac knockdown (12,980)

Phase 6

•	 Phase 1 until knockdown (14,950)

Phase 7

•	 Phase 1 until end of round (16,160)

Phase 8

• Press Select between rounds to recover 
stamina

•	 Phase 1 until Mac knockdown (17,150)

Phase 9

•	 Phase 1 until KO
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“Don Flamenco uses a DiFFerent strategy on you, 
anD that is to block all the punches you throw 
anD come back with an uppercut. so go out anD 
purposely let him block your punch to his Face, 
anD he’ll throw an uppercut. DoDge it, anD he’ll be 
stunneD, anD you can punch him until he’s Down! 
then he’ll get back up, anD immeDiately go For 
an uppercut. DoDge it, anD keep nailing him in the 
Face. sooner or later, iF he’s not yet DeFeateD, 
he’ll throw some hooks. Just DoDge them anD 
continue to punch him in the Face.”

•	 Goldilocks is a very difficult frame perfect (1/60 of a second) delayed jab 
for a star.

• After getting up, it is possible to left body blow repeatedly for stars.

• Star uppercut for an instant knockdown.

• Alternate jabs after dodging the Flamenco Punch until knockdown.

• Two quick knockdowns in the first round with Mac on full stamina results 
in an instant KO. The first knockdown must occur before 0:50 then dodge 
the hook and respond with speedy punches for the KO.

• If Don is getting up from a knockdown, counter the Flamenco Punch with 
left body blows for a star.

• To perform the Clock Stop Glitch automatic left body blow, quick dodge, 
2 jabs, left body blow (blocked), jab (blocked, makes strange sound) then 
dodge uppercut. Stops clock at 7 seconds. For more info on the Rules of 
Engagement, see Chapter 1.

m a j o r   c i r c u i t  //  D O N   F L A M E N C O    i

PATTERNS
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RANKED #3

HEARTS 10

KO KNOCKDOWNS 2

WIN BY DECISION 10,000

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 15,000

TIP-OFF Raised Arm

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS

Attacked or after any knockdown
FP

Taunt
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Requires a frame perfect dodge and frame 

perfect punch without visual cues to achieve this 

time. One of three TAS strategies that has no 

randomness.

Phase 1

• Automatic left body blow (blocked)
• Dodge Flamenco Punch
•	 Goldilocks for star
• Star knockdown (0:10)

Phase 2

• Quick dodge Flamenco Punch (slightly late 
so Mac begins speedy counters on the 
second punch instead of the third)

• Speedy jabs until KO

FPNAME Right (Mini) Hook

DAMAGE 14

INFO Repeats while Mac has no hearts.

COUNTER Once recovered, 2 left jabs or 2 left 
body blows. 

RH

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:14.97 KO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Flamenco Punch

DAMAGE 22

INFO Thrown as counterattack (after 
taunting).

COUNTER Goldilocks for a star. Quick dodge 
followed by 11 non-alternating jabs 
(9 if slightly late, 5 if very late). Dodge 
followed by 5 non-alternating jabs. 
Counter with alternating jabs until 
knockdown for an infi nite combo.

mOVES

“This strat takes advantage of the ‘easy CS’ glitch 

that is possible on Don & Joe. Phase 1 is left 

body blow to force an uppercut, dodge, jab, left 

gut which he blocks, then jab which he will block 

but will stop the clock. Then get a late punch for 

a star and use the star. Phase 2 is identical to the 

No CS strat.”

Phase 1

• Automatic left body blow (blocked)
• Dodge Flamenco Punch
• Left jab to stun
• Left body blow (blocked)
• Left jab (blocked, Clock Stop Glitch)
• Dodge Flamenco Punch
• Delayed left jab for star (if too early clock 

will resume)
• Star knockdown (0:07)

Phase 2

• Quick dodge Flamenco Punch
• Speedy jabs until KO

ClOCk STOP           

BY ADELIKAT AND MATT TURK (11:97 KO) 

“The time of 14 seconds on Don Flamenco 1 

has long been legendary rivaling only 42.00 

over Glass Joe and 0:37xx on King Hippo. The 

original 14 second strategy was developed by 

Martin Charlebois back in 1998. It appeared 

that the perfect strategy had been invented and 

that there was almost no room for improvement. 

Tom Roth did TKO Don 1 at 13.97 using Martin’s 

strategy but it occurred on a PAL version of 

the game. No sub 0:14 victory had ever been 

recorded on NTSC. Then on February 3, 2004 

the unthinkable occurred and a legend passed 

away. The following is the story of how I killed a 

legend...”     A    

Phase 1

• Automatic left body blow (blocked)
• Dodge Flamenco Punch
• Jab to stun
•	 Goldilocks for star
• Star knockdown (0:09)

Phase 2

• Quick dodge Flamenco Punch 
• Speedy jabs until KO

                   

DON’S DEmISE               

BY MATT TURK (0:13.82 KO)

“The most diffi cult part of this strategy is the frame 

perfect punches (Goldilocks) required to get stars 

at various points in the fi ght. The more of these 

you can get in a short period of time the better. 

You will also be depending on random energy 

refi lls. Keep in mind that after a knockdown you 

can always hit Don an odd number of times in the 

gut. The most important thing is that Don gets up 

for phase 9, he often will be KO’d after Phase 8, 

but on lucky occasions will come back for a last 

bit of punishment. Please note that the scores 

listed are estimates, my best score using this 

strategy is 19,120 which is certainly improvable 

because I missed quite a few Goldilocks.”

Phase 1

• Automatic body blow (blocked)
• Mac hit by Flamenco Punch
•  Body blow (blocked)
•  Dodge Flamenco Punch
•	  Goldilocks for star
•  Repeat previous 3 steps until 1:00
•  Star knockdown (1,700-2,000)

Phase 2

• Automatic left body blow for star (counters 
Flamenco Punch)

• Repeat until one punch from knocking 
opponent down

•  Quick dodge Flamenco Punch
•  Star knockdown (5,000-6,000)

Phase 3

• Repeat fi rst 2 steps of Phase 2
•  Get hit until Mac knocked down

HIgH SCORE           

BY SINISTER1 (19,120 TKO)

Phase 4

•  Up on 9
•  Get hit until Don refi lls his energy (between 

the 2nd and 3rd dot) and end of round 
(6,800-7,800)

Phase 5

•  Body blow (blocked)
• Dodge Flamenco Punch
•	 Goldilocks
• Repeat previous 3 steps until 1:00
•  Star knockdown (8,400-9,600)

Phase 6

• Repeat fi rst 2 steps of Phase 2 
•  Get hit by Flamenco Punch
•  Quick Dodge attack
• Jab
• Star knockdown (11,400-12,800)

Phase 7

• Repeat Phase 3 (12,400-14,000)

Phase 8

•  Wait until end of round (12,400-14,000)

Phase 9

• Press Select between rounds to recover 
stamina

• Repeat Phase	5
• Star knockdown (after 1:00) (14,000-15,800)

Phase 8

•  Repeat Phase 6 (16,300-18,300)

Phase 9

• Gets up (not 100% certain)
•  Repeat Phase 6 for TKO
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“Don’t be intimiDateD by this big Fat blob. DoDge 
all the Jab punches he throws at you, until he 
opens his mouth anD lets out a barking noise. 
punch him in the Face when he Does this, anD his 
pants will Fall Down! you’ll see a banDage on his 
belly button! keep whacking at it while he yanks 
up his pants, anD when he goes Down, he won’t get 
back up!”

• Cannot be counterattacked, only intercepted.

• The only opponent who does not give stars.

• The only opponent who cannot be knocked down and fall to either side of 
the ring. 

• Along with Bald Bull 1, can only be beaten in one way.

• There is a 6/16 (37.5%) chance of Hippo opening his mouth for any punch. 
It depends on the ending bits (‘nibble’) of the Random Number Generator 
(RNG) at address 0x0018 being 01, 03, 06, 09, 0B, or 0E.

m i n o r   c i r c u i t  //  k i n g   h i p p o

PATTERNS
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RANKED #2

HEARTS 9

KO KNOCKDOWNS 1

WIN BY DECISION N/A (999,900)

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 1,440

TIP-OFF Open Mouth

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS

Start of round 2 or 3
Random

TJ
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“There really isn’t much to consider when fi ghting 

King Hippo, hope to get lucky by getting three 

of his open mouth punches in a row. They must 

be countered fast in order to do max damage on 

the fi rst punch and be able to knock him down in 

only 3 sets. Punching him in his mouth quickly will 

result in 5 damage instead of 3. The TAS shows 

the best luck possible and perfect timing, getting 

a 37.61.

This time has been reproduced by numerous 

people in real time. Due to the way the clock 

works, a human player has a 2 frame margin of 

error in the entire fi ght to still get a .61 time.

If the total frame error is between 3-6 the time 

will be 37.82. If the timing error is 7-10 it will be 

37.97 and between 11-15 will result in a 38.00 

time. In order to get max damage from the open 

mouth punch, the player cannot be more than 5 

frames late, so any margin over 15 will result in a 

failed attempt.

The odds of getting the correct randomness to 

get the fastest possible time is a 6/16 * 6/16 * 

6/16. This reduces to a 27/512 to approximately 

a 5% chance.”

Phase 1

• Intercept Overhead Jab with proper jab 
(requires quick timing)

• 9x Left body blows (requires quick timing)
• Repeat 2 more times for KO

HJ TJOJNAME Jab

DAMAGE 27

INFO Thrown with both hands. Raises fi st 
before punching.

COUNTER

J

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:37.61 KO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Overhead Jab

DAMAGE 48

INFO Bounces and opens mouth prior. 
Thrown with both hands. Hold up 
before to keep his mouth open longer. 
Repeats while Mac has no hearts.

COUNTER Fast intercept jab followed by 9 left 
body blows (8 if slightly late).

NAME Hopping Power Jab

DAMAGE 48

INFO Hops left and right before throwing a 
damaging overhead jab. Only uses after 
knocking Mac down.

COUNTER

NAME Taunting Overhead Jab

DAMAGE 48

INFO Rapidly opens and closes mouth before 
attacking. Thrown at the beginning of 
rounds 2 and 3.

COUNTER

mOVES

“Not feeling lucky? Here is a strat that requires 

absolutely no luck. Just punch his gut until you 

get pink then counter his open mouth punches 

and punch on the 3rd one. Rinse and repeat. 

Doesn’t yield an impressive time at all but at least 

can be done every time.”

Phase 1

• Left body blow (blocked)
• Repeat until no hearts
• 2x Dodge Overhead Jabs
• Intercept Overhead Jab with proper jab
• 8x Left body blows
• Repeat until KO

El CHEAPO            

BY ADELIKAT (1:46 KO)

“King Hippo is the character that gives up the 

least amount of points, but with some tricky 

strategies and a lucky select trick refi ll you can 

hit him up to 54 or maybe even 55 times. A 

few things to keep in mind are not to counter 

his punches too quickly because this deals 

extra damage. Getting up on a 9 count is very 

important for this fi ght to ensure full refi lls and 

takes a bit of practice so be patient. This is 

actually the only score strategy that has absolutely 

no luck factor during the actual in round portion of 

the fi ght (just the lucky between rounds refi ll).”

Phase 1

• 3x Counter Overhead Jab with 3 left body 
blows (9 total)

•  Get hit by jab
•  Counter Overhead Jab with 4 left body blows
•  2x Get hit by jab
•  Counter Overhead Jab with jab
• Get hit until Mac knocked down (330)

Phase 2

• Up on 9 
• Get hit by jab
•  Counter Overhead Jab with 4 left body blows
• 2x Get hit by jab
•  Wait until end of round (380)

Phase 3

• Press Select between rounds to recover 
stamina (more energy random)

•  Get hit by jab
•  Counter Overhead Jab with 3 left body blows
• Get hit until Mac knocked down (420)

HIgH SCORE           

BY SINISTER1 (1,540 KO)

Phase 4

• Up on 9
• 2x Get hit by jab
•  Counter Overhead Jab with 3 left body blows
• Get hit by jabs until Mac knocked down (460)

Phase 5

• Up on 9
•  2x Get hit by jab
•  Counter Overhead Jab with 4 left body blows
• Get hit by jab
• Counter Overhead Jab with 2 left body blows 

for KO

The bike scene is 
located on the river side 
in the Bronx, opposite 
Manhattan and the (late) 
Twin Towers.

DID yOu kNOw?
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“when the Jewel on his heaD lights up, a Jab is 
coming. Just DoDge anD strike him in the Face. 
you can block it anD punch him multiple times, 
but you’ll neeD hearts For later in the match. 
he’ll start his uppercuts, where he crouches anD 
throws them. punch him when he crouches For a 
star, then stun him anD use the star. then, towarD 
the enD oF the rounD he’ll Do this intimiDating 
magic thing. he’ll Disappear anD you’ll barely see 
him hitting you with the punches. block the Five 
punches in a row — he’ll be big time stunneD anD 
you can punch him in the Face to put him Down.”

• Cannot be KO’ed.

• If Tiger is knocked down 2 clock units or less before a Tiger Punch, it will 
be skipped.

•	 Flash Goldilocks is a jab (blocked), quick dodge the resulting flash jab 
followed by a very difficult frame perfect (1/60 of a second) delayed jab for 
a star. The strict timing appears to be an accidental consequence of the 
programming and the game clock.

• Counter the Tiger Punch for an instant knockdown.

• The only Major Circuit opponent who gets up on the 1 count, which occurs 
if Tiger is knocked down under 1:00 with Mac on full stamina. 

• The TAS strategy can be partially replicated by replacing the 4 Flash 
Goldilocks’ with a delayed right body blow for a low 48 second time.

• For maximum damage intercepting the gem flash with a star uppercut, 
wait for Tiger to stride 3 times (after obtaining a star).

• Mac will be KO’ed if knocked down twice in any round.

m i n o r   c i r c u i t  //  g r e at   t i g e r

PATTERNS
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RANKED #1

HEARTS 77

KO KNOCKDOWNS N/A

WIN BY DECISION 10,000

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 20,000

TIP-OFF Gem Flash

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS

Until 2:30 

U TP

First 1:00 

FJ

TP

FJ

Until 1:00

TP

U

ROUND 2 ROUND 3

ROUND 1
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“This strat was fi rst developed by Matt Turk in 

2004 (‘The Tiger Tamer’).”

One of three TAS strategies that has no 

randomness. 

Phase 1

• 3x Flash Goldilocks for 3 stars
• 2x Star uppercuts
•	 Flash Goldilocks for star
• Intercept gem fl ash with jab
• Intercept gem fl ash with star knockdown 

(earliest possible moment for maximum 
damage) (0:40)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• Star knockdown (0:44)

Phase 3

• Up on 1
• Star uppercut for TKO

TPUNAME Flash Jab

DAMAGE 10

INFO Before the jab the gem in his turban 
fl ashes.

COUNTER Jab as the gem fl ashes for a star (helps 
to hold up beforehand). Dodge then 
delayed body blow. Dodge then jab for 
4 damage. Block then 6 jabs.

FJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:47.48 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Uppercut

DAMAGE 15

INFO Thrown with both hands. Crouches in 
the direction of the uppercut. The fi nal 
uppercut animation varies. Repeats 
while Mac has no hearts.

COUNTER Dodge and counter with 6 jabs or 
intercept proper body blow for a star. At 
1:00 alternating intercept body blows 
until knockdown for an infi nite combo.

NAME Tiger Punch

DAMAGE 13 each

INFO Steps back, vanishes then spins around 
throwing 5 jabs. Occurs at 2:30 of each 
round, start and 1:30 of rounds 2 and 3. 
Can’t be dodged or ducked.

COUNTER Hold down to block, releasing between 
each block. Afterwards he will be 
dizzy and jab for a knockdown or an 
extremely delayed jab for a star.

mOVES

THE TIgER TAmER           

BY MATT TURK (0:48 TKO)

“This is a strategy developed by Father B in 

2002 and was the fi rst sub 50 strat for Great 

Tiger.”       a

Phase 1

•	 Flash Goldilocks for star
• Intercept gem fl ash with left jab for star
• 2x Star uppercuts
• Intercept gem fl ash with left jab for star
• Star uppercut
•	 Flash Goldilocks for star
• Intercept gem fl ash with left jab for star
• Jab (blocked)
• Delayed left jab for knockdown (0:42)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• Star knockdown (0:45)

Phase 3

• Up on 1
• Star uppercut for TKO

                   

THE TuRbAN TANTRum               

BY FATHERB (0:48.82 TKO)

“First and foremost, I HATE the Tiger Punch. All it 

does is waste time. It is REAL easy to get stars off 

this guy. There are three ways to get stars off his 

jabs. 1) Wait until the gem on his turban fl ashes 

then hit him in the face. 2) Throw a face jab to 

make him jab back. Then late throw a late counter 

body blow. 3) He stops ALL movement for a few 

seconds before throwing a jab. Hit him in the face 

when he stops. When he ducks for uppercuts, 

body blow him on the proper side for stars.”

Phase 1

• 6x Intercept gem fl ashes with left jab for 6 
stars

• Intercept uppercuts with body blow for stars 
until two punches from knocking opponent 
down

• Quick dodge uppercut, left jab
• Star knockdown (4,270)

Phase 2

• 2x Quick dodge uppercuts, left jab, star 
uppercut

• Intercept uppercuts with body blow for stars 
until two punches from knocking opponent 
down

• Quick dodge uppercut, left jab
• Star knockdown (7,260)

Phase 3

• Intercept uppercuts with body blow for stars 
until end of round (8,540)

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (22,120 TKO)

Phase 4

• Block Tiger Punch
• 4x Intercept gem fl ashes with left jab for 4 

stars
• Quick dodge uppercut, left jab
• Star knockdown (10,490)

Phase 5

• Intercept uppercuts with body blow for stars 
until 2:25

• Quick dodge uppercut, left jab, star uppercut
• Block Tiger Punch
• Star knockdown (14,270)

Phase 6

•	 Phase 3 until end of round (14,380)

Phase 7

• Block Tiger Punch
• Intercept uppercuts with body blow for stars 

until 1:25
• Block Tiger Punch
• Star knockdown (17,640)

Phase 8-9

• Intercept uppercuts with body blow for stars 
until two punches from knocking opponent 
down

• Quick dodge uppercut, left jab
• Star uppercut for knockdown then TKO

“The Great Tiger has always remained a mystery 

to MTPO/PO fans. After 16 years he has never 

gone down for a 10 count and is one of the more 

diffi cult opponents to get a fast time due to timing 

the punches for stars. Father B came up with 

the best strategy to TKO Tiger fast with a time 

range of about 0:49 to 0:51 as the fastest times. 

His strategy is good but diffi cult to execute due 

to timing the face jabs for stars. The lowest time 

for Great Tiger ever recorded on NTSC was a 

49.25 by myself (MTPO NTSC) and Jack Wedge 

(PO NTSC). Many members of the MTPO board 

believed that this was as fast as Tiger could be 

beaten although Martin Charlebois hit 49.00 on 

him using an emulator. The mystery remained as 

to whether Tiger could be beat in under 0:49. In 

early June I discovered a new and much easier 

strategy to execute and ended up setting the 

current world record (48.82) using it. Here is how 

I did it...”

Phase 1

• Automatic jab (blocked)
• Quick dodge Jab
• Delayed right body blow for star
• Repeat 2 more times (3 stars in reserve)
• 2x Star uppercuts
• Intercept gem fl ash with left jab for star
• Star uppercut
• Automatic jab (blocked)
• Quick dodge jab
• Delayed right body blow for star
• Intercept gem fl ash with left jab for 

knockdown (0:42)

Phase 2

• Up on 1
• Star knockdown (0:45)

Phase 3

• Up on 1
• Star uppercut for TKO
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“time to pick up your seconD title! he’ll rotate 
his gloves arounD which will leaD to a Jab. DoDge 
these anD retaliate with a blow to the Face. 
aFter attempting some oF these Jabs, he’ll throw 
uppercuts. DoDge them For some Free shots to 
the heaD. then, he’ll go For his bull charge. he’ll 
bounce to the top oF the ring, anD bounce Down, 
anD nail you with a huge uppercut. simply punch 
him in the stomach when he’s about to throw this 
amaZing uppercut anD he’ll go Down.”

• Cannot be KO’ed.

• Will not dodge a star uppercut if Mac has 3 stars.

• There is a 50% chance of getting a star from the fi rst punch following a 17 
second knockdown. It depends on the ending bits (‘lower nibble’) of the 
Random Number Generator (RNG) being between 00 and 07.

• There is a 4/16 (25%) chance of Bull returning in Phase 3 with 72 stamina 
instead of the usual 80. It depends on the ending bits of the Random 
Number Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 being 4, 5, C, or D.

• There is a 4/16 (25%) chance of Bull entering the Rolling Jab pattern after 
two hooks between 0:20 and 2:00. It depends on the ending digit of the 
Random Number Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 being 0 to 3. This is 
called a Junction Point.

• The Bull Charge occurs at 2:30 of each round, 2:00 of round 1, 1:30 of 
round 2, and 1:00 of round 3. 

• Counter the Bull Charge with a body blow for an instant knockdown.

• Along with King Hippo can only be beaten in one way.

• The number of hooks thrown depends on the Random Number Generator 
(RNG) at address 0x0018.

m i n o r   c i r c u i t  //  B A L D   B U L L    i
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RANKED Champion

HEARTS 15

KO KNOCKDOWNS N/A

WIN BY DECISION N/A (999,900)

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 20,000

TIP-OFF Rolling Hands

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS

25% Junction
RJ RH BCRH

RH
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RJ RJ RJ

1-10 Times
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“a

Odds are 1/256 and one of the few strategies that 

does not knock the opponent down as fast as 

possible -- instead opting to gain an extra star in 

Phase 1 to land the star uppercut in Phase 3. The 

fi nal star uppercut has a window of 2-3 frames.

Phase 1

• 2x Intercept Rolling Jab with left jab for 1 
star

• Delayed left jab for star
• Star uppercut, left jab for star
• Delayed left jab for star (50% chance)
• Star uppercut, left jab for star
• Star knockdown (0:18)

Phase 2

• Left jab for star (50% chance)
• Star uppercut (hold up)
• Left jab for star (as guard lowers)
• Star uppercut, quick dodge right hook
• Star uppercut
• Intercept right hook with left jab for star
• Star uppercut
• Intercept Rolling Jab with star knockdown 

(0:37)

Phase 3

• Up with 72 stamina (25% chance)
• Intercept right hook with left jab for star
• Quick dodge right uppercut
• 2x Star uppercuts
• Quick dodge right uppercut
• 1+1 for 1 star
• Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star uppercut for TKO

RURHNAME Rolling Jab

DAMAGE 15

INFO Rolls gloves before punching. Always 
throws in sets of 3 unless fi rst 20 
seconds of round 1 when the sets are 2. 
Always follows 2 jabs then a pause. 

COUNTER Intercept rolling hands for a possible 
star. As a set of 3, the fi rst and third 
intercepts have a 50% chance of 
producing a star while the second is 
guaranteed. 

RJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:57.82 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Right Hook

DAMAGE 16

INFO Shakes hands up and down before 
throwing two or more hooks. 

COUNTER Intercept with left jab for a possible star, 
counter with jab to stun or unstunned 
uppercut. Countering with a jab will only 
deal 1 damage. Dodge and counter with 
3 jabs to stun. 1+1 for a star.

NAME Deep Right Uppercut

DAMAGE 24

INFO Big damage. Randomly throws in sets 
of 1 to 5 or more before reverting to 
hooks.

COUNTER Counter with a very quick unstunned 
uppercut, 7 jabs or 1+1 combo for a 
star.

mOVES

bull’S bluDgEONINg           

BY MATT TURK & JACK WEDGE (1:01 TKO)

“My best time and current record on NTSC is 

59.82. I think the time could be slightly lower 

though. Most attempts will not get you the 0:59 

as you need perfect timing to get it but with 

practice and patience it will come. Do not get 

discouraged if Bull fails to cooperate in phase 3 

as well.”

Phase 1

• Phase 1 of Bull’s Bludgeoning (0:17)

Phase 2

• Left jab for star (50% chance)
• Left jab for star (slight pause, release up)
• Star uppercut
• 2x Quick dodge right hook then star 

uppercut
•	 Junction Point (25% chance)
• 3x Intercept Rolling Jabs with left jab for 3 

stars (50% chance)
• Intercept right hook with left jab for 

knockdown (0:44)

Phase 3

• Automatic star
• Intercept right hook with left jab for star
• Quick dodge right hook
• 2x Star uppercuts (second intercepts right 

hook)
• Quick dodge Deep Right Uppercut
• Star uppercut for TKO

                   

blITzINg THE bull               

BY MATT TURK (0:59.82 TKO)

“It took MONTHS to master this Turkish cow. 

23,000 isn’t close to the world record, which 

is 28,000. Which is very possible, if he doesn’t 

throw uppers.”

Phase 1

• 2x Intercept Rolling Jabs with left jab for 
1 star

• Star uppercut
• 3x Left jab for star then star uppercut for 

knockdown (3,460)

Phase 2

• If right hook
 » Intercept right hook with left jab for star 

• If Rolling Jab
 » 3x Intercept Rolling Jabs with left jab for 

2-3 stars
• If uppercut

 » Dodge
• If stars

 » Intercept hook with star uppercut (less 
damage)

• Knockdown at 1:44 (7,640)

Phase 3

• Repeat Phase 2 until 2:30
• Dodge Bull Charge until end of round (8,360)

Phase 4

• Repeat Phase 2 until knockdown (11,700)

Phase 5

• Repeat Phase 2 until 2:30
• Intercept Bull Charge with left jab for 

knockdown (15,480)

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (23,870 TKO)

Phase 6

•	 Phase 2 until end of round (16,100)

Phase 7

•	 Phase 2 until knockdown (quick dodge 
hooks then star uppercut for more damage) 
(18,440)

Phase 8

•	 Phase 2 until 1:10 (quick dodge hooks then 
star uppercut for more damage)

• Get hit by Bull Charge until Mac knocked 
down (18,560)

Phase 9

•	 Phase 2 until knockdown (quick dodge 
hooks then star uppercut for more damage) 
(21,140)

Phase 10

•	 Phase 2 until 2:30 (quick dodge hooks then 
star uppercut for more damage)

• Get hit by Bull Charge until Mac knocked 
down (22,250)

Phase 11

•	 Phase 2 until TKO (quick dodge hooks then 
star uppercut for more damage)

“Bald Bull is one of the hardest opponentsdd 

in the major circuit to get a fast time. RedTom 

came up with the best strategy entitled ‘Barber 

Clear Cut’ which gives fast times but has random 

stars in phase 2 triple jab pattern. The following 

strategy uses 9 stars with only one being random 

(50%). I TKOed Bull at 1:01 using this strategy. 

Here is how I did it...”

Martin Charlebois is credited with discovering the 

17 second knockdown.

Phase 1

• Intercept Rolling Jab with left jab
• Intercept Rolling Jab with left jab for star
• Star uppercut
• Intercept Rolling Jab with left jab for star
• Star uppercut
• Intercept Rolling Jab with left jab for star
• Star uppercut
• Intercept Rolling Jab with left jab for star
• Delayed left face jab for knockdown (0:17)

Phase 2

• Left jab for star (50% chance)
• Left jab for star (slight pause, release up)
• Star uppercut (should not intercept hook)
• Quick dodge left hook
• Star uppercut
• Intercept right hook with left jab for star
• Star uppercut (intercept hook)
• Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star knockdown (0:36)

Phase 3

• Up with 72 stamina (25% chance)
• Dodge right hook
• 2+1 for 1 star
• Dodge right hook
• 2+1 for 1 star
• Quick dodge right hook (75% chance)
• Star uppercut
• Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star Uppercut for TKO (requires quick timing)

BCNAME Bull Charge

DAMAGE 96

INFO Steps back then hops forwards four 
times and delivers a right uppercut. 
Repeats until a knockdown or end of 
round.

COUNTER Body blow on third hop (watch for 
a camera fl ash on the far right side 
of the bottom row of the crowd) for 
knockdown. 
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“he’s back, anD he wants revenge For that belt 
you took! he has changeD his style quite a bit 
since the First encounter. he’ll raise an eyebrow 
to ForeshaDow a Jab, but iF you DoDge it, he’ll 
immeDiately throw another that you’ll have to 
avoiD. when he crouches anD shakes, punch him 
in the stomach For a star. stun his Following 
punch anD use it For a big energy loss. he’ll once 
again go For his triple Jab pattern. Jab him in 
the Face 3 times For 3 stars. my aDvice is to Just 
keep racking up the stars anD use them when he is 
stunneD.”

• Need 3 stars in reserve to instant TKO in under 1:00 with an unstunned 
uppercut (provided Honda gets up on 1).

• Will not dodge a star uppercut if Mac has 3 stars. 

• The Eyebrow Pattern is a raising of the eyebrows before a left jab.

•	 Dizzy Destroyer is a left gutter followed by a very quick left jab.

•	 Moment of Weakness is a left jab (tap up, not hold) that has a very difficult 
frame perfect (1/60 of a second) window of success.

• Starting with the 4th unstunned punch, every even-numbered punch is a 
guaranteed star while every odd-numbered punch has a 50% chance of 
producing a star.

• There is a 50% chance of Honda returning in Phase 2 with 56 stamina 
instead of the usual 64. It depends on the ending bits of the Random 
Number Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 being 2 to 5 or A to D.

• An Eyebrow Uppercut is a delayed star uppercut into the Eyebrow Pattern 
will do a maximum 22 damage instead of the usual 15. For correct timing 
after delivering the first knockdown, wait for Honda to shift his feet 5 times 
before throwing the uppercut.

• Counter the Banzai Attack with a well timed body blow for an instant 
knockdown.

• The only World Circuit opponent who gets up on the 1 count, which occurs 
if Honda is knocked down twice while Mac has full stamina. 

• To perform the Clock Stop Glitch jab (blocked) during the Banzai 
Attack charge. Requires strict timing as punching 1 frame later results 
in a knockdown. For more info on the Clock Stop Glitch and Rules of 
Engagement, see Chapter 1.

• The Banzai Attack has an 8 frame intercept window. The first 5 frames 
result in an instant KO, while the last 3 result in a star.
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“This strategy was originally demonstrated in Phil 

& Genisto’s fi rst publication. Achieving this time 

requires 3 random (50%) stars and one random 

energy refi ll. Thus the odds of getting the right 

pattern is 1/16 or 6.25%.”

Matt Turk created the Dizzy Destroyer and noticed 

Mac needed 3 stars for a Phase 3 knockdown.

Phase 1

•	 Dizzy Destroyer
•	 Moment of Weakness (only prior to the triple 

jab pattern)
• Left jab for star (tap up)
• Hold up to keep guard raised
• Star uppercut (as guard raises)
• Wait until guard lowers
• 2x Left jabs for 2 stars (second star 50% 

chance, tap up don’t hold)
• Star uppercut 
•	 Eyebrow Uppercut
• 2x Intercept right jabs with left jab for 2 stars
• Intercept right jab with left jab for 

knockdown (0:27)

Phase 2

• Up with 56 stamina (50% chance)
• Hold up to keep guard raised
• Star uppercut (as guard raises)
• Wait until guard lowers
• 2x Left jabs for 2 stars (second star 50% 

chance, tap up don’t hold)
•	 Eyebrow Uppercut
• Left jab for star
• Left jab for knockdown (0:46)

Phase 3

• Up on 1
• Star uppercut for TKO

RHRUNAME Triple Left Jab

DAMAGE 11 each

INFO Does the Eyebrow Pattern.

COUNTER 3 jabs as he moves eyebrows for 
possible stars. Intercept with a well 
timed jab during eyebrow move.

TJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:50.25 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Right (Jiving) Uppercut

DAMAGE 19

INFO Right uppercut is common. The jiving 
variation involves shaking from side to 
side before attacking.

COUNTER Counter the jiving variation with a body 
blow between the fi rst two shakes for 
a star.

NAME Right Hook

DAMAGE 11

INFO Repeats while Mac has no hearts.

COUNTER 5 jabs after Mac recovers.

mOVES

blINDED bARRAgE 2010           

BY MATT TURK, ADELIKAT & SINISTER1 (0:52 TKO)

“This one is easy and most MTPO players have 

pulled it off. Simply wait for the one minute 

mark where Piston will back up and charge at 

you. Time a punch to his face or body which 

will knock him down permanently! This one 

punch defeat will score at best a 1:00.99 fi nal 

time.”                    aaa

Phase 1

• Wait until 1:00
• Intercept Banzai Attack with left body blow 

for KO (requires excellent timing)

                   

STANDARD               

(1:00.99 KO) 

“Piston Honda doesn’t give stars at the rate he 

did in your fi rst fi ght with him, but still does so at a 

high enough rate that you can get a ton of points 

by abusing his lack of a good defense.”

Phase 1

• 3x Dizzy Destroyers for 2 or 3 stars 
• If 2 stars (50% chance)

 » 2x Star uppercuts
 » Left body blow for star
 » Star uppercut

• If 3 stars (50% chance)
 » 3x Star uppercuts

• Counter Triple Left Jabs for stars
•  Get hit by 2 right uppercuts
•  Repeat previous 2 steps
•  Get hit by Banzai Attack until Mac knocked 

down

Phase 2 

• Up on 9
•	 Dizzy Destroyer for stars
•  Dodge Triple Left Jabs
•  Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star knockdown

Phase 3

•	 Dizzy Destroyer until 2:00
• Block Banzai Attack
• 2x Dodge right uppercuts
•	 Dizzy Destroyer until one punch from 

knocking opponent down
• Dodge Triple Left Jabs
•  Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star knockdown

HIgH SCORE           

BY SINISTER1 (16,490 KO)

Phase 4

•  Dodge until end of round

Phase 5

• Press Select between rounds to recover 
stamina

•	 Dizzy Destroyer until one punch from 
knocking opponent down

• Get hit until (Honda regains stamina)
•	 Dizzy Destroyer until one punch from 

knocking opponent down
•	 Eyebrow Uppercut for knockdown

Phase 6

• Up on 1
•	 Dizzy Destroyer until one punch from 

knocking opponent down
• Get knocked down

Phase 7

• Up on 9
•	 Dizzy Destroyer until one punch from 

knocking opponent down
• Dodge Triple Left Jabs
•  Quick dodge right uppercut
• Star knockdown

Phase 8

• Up on 1
•	 Dizzy Destroyer until end of round

Phase 9

•	 Dizzy Destroyer until one punch from 
knocking opponent down

• Get knocked down

Phase 10

• Repeat Phase 7 for KO

“Piston Honda 2 is Little Mac’s fi rst opponent in 

the World Circuit. Although not extremely diffi cult 

to defeat he can still pose some problems for 

Little Mac. It was long thought that he could not 

be beat in under 1:00. Red Tom however invented 

‘The TKO Royale’ for PAL and made the sub 

1:00 victory possible. Matt Turk followed up with 

another strategy for NTSC entitled ‘Kamikaze 

Knockout’ which also made possible a sub 1:00 

victory. However it seemed that everyone was 

stuck at 56.00 until one day...

I would like to dedicate this strategy to Red Tom 

for coming up with the fi rst strategy to TKO 

Honda 2 under 1:00 and also to Jedi Samurai for 

hinting to me that 56.00 on NTSC might be able 

to be improved.

I really like this strategy because it is the fi rst 

strategy other than Glass Joe where the opponent 

does not even get a punch off cleanly before 

being defeated. It is just 55 seconds of Mac 

beating the hell out of Honda 2 rendering him 

totally defenseless. Phase 1 is by far the hardest 

part of this strategy to execute properly but an 

experienced MTPO player should be able to pull 

this off pretty easily. Remember to always have 

fun and enjoy playing this great game. So go give 

Honda his ‘Blinded Barrage’ and have fun doing 

it. Take care guys.”

“This strategy is a combination of Matt Turk’s 

original Blinded Barrage and Adelikat’s TAS fi ght 

that results in a 52.xx time if performed correctly.” 

a

Phase 1

• 3x Dizzy Destroyers for 3 stars
• 2x Star uppercuts
• Left gutter for star
•	 Eyebrow Uppercut
• 2x Intercept right jabs with left jab for 1-2 

stars
• Delayed left jab for knockdown (as guard 

lowers, 16 frame window) (0:29)

Phase 2

• Up with 56 stamina (50% chance)
• Star uppercut (hold up to keep guard raised)
• Wait until guard lowers
• 2x Left jabs for 2 stars (second star 50% 

chance, tap up don’t hold)
•	 Eyebrow Uppercut
• 2x Intercept right jabs with left jab for 

knockdown (must have 3 stars) (0:48)

Phase 3

• Up on 1
• Star uppercut for TKO

BANAME Banzai Attack

DAMAGE 8 each

INFO Steps back before throwing 4 
alternating jabs. Occurs at 1:00 and 
2:00 of round 1, 0:30 and 2:00 of round 
2 and 0:30 of round 3.

COUNTER Block each jab then counter with 4 jabs. 
Alternatively, a well-timed (see Tips 
section) left body blow just as Honda 
comes into punching range will result 
in a knockdown. Star uppercut for 
knockdown if less than 1/8 stamina.
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“soDa is a big guy, anD the kinD oF guy you’ll really 
want to kill iF he knocks you Down. he throws 
hooks First, anD you can Fire back with punches 
to the Face, then he’ll start with uppercuts which 
you can DoDge anD counter with Face Jabs. you 
can get a star by DoDging anD Delaying a Face Jab 
aFter an uppercut. his shots really hurt, so be 
careFul, anD be quick with your stars because he 
moves Fast.” 

• In the first half of round 1, dodge any hook then delayed right body blow 
for a possible star.

•	 Crouch Glitch by blocking during an uppercut to trigger a programming 
error that freezes Soda for an extended period of time. During this time he 
is vulnerable to a body blow then uppercut for a knockdown. Can be done 
by pressing down for just one frame (1/60 of a second), but is only useful 
for a TAS (see Chapter 7) as pressing down for even two frames causes 
Mac to block. Tap down before the uppercut to cause Soda to kneel 
earlier.

•	 Crouch Glitch Knockdown is a Crouch Glitch followed by a left body blow 
(possible star), dodged uppercut (or left body blow to cancel the uppercut), 
then star uppercut for a guaranteed knockdown.

• The first 2 uppercuts of each round connect. This is followed by 3 more 
uppercuts when Mac has 3 stars in reserve — but only after one additional 
uppercut (dodged or landed).

• Repeatedly pressing down (slow enough to avoid Mac ducking) increases 
the odds of getting the shortest pause between uppercuts.

• There is actually a frame perfect window (1/60 of a second) where Mac 
can intercept an uppercut so early with a star uppercut, it doesn’t trigger 
an instant knockdown.

• To perform the Clock Stop Glitch quick dodge, jab to stun then late punch 
for a star. For more info on the Crouch Glitch and Rules of Engagement, 
see Chapter 1.
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“The way the game works is that on a certain 

frame it reads if the user is pressing down, and 

if so, Soda will pause in a crouching position in 

which he can be punched. In non-TAS strats, 

Mac will have to duck, then come out of ducking 

position, then punch. In the strat, down is pressed 

for just 1 frame, which isn’t enough to start the 

ducking animation, so Mac can hit Soda much 

sooner. This strat begins punching at Soda THEN 

pressing down. If timed right, the game reads the 

down press and causes Soda to pause at the 

same time the punch lands.”

Not blocking saves 2-3 seconds each time.

Phase 1

• Intercept hook with body blow (blocked)
• Right jab for star
• Intercept uppercut with left body blow
• Left body blow (blocked)
• Star knockdown (0:15)

Phase 2

• 2x Intercept hooks with left body blow 
(blocked)

• Intercept uppercut with left body blow for 
star

• Left body blow (blocked)
• Star knockdown (0:30)

Phase 3

• Left body blow (blocked)
• Intercept hook with right jab
• Intercept uppercut with left body blow for 

star
• Left body blow (blocked)
• Star uppercut for TKO

ULHNAME Right Jab

DAMAGE 16

INFO Only occurs if Mac has full stamina.

COUNTER Jab.

RJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:45.25 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Left Hook

DAMAGE 19

INFO Thrown in pairs.

COUNTER Intercept with right jab for possible star 
(50% chance, wait for action otherwise 
will be blocked). Dodge and counter 
with delayed body blow.

NAME Uppercut

DAMAGE 27

INFO Thrown in pairs. Occurs after a set of 2 
hooks or after a Mac knockdown.

COUNTER Trigger the Crouch Glitch by holding 
down then counter with body blow or 
dodge and speedy jabs.

mOVES

TAS                     

BY ADELIKAT (0:31.85 TKO, CLOCK STOP)

“I have discovered a way of beating Popinski in 

1:00 or less. I set the record of 0:56.48 R1 with 

this strategy, which I discovered by accident to tell 

you the truth. Remember Soda Popinski is very 

unpredictable, so you may have to be patient in 

order for this strategy to work. I say this because 

Soda does not always kneel resulting in different 

patterns. However, if you want to beat him in 1:00 

or less you must be patient and keep fi ghting 

him until he kneels down the required three times 

so that you can get a star by punching him in 

the chest each time. If you execute the above 

strategy correctly you will only have one heart 

remaining at the end of the fi ght.”

Phase 1-2

• 2x Intercept hooks with right body blow 
(blocked)

•	 Crouch Glitch
• Right body blow for star
• Quick dodge uppercut
• Right jab to stun
• Star knockdown (0:18 and 0:36)

Phase 3

• 2x Intercept hooks with right body blow 
(blocked)

•	 Crouch Glitch
• Right body blow for star
• Intercept uppercut with right body blow
• Star uppercut for TKO

                   

VODkA SHOCk               

BY DANIEL T. (0:56.48 TKO)

“If you hit him in the stomach before his uppercuts 

ONCE in the whole fi ght, one star punch will take 

him down. So instead, late counters FTW.

Wait until 1:30 or so, so you can get at least two 

knockdowns in. If you only took him down once 

in round 2, you can get the TKO this round. If not, 

he will not get up after the second knockdown, 

but that is only if you got him down after 1:30.”

Phase 1

• If hook
 » Intercept hook with right jab for possible 

star
• If uppercut

 » Quick dodge uppercut
 » Delayed left jab for possible star

• If Drunken Dance Jabs
 » Quick dodge jab
 » Left jab
 » Intercept jab with left jab for star

• Star uppercut (when possible)
• Wait until 1:30 
• Star knockdown

Phase 2-8

•	 Phase 1 until two knockdowns (per round) 
and eventual TKO

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (14,400 TKO)

“The goal of the CS strat is to get Soda to do an 

uppercut as soon as possible in order to get rapid 

punches and start the clock stopping glitch. Since 

Mac is low on health, let Soda knock him down! 

This seems counter intuitive but Soda immediately 

throws uppercuts whenever Mac gets up. This is 

faster than waiting for his normal pattern.”

Phase 1

• 2x Intercept hooks with left body blow 
(blocked)

• 1+1 (Clock Stop Glitch)
• Get hit until one punch from Mac knocked 

down
•	 Crouch Glitch, left body blow for star
• Intercept uppercut with left body blow 

(blocked)
• Star knockdown (0:12)

Phase 2

• Mac knocked down (simultaneous hit) (0:15)

Phase 3

• Quick dodge uppercut
• 1+1 (Clock Stop Glitch)
• Get hit until one punch from Mac knocked 

down
•	 Crouch Glitch, left body blow for star
• Intercept uppercut with left body blow 

(blocked)
• Star knockdown (0:21)

Phase 4

•	 Phase 2 until Mac knocked down (0:25)

Phase 5

• Quick dodge uppercut
• 1+1 (Clock Stop Glitch)
•	 Rules of Engagement for TKO

DJNAME Drunken Dance Jabs

DAMAGE 16 each

INFO Shuffl es feet then throws three 
consecutive jabs. Occurs while Mac 
has no hearts or after 2 consecutive 
uppercuts after a Mac knockdown.

COUNTER Intercept with a body blow or jab.

PuNCH DRuNk                     

BY MATT TURK (0:38 TKO, CLOCK STOP)

“Soda Popinski is one of the toughest fi ghters 

in the World Circuit due to the fact that his 

hooks and uppercuts are slightly delayed which 

throws off Mac’s timing. Chrome Virus wrote 

the best strategy for Soda Popinski entitled ‘The 

Russian Attack TKO’ that has a low of about 

0:49. It seemed that breaking the 0:49 barrier on 

NTSC was impossible. MTPO has always been 

considered a very tough game due to the fact 

that it does not suffer from very many serious 

glitches that players can take advantage of. Other 

than the Sandman glitch the game is pretty much 

glitch free. However this past January I discovered 

a major glitch and used it to exploit several 

characters. The following is the story of how I 

exploited a major glitch to beat Soda Popinski 

under 0:40...”

Phase 1-3

• 2x Intercept hooks with left body blow 
(blocked)

• Dodge uppercut (50% chance)
• 1+1 for star (second jab speedy, Clock Stop 

Glitch)
• Hold down to block 
• Soda does uppercut (50% chance) 
•	 Crouch Glitch Knockdown for eventual TKO
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“another return character who you beat earlier. 
the only way to put him Down is to nail him with a 
star or break up his bull charge. iF he blocks a 
punch oF yours, move, because he’ll Follow with a 
Jab. when he raises his gloves up in the air, punch 
him in the Face For a star, but Don’t use it now, 
use it when he’s low on stamina so it will put him 
Down. when he attempts the bull charge, DoDge it 
anD he’ll retreat halFway back. punch him in the 
stomach to put him Down.”

• Can only be knocked down with a star uppercut. 

• Always dodges an unstunned uppercut — except during the Ear Rub 
Pattern (when Bull rubs his ears) or after a correctly timed quick dodge/
duck of any hook.

• Always gets up on the 9 count.

• Can only be knocked down during the Bull Charge or with a star uppercut.

• Intercept the Ear Rub Pattern for a star.

• There is a 1/16 (6.25%) chance of a successful jab giving a star. It depends 
on the ending bits of the Random Number Generator (RNG) at address 
0x0018 being F. Very similar to the Moment of Weakness and can also be 
done at times other than during the Ear Rub Pattern.

• The 3 ways to get random star are to retaliate at the beginning of a round, 
after another random star, or after a body blow.

• The Bull Dozer is a left body blow during his Ear Rub Pattern followed by a 
jab for a 1/16 (6.25%) chance of getting a star. Discovered by Matt Turk.

• There is a 25% chance Bull will enter his Ear Rub Pattern in Phase 2. It 
depends on the ending bits of the Random Number Generator (RNG) at 
address 0x0018 being 4, D, E, or F. This is called a Junction Point.

• A blocked jab will result in a counterjab. Dodge then delayed right body 
blow for a star.

•	 Bull Charge occurs at 2:00 of each round, and 0:30 of rounds 2 and 3.

• Counter the Bull Charge with a body blow for an instant knockdown.

• There is a 1/16 (6.25%) chance of a successful Moment of Weakness 
gutter.

• Always accepts a stunned uppercut (unlike the first Bald Bull).
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“The strat uses 9 random punches in phase 1, 

however, the same time can be achieved with 8. 

There are two random punches in phase 2 and 3 

in phase 3. That’s a total of 13 random punches 

that must land. Each punch is a 1/16 chance 

of success so the total odds of getting this 

randomness is 1 / 4,503,599,627,370,496!”

Sinister1 claims to have watched this strategy 

more than anyone else on the planet!

Phase 1

• 4x Left jabs for 4 stars
• Star uppercut
• 5x Left jabs for 5 stars
• Duck right hook
• Star knockdown (0:31)

Phase 2

• Star uppercut (intercepts Ear Rub Pattern)
• 3x Left jabs for 3 stars
• Duck right hook
• Jab
• Star uppercut
• Duck right hook
• Star knockdown (0:52)

Phase 3

• Star uppercut
• 3x Left jabs for 3 stars
• Duck right hook
• Jab
• Star uppercut for TKO

RURHNAME Rolling Jab

DAMAGE 16

INFO Repeats along with uppercuts while 
Mac has no hearts. Thrown at the 
beginning of round 1 and after Ear Rub 
Pattern (if not interrupted).

COUNTER Intercept with jab (6.25% chance) or 
dodge and counter with delayed body 
blow.

RJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (1:08.97 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Right Hook

DAMAGE 17

INFO Shakes hands up and down before 
throwing two or more hooks. Most 
common attack. Thrown in sets of 2.

COUNTER Dodge and counter with a delayed left 
jab for a star or dodge and counter with 
3 jabs. Counter using a 1+1 delayed 
counter for star.

NAME Right Uppercut

DAMAGE 25

INFO Repeats along with jabs while Mac has 
no hearts.

COUNTER Dodge and counter with 6 jabs (once 
Mac has recovered).

mOVES

SINglE DOzER            

BY ADELIKAT (1:21.97 TKO)

“Bald Bull 2 is the fi rst opponent in the entire 

game that Mac cannot beat in under 1 minute. 

I was motivated to look for this strategy based 

upon a desire to go under 1:30 on him. RedTom 

wrote the original strategy to beat Bald Bull 2 fast 

with a time range from about 1:35-1:40. Matt 

Turk wrote another strategy entitled ‘The Turkish 

Massacre’ with a time range from 1:31-1:35. This 

strategy (Seeing Red), although more random. is 

much faster than both of those.”

Phase 1

• Automatic jab for star (6.25% chance)
• Quick dodge jab then left body blow for star
• Dodge Jab then left jab
• Intercept Ear Rub Pattern with star uppercut
• Jab (immediate, blocked)
• Quick dodge jab then left body blow for star
• Dodge hook then left jab then star uppercut
• Dodge hook
• 2x Left jabs
• Star knockdown (0:34)

Phase 2

•	 Bull Dozer for 2 stars
• 2x Quick dodge hook then star uppercut
•	 Junction Point (hook, 75% chance)
• Dodge hook then delayed jab for star
• Dodge hook then left jab
• Star knockdown (1:03)

Phase 3

•	 Bull Dozer for 2 stars
• 2x Dodge hook then left jab then star 

uppercut for TKO

                   

SEEINg RED               

BY MATT TURK (1:22 TKO)

“Round 1: Only star punches and countering 

the Bull Charge get him down, so try to get him 

down at 1 minute. He goes for the Bull Charge 

at 2 minutes, try to stun him during a hook/upper 

during the 2 minute mark so he does not do the 

charge. You should have 7000 or so points at the 

end of the round.

Round 2: He goes for the charge at :30. Make 

sure you have a star punch ready. He goes for 

it again at 2 minutes. If he does the charge just 

get hit by it. Countering the charge is a no-no in 

this fi ght.

Round 3: Same as round two, only when you get 

him down the 2nd time he will not get up. Another 

difference is that in this round, you want to let him 

do the Bull Charge and get hit by it. For some 

reason this boosts his ego and makes him last 

another knockdown. This way he dies on the 6th 

cumulative knockdown and not the 5th.”

Phase 1

• If Rolling Jab
 » Dodge
 » Left body blow for star

• If Ear Rub Pattern
 » Left body blow for star (or star uppercut)

• If hook
 » Dodge
 » Delayed left jab for star (or left jab then 

star uppercut)
• Star knockdown (3,070)

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (16,270 KO)

Phase 2

•	 Phase 1 until knockdown (6,050)

Phase 3

•	 Phase 1 until end of round (7,730)

Phase 4-5

•	 Phase 1 until knockdown (12,260)

Phase 6

•	 Phase 1 until Mac knocked down by Bull 
Charge (12,370)

Phase 7

•	 Phase 1 until end of round (12,850)

Phase 8-9

•	 Phase 1 until Mac knocked down by Bull 
Charge

Phase 10

•	 Phase 1 until knockdown (14,930)

Phase 11

•	 Phase 1 until KO (intercept Bull Charge)

“This is a variation of the strategy I came up with 

in 2005 that could achieve a sub 1:27 time (which 

was then a world record). The strategy uses the 

‘Bull Dozer’ technique (a trick developed by Matt 

Turk). This achieved a 1:21.97 time resulting from 

one successful Bull Dozer technique. This strat 

depends on a random ‘Ear Rub’ pattern (1/4 

chance) and a random star (1/16) thus the odds 

are 1/64 or roughly a 1.5% chance of success. 

All stars are 100% except second punch of Bull 

Dozer.”

Phase 1

• Dodge and counter Rolling Jab with late left 
body blow for star

• Counter Rolling Jab with late right body blow 
for star

• Intercept Ear Rub Pattern with star uppercut
• 2x Jabs (blocked) then dodge then delayed 

left body blow for 2 stars
• 2x Dodge hooks then left jab to stun then 

star uppercut for knockdown (0:37)

Phase 2

• Automatic jab for star
• Jab (blocked) then dodge then delayed left 

body blow for star
• 2x Dodge hooks then left jab to stun then 

star uppercut
• Star knockdown (intercepts Ear Rub Pattern, 

25% chance) (1:03)

Phase 3

•	 Bull Dozer for 2 stars
• 2x Dodge hooks then left jab to stun then 

star uppercut for TKO

BCNAME Bull Charge

DAMAGE 96

INFO Steps back then hops forwards four 
times and delivers a right uppercut. 
Repeats until a knockdown or end of 
round. 

COUNTER Body blow between the third and fi nal 
hop (watch for a nod by a bearded 
spectator in bottom row of the 
crowd under the heart counter) for 
knockdown. 

bROwNE’S wAy            

BY DANIEL BROWNE (1:29 TKO)

“I posted this strategy on the gamefaqs board 

a while ago. It is a 1:29 strategy without the 

‘Impossible Stars’ every other method seems to 

require at the start of the match and after each 

knockdown. I’ve tried it 100 times and it never 

fails.” 

Phase 1

• 2x Counter Rolling Jabs with late right body 
blow for 2 stars

• Intercept Ear Rub Pattern with star uppercut
• 2x Jabs (blocked) then dodge then delayed 

left body blow for 2 stars
• 2x Dodge hooks then right jab to stun then 

star uppercut for knockdown (0:38)

Phase 2

•	 Phase 1 (from step 2) until knockdown (1:06)

Phase 3

• Intercept Ear Rub Pattern with right body 
blow for star

• Jab (blocked) then dodge then delayed left 
body blow for star

• 2x Dodge hooks then right jab to stun then 
star uppercut for TKO
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“Don is harDer this time because it’s harD to 
knock him out, anD it’s harD to beat him by reFeree 
Decision. iF he blocks aFter 1:30 or early in rounD 
2, be prepareD For a possible counterpunch. iF he 
blocks you anD stays still, he’ll come aFter you 
with one oF his punches. this is your chance to 
pounD on him, although he won’t Fall aFter it. iF 
you run out oF hearts, he’ll come aFter you with 
hooks. you’ll have to DoDge them all until you 
recover. your timing neeDs to be on, because his 
punches result in a big energy loss.”

• The most random opponent with randomly timed punches.

• Every 7th counterpunch produces a star.

• Hold up while waiting for the left jab to avoid the random delay.

• Ducking the right hook changes Don’s pattern of attack.

• There is a 1/16 (6.25%) chance that by countering a hook or jab it will 
produce a star. It depends on the ending bits of the Random Number 
Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 ending in a single 0 (10, 20, 30, etc).

• Has three possible energy refills for all phases except Phase 3 of round 1 if 
Mac has full stamina. If Mac been damaged in Phase 3 of round 1 Don has 
a 12.5% chance of returning with just 40 stamina!

• There is a 3/8 (37.5%) chance of Don returning with 72 stamina instead 
of the usual 80. It depends on the ending bits of the Random Number 
Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 being 1, 4, 7, 9, C, or F.

• There is a 1/8 (12.5%) chance of Don returning with 40 (Phase 3) or 64 
stamina (Phase 2) instead of the usual 80. It depends on the ending bits of 
the Random Number Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 being 2 or A.

• There is a 1/256 (0.003%) chance he will not throw an attack. It depends 
on the Random Number Generator (RNG) at address 0x0018 remaining the 
same value. If this were to occur repeatedly Don would not throw a punch 
until the 1:30 mark after which he enters Defensive Mode!

• Unlike the first fight he can block more than once before throwing the 
Flamenco Punch. Each block takes approximately 2 seconds.

• Is the only rematch opponent to feature a different color (gloves).

• Can be TKO’ed in 44 seconds using the Clock Stop Glitch.

• To perform the Clock Stop Glitch jab (blocked), quick dodge Flamenco 
Punch, body blow (blocked), then jab (blocked, strange sound). For more 
info on the Rules of Engagement, see Chapter 1.
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“This is an extremely random strat that achieves 

a 58.00 without using the clock stopping glitch. 

It involves numerous random (1/16) stars, 2 rare 

energy refi lls, random early counters against his 

punches, and the fastest timing variations of his 

punches.”

Odds are estimated to be at least 1 in a million.

Phase 1

• Press Select before round to reduce stamina 
by half

• Quick dodge jab 
• Delayed right body blow for star
• Right body blow for star (6.25% chance)
• Left jab for star then 2x star uppercuts
• 2x Right body blows for 2 stars (6.25% 

chance)
• Quick dodge hook
• Star knockdown (0:31)

Phase 2

• Up with 64 stamina (12.5% chance)
• Left body blow for star
• Quick dodge jab then left jab
• Star uppercut
• Left body blow for star (6.25% chance)
• Duck hook
• Star knockdown (0:50)

Phase 3

• Up with 40 stamina (12.5% chance)
• Star uppercut
• Delayed star uppercut (intercepts hook)

for TKO 

FPRHNAME Left Jab

DAMAGE 19

INFO Tipped off by raising his guard.

COUNTER Intercept with a body blow for a 
possible star. Dodge and counter with 
4 jabs.

LJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:58.00 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Right (Mini) Hook

DAMAGE 19

INFO Occurs while Mac has no hearts or after 
any set of 3 jabs.

COUNTER Intercept with left jab for possible star 
or dodge and counter with 2 jabs.

NAME Flamenco Punch

DAMAGE 35

INFO Thrown as counterattack (after taunting) 
or after a knockdown. If leans to the 
right after blocking will not throw the 
counterpunch.

COUNTER Goldilocks (see Don I) for a star. 
Quick dodge early then 11 jabs or 
quick dodge late then 9 speedy jabs 
(signifi cantly slows clock). After Mac 
knockdown, counter with left body 
blow.

mOVES

DON DESTROyER            

BY SINISTER1 (1:47 TKO)

“Round 1: During the fi rst half of the round, he 

throws jabs and hooks. If any contact is made 

off of the fi rst jab (you either block or intercept 

it or he hits you), he goes straight to hooks. We 

don’t want that. So dodge the fi rst jab and do 

nothing. Intercept the second one for a star, but 

do not use it yet. It will take 7 hits for him to give 

up another star. 

Round 2: Get knocked down again, and try to 

get up at 9. Don 2 only allows three cumulative 

knockdowns, so if you get put down a third time 

you are done. Get some stars from his uppers 

and put him down. You now have anywhere from 

6500-8000 points depending on how many stars 

he gave up. At 2 minutes he does jabs and hooks 

again. 

Round 3: He starts rushing and stops taunting 

here. He will throw jabs and hooks in pairs, so 

intercept them for stars or counter them if you 

need hits leading to stars (remember; 6 counter 

punches + 1 intercept = star).”

Phase 1

• If jab
 » Counter jab with delayed left body blow 

for star
 » Counter jab with 4 left jabs

• If hook
 » Intercept hook with left jab
 » Star uppercut

• Star knockdown (2,950)

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (13,510 TKO)

Phase 2

• Left body blow for star (before 1:30)
• Left jab (blocked)
• Quick dodge
• Left jab then star uppercut
• Left jab until Mac knockdown (1:40)

Phase 3

• Up on 9
• 8x Left jabs for 1 star
• Star knockdown (5,310)

Phase 4

• Wait until end of round (5,310)

Phase 5

• Left jab until Mac knockdown (0:12)

Phase 6

• Up on 9
•	 Phase 3 until knockdown (7,630)

Phase 7

• Wait until 2:00
•	 Phase 1 until end of round (leave opponent 

20% stamina) (8,320)

Phase 8-10

• If jab
 » Intercept jab with left body blow for star

• If Hook
 » Block then 4x left jabs

• Star uppercut for TKO

“This strategy assumes the most common refi ll 

which is also the worst (80 Stamina, 50% chance) 

and that no random stars are obtained which is 

quite common. With three random phase 2 refi lls 

minor adjustments can be made pretty easily. 

You will knock Don down earlier and get a few 

more counters in before 1:30 and fi nish with a 

faster time.” 

Phase 1

• Counter left jab with right body blow for star
• Counter right hook with left jab
• Star uppercut
• Quick dodge and counter with 4 jabs
• 2x Counter left jabs with right body blow 

for star
• Counter hook with left jab
• 2x Counter left jabs with right body blow
• Counter third left jab with left body blow for 

knockdown (0:46)

Phase 2

• Up with 80 stamina (50% chance)
• 3x Counter left jabs with right body blow for 

1 star (second punch)
• Quick dodge hook, jab then star uppercut
• 3x Counter left jabs with right body blow
• Counter hook with left jab for star
• Counter left jab with right body blow
• 2x Counter left jabs with left body blow for 

knockdown (1:29)

Phase 3

• Left jab (blocked)
• Quick dodge (late) Flamenco Punch then 8x 

speedy left jabs then star uppercut
• Left jab (blocked)
• Quick dodge Flamenco Punch then 4x 

speedy left jabs for TKO (late dodge)

THE RAREST ROSE            

BY SINISTER1 (1:18 TKO)

“The actual odds of getting the proper luck for 

this strategy are a staggering 1 in 16,384. There 

are a few strategy adjustments that can be made 

which require less luck and still result in a sub 

1:30 TKO but the most likely of them is still 3 in 

1024 or .03%.”

Phase 1

• Press Select before round to reduce stamina 
by half

• Counter left jab with right body blow for star
• Counter hook with left jab for star (6.25% 

chance)
• Star uppercut
• Quick dodge left jab
• Left jab
• Star uppercut
• 2x Counter left jabs with right body blow 

(possible star, not required)
• Counter hook with left jab for star
• 3x Counter left jabs with right body blow
• Counter hook with left jab for knockdown 

(0:43)

Phase 2

• Up with 64 stamina (12.5% chance)
• Quick dodge
• 2x Left jabs then star uppercut
• Counter left jab with left body blow for star
• Quick dodge then left jab
• Star knockdown (1:03)

Phase 3

• Up on 8 with 40 stamina (12.5% chance)
• Counter left jab with right body blow
• 2x Counter left jab with left body blow for 1 

star (6.25% chance)
• Quick dodge hook
• Star uppercut for TKO
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“get reaDy, because you’re in For a tough battle. 
his Jabs are tough anD you have to DoDge them 
right but you can oFten come back with a blow 
to the Face. his hooks come From both siDes, so 
be reaDy to DoDge them repeateDly. aFter you 
DoDge them, punch him in the Face once, then in 
the stomach three times. his stomach will become 
his soFt spot later in the Fight iF you keep hacking 
away at it with this process. he’ll go For his super 
attack, where iF you get hit then you’re going 
Down because he throws some huge lightning-Fast 
uppercuts From both siDes. his arms move so Fast 
you won’t even see them anD you’ll have to DoDge 
From siDe to siDe as quickly to avoiD them. DoDge 
three oF these, then punch him once in the Face, 
anD a bunch oF times in the stomach.”

• The most erratic damage values in the game. 

• Repeatedly tap up when he is preparing the Dreamland Express for the 
least amount of delay.

• The Nightmare pattern is a left jab that misses, quick dodge the 
counterhook (i.e. a forced hook), jab, left body blow then delayed right 
body blow. Performed after dodging any forced hook. If the delayed body 
blow is done too early it will deal 1 damage. If done correctly it will deal 5 
damage and bring Sandman out of stun.

• The Extended Nightmare is a Nightmare except with two left body blows 
before the delayed right body blow.

• The Mini-Nightmare is a Nightmare except without a forced hook and the 
delayed right body blow is a very diffi cult frame perfect (1/60 of a second) 
punch. If not frame perfect it will deal 1 damage instead of 5.

• The (Freddy) Krueger is a fast triple quick dodge of the Dreamland 
Express, counter with a left jab then 18 left body blows followed by a very 
diffi cult frame perfect (1/60 of a second) delayed right body blow. If not 
frame perfect he will exit the stun and not go down.

• The Extended Wacky Waker is a Krueger with a delayed jab instead of a 
delayed right body blow. Slower but easier as it is not frame perfect. 

• The Short Nightmare is a forced hook, jab then delayed right body blow.

• For more info on the Midget Sandman Glitch, see Chapter 7.

• Does not give stars until round 3 (perform any delayed counter).

• If Mac has full stamina, Sandman cannot be KO’ed.

• It is possible to get a 2:14.97 TKO on the PAL version.

• There is a 1/3 chance of Sandman returning with 72 stamina in Phase 3. 

• There are three possible pause lengths before the Dreamland Express. 

• Cannot be guttered until round 3 (during Dreamland Express pause).
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Phase 1

• Press Select before round to reduce stamina 
by half

• Block Rolling Jab then left jab
• 2x Duck Rolling Jabs then left jab
• Block Rolling Jab then left jab
• Dodge Rolling Jab then left jab
• Block Rolling Jab then left jab
• Dodge Rolling Jab then left jab
• Get hit by Rolling Jab
• Block Rolling Jab then left jab
• Get hit by Rolling Jab
• Block Rolling Jab then left jab
• 4x Mini-Nightmares
•	 Nightmare for knockdown (1:17)

Phase 2

• 2x Extended Nightmares 
• Short pause (25% chance)
•	 Krueger for knockdown (1:53)

Phase 3

• Left body blow (blocked)
• Quick dodge jab
• Left jab
• Left jab (misses)
• Get hit by hook for Mac knockdown (1:59)

Phase 4

• Short pause (33% chance)
• Quick dodge Dreamland Express
• Left jab 
• Left body blows until TKO

RUHNAME Rolling Jab

DAMAGE 16 (Left) / 13 (Right)

INFO Rolls gloves before punching.

COUNTER Countering a left-handed jab with a jab 
does 1 damage. Block then delayed jab 
does 5 damage. Countering a right-
handed jab does 4 damage.

RJ

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (2:18.00 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Hook

DAMAGE 17

INFO The most common attack. Repeats 
while Mac has no hearts.

COUNTER Nightmare, Extended Nightmare (forced 
hook) or Mini-Nightmare (not forced).

NAME Right Uppercut

DAMAGE 25

INFO Thrown in round 1 when Mac has no 
hearts. Thrown randomly in rounds 2 
and 3.

COUNTER Dodge after Mac stops fl ashing and 
respond with a jab followed by 5 body 
blows.

mOVES

SANDblASTER             

BY MATT TURK (2:18.97 TKO)

“

Phase 1

• 10x Counter Rolling Jabs with jab (slight 
delay)

•	 Nightmare
•	 Extended Nightmare
•	 Nightmare 
•	 Extended Nightmare for knockdown (1:27)

Phase 2

•	 Nightmare
• Dodge Dreamland Express
• Jab then 15x left body blows
•	 Nightmares until knockdown (2:10)

Phase 3

• Up with 72 stamina (33.3% chance)
•	 Nightmare until TKO

                   

DESTROyINg A myTH               

BY REDTOM (2:57 TKO)

“Round 1: Be sure to knock him down twice. 

He opens with jabs, dodge/block them and 

answer with a proper punch. After those he starts 

hooking. You can force the hooks by throwing a 

jab to his face. 

Round 2: Same as round 1. Only get knocked 

down after knocking him down. This gives him 

a self esteem boost of sorts and allows you to 

knock him down three times next round.

Round 3: OMFG he’s giving up stars now!! Late 

counter his hooks for a star. What you do is 

answer his hook with a face jab, hit him in the gut, 

hesitate, then hit him again. He can’t dodge stars 

so as soon as you get one, let it loose. This isn’t a 

100% strategy, but works most of the time.”

Phase 1

• If Rolling Jab
 » Dodge jab
 » Proper jab

• If hook
 » Dodge hook
 » Nightmare or Extended Nightmare

• If Dreamland Express
 » Dodge Dreamland Express
 » Left jab
 » Body blows until knockdown (1,270)

Phase 2

•	 Nightmare or Extended Nightmare until 
knockdown (2,510)

HIgH SCORE           

BY COLLEGEJEW629 (10,530 TKO)

Phase 3

• Wait until end of round (2,510)

Phase 4

•	 Phase 2 until knockdown (3,830)

Phase 5

• Mac knockdown (2,840)

Phase 6

•	 Phase 2 until knockdown (4,990)

Phase 7

• Wait until end of round (5,000)

Phase 8

•	 Phase 2 for stars
• Star knockdown (6,760)

Phase 9

• Star uppercut
• Mac knockdown (7,260)

Phase 10

•	 Phase 2 until one punch from knocking 
opponent down

• Star knockdown (8,920)

Phase 11

•	 Phase 2 for stars
• Star uppercut for TKO

“I obtained the current world record of 2:20.82 

using this strategy with some slight modifi cations. 

It is extremely diffi cult and will take some practice 

but it can be done. Note to Brian: There is actually 

another strategy that gives 2:18.00 as the low 

that Adelikat and I discovered but phase 1 and 2 

were completely different and since we were so 

dependent on using an emulator to do it (a very 

non-human strategy) I didn’t see it practical to 

give you that strategy.

My best time using this strategy on a real NES is 

2:19.48. However, the best possible time it will 

yield would be around 2:18.97. Most times will 

be in the 2:22-2:27 range though since he has 

to delay as little as possible in 3 different areas in 

order to achieve the fastest time.”

Phase 1

• Press Select before round to reduce stamina 
by half

• Get hit by Rolling Jab
• 2x Counter Rolling Jabs with jab
• Block Rolling Jab
• Delayed jab (maximum damage)
• Counter Rolling Jab with jab
• Short pause (25% chance)
• Block Rolling Jab
• Delayed jab (maximum damage)
• Repeat last 7 steps
• 4x Short Nightmares
•	 Extended Nightmare for knockdown (1:17)

Phase 2

• 2x Extended Nightmares
• Short pause (25% chance)
•	 Extended Wacky Waker for knockdown (1:52)

Phase 3

• Up with 72 stamina (33.3% chance)
• 2x Left body blows (fi rst blocked, second 

lands as getting hit)
• Repeat last step for Mac knockdown (no 

earlier than 1:59, causes Midget Sandman 
Glitch)

Phase 4

• Up on 9
• Short pause (33% chance)
•	 Extended Wacky Waker for TKO

DENAME Dreamland Express 

DAMAGE 30 each

INFO Three lightning-quick uppercuts after a 
pause of 3, 5, 7, or 9 seconds followed 
by a fl ash. Occurs at 1:30 of rounds 1 
and 3 and at 1:00 of round 2.

COUNTER Krueger or Extended Wacky Waker.
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“this is the preluDe, the warm up, to iron mike — 
so watch out because this guy is tough! DoDge his 
uppercuts anD retaliate with Face blows. aFter a 
bunch oF these, he’ll go For his super spin punch, 
which ranges anywhere From 3 punches to 8. 
you’ll have to keep DoDging as he spins arounD 
with his arms extenDeD out. iF you get hit, it’s a 
knockDown, but iF you DoDge them all, you get tons 
oF Free shots to the heaD. be careFul because his 
punches are extremely powerFul!”

• The fi rst 2 uppercuts of each round connect. This is followed by 3 more 
uppercuts when Mac has 3 stars in reserve — but only after one additional 
uppercut (dodged or landed).

• A loss demotes Mac to #3 to face Don Flamenco (rather than #2 against 
Mr. Sandman).

• On PO (PAL) it is possible to star uppercut each time you counterattack. 
Mac also does more damage leading to reliable sub 1:00 strategies such 
as The Coma Coaster.

• There are 2 possible pause durations before the Super Spin Punch. Hold 
up as he prepares for the shortest pause.

• The Dead Freeze Punch is dodge either Spin Punch, 1-2 speedy left jabs 
then a delayed punch to stop the clock. The Crisscross Crusher is dodge a 
hook, 3 left jabs then delayed right body blow for a star. Wild Wooley is an 
intercepted hook with a star uppercut for maximum damage.

• The Spin Sucker is a perfectly timed star uppercut to the back of the 
neck on the last spin of a Super Spin Punch. If timed correctly it deals 19 
damage. The clock is frozen during the Super Spin Punch so perform a 
star uppercut once the clock resumes to do a Spin Sucker. 

• The Spin Sucker Uppercut is performed by holding up and Start, then 
releasing both as Macho raises his guard. This causes greater damage by 
forcing Macho to raise his guard at the start of the star uppercut and then 
lower his guard just as the uppercut lands.

• The Dizzy Destroyer is a left gutter followed by a quick left jab.

• Two knockdowns in the fi rst two rounds with full stamina results in a KO.

• To perform the Clock Stop Glitch quick dodge, jab to stun then late punch 
for a star. If dodging a Spin Punch throw 2 jabs after dodging. For more 
info on the Rules of Engagement, see Chapter 1.

• Five canceled uppercuts to start the fi rst round results in a pause followed 
by a Mini Spin Punch.
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Phase 1

• Left body blow
• 3x Left jabs for 1 star (second jab intercepts 

uppercut)
• Left body blow (blocked)
• Right jab for star
• Dodge uppercut
• Delayed right body blow for star
• 3x Spin Sucker Uppercuts
• Right body blow for star
• Right jab for knockdown (lowers guard) 

(0:23)

Phase 2

• Left jab for Star (as guard lowers)
• Star uppercut
• Left body blow for star
• Left jab
• Left body blow for star
• Dodge Super Spin Punch
• Star knockdown (0:36)

Phase 3

•	 Spin Sucker 
• Dodge Super Spin Punch
• Star uppercut
• 2x Left jabs for 1 star and TKO 

SPUNAME Right Hook

DAMAGE 22

INFO Slower than the uppercut. Brings arm 
sidewards before throwing.

COUNTER Fast quick dodge then star uppercut. 
Crisscross Crusher can also be used. 
Intercept with right jab for 1 damage or 
Wild Wooley.

RH

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:45.25 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Uppercut

DAMAGE 30

INFO Repeats while Mac has no hearts. 
Thrown very quickly.

COUNTER Avoid using an unstunned uppercut 
after dodging as Mac will always be hit. 
Counter with a delayed jab for a star.

NAME (Mini) Spin Punch

DAMAGE 46

INFO Pauses 5 or 10 game clock seconds. 
Always preceded by a right hook or 
uppercut and immediate left uppercut. 
Thrown as a single punch.

COUNTER Gutters during the pause for multiple 
stars. Spin Sucker during pause for 
maximum damage. Dodge and counter 
with speedy punches followed by a star 
uppercut.

mOVES

“To start the clock stopping glitch requires rapid 

punches. Mac can only get rapid punches by 

countering his Spin or Super Spin punches. So 

the clock stopping logic is to get him to do one of 

these spins as soon as possible!

Mac must be quick enough with the duck/dodge 

so that he goes into his ‘speedy’ combination on 

the second punch. If you dodge and counter too 

late Mac won’t go into it until the third punch and 

you won’t be able to stop the clock fast enough. 

If you time too early he won’t go into it until the 

third punch.”

Phase 1

• 5x Cancel left body blows (faster than 
dodging punches)

• Short pause (25% chance)
• Dodge Mini Spin Punch
• 1+1 Delayed speedy left jab (Clock Stop 

Glitch)
•	 Rules of Engagement for knockdown (0:19)

Phase 2-3

• Short pause (50% chance)
• Dodge Super Spin Punch
• 1+1 Delayed speedy left jab (Clock Stop 

Glitch)
•	 Rules of Engagement for TKO

                   

TAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (0:35.82 TKO, CLOCK STOP)

“This is one of the most diffi cult high scores to 

attempt due to the various diffi cult techniques, 

expert timing, and luck needed throughout the 

fi ght. You will likely have to improvise at times and 

deviate slightly from the strategy listed because 

Macho’s attack pattern is random, but the general 

idea remains the same: Get as many stars as 

possible and get them to connect.”

Phase 1

•	 Dizzy Destroyer
• Counter right hook with right jab
• 2x Left jabs for 1 star (quick) 
• Get hit by uppercut
• 2x Dodge uppercut then delayed jab for 2 

stars
•	 Spin Punch delay
• 2x Star uppercuts
•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut
• Dodge Spin Punch
• Dodge uppercut then delayed jab for star
• Repeat until one punch from knocking 

opponent down
•	 Spin Punch delay
•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut for knockdown

Phase 2

•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut
• Dodge Super Spin Punch
•	 Spin Sucker
• 2x Left jabs for 2 stars (quick)
• Dodge uppercut then delayed jab for star
• Repeat until Spin Punch punch delay
• Left gutter until one punch from knocking 

opponent down
•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut for knockdown

HIgH SCORE           

BY SINISTER1 (18,040 TKO)

Phase 3

• Repeat fi rst 4 steps of Phase 2
• Get hit until Mac knocked down

Phase 4

• Up on 9
• Get hit
• Dodge until end of round

Phase 5

•	 Dizzy Destroyer
• Dodge uppercut then delayed jab for star
• Repeat until one punch from knocking 

opponent down
•	 Spin Punch delay
•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut for knockdown

Phase 6

• Repeat fi rst 4 steps of Phase 2
• Dodge until Spin Punch delay
• Left gutter until one punch from knocking 

opponent down
•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut for knockdown

Phase 7

• Dodge Super Spin Punch
• Dodge until end of round

Phase 8

• Press Select between rounds to recover 
stamina

• 3x Dodge then delayed counter for 3 stars
• Dodge until Spin Punch delay
•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut for knockdown

Phase 9-10

• Dodge Super Spin Punch
•	 Spin Sucker for knockdown then TKO

SSNAME Super Spin Punch 

DAMAGE 96

INFO After returning from knockdown. 
Pauses either 5 or 10 seconds and 
performs anywhere between 3 and 14 
spins (maximum of 8 spins in round 1).

COUNTER Dizzy Destroyers during pause 
for multiple stars. Spin Sucker for 
maximum damage (can only do once 
during shortest pause). Dodge then 
3 speedy jabs followed by a star 
uppercut.

mACHO mAyHEm             

BY SINISTER1 (0:56 TKO)

“This is the fi rst sub 1:00 strategy that can be 

pulled off with any regularity (there is an alternate 

phase 3 that ends at 0:59). I actually got a 0:56 in 

my single segment speed run.

You will need a few random stars and for Macho 

to be in his mini-spin punch pattern in phase 1 

meaning his 5th punch has to be a non-delayed 

left-uppercut.”

The Spin Sucker clock freeze timing is credited 

to Sinister1.

Phase 1

•	 Dizzy Destroyer
• Quick dodge (random attack)
• Left jab
• Delayed right body blow for star
• Quick dodge (random attack)
• Left jab
• Delayed left jab for star
• Quick dodge (random attack)
• Left jab
• Star uppercut
• Quick dodge (random attack)
• Left jab
• Star uppercut
• Quick dodge (random attack)
• Delayed left jab for star
•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut
•	 Dizzy Destroyer for 1 star and knockdown 

(0:33)

Phase 2

•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut
•	 Dizzy Destroyer for 2 stars (50% chance)
• Dodge Super Spin Punch
•	 Spin Sucker
• 2x Left jabs for 1 star and knockdown (wait 

for guard to lower) (0:47)

Phase 3

•	 Spin Sucker Uppercut
• Dodge Super Spin Punch
•	 Spin Sucker
• 2x Left jabs for 1 star and TKO (wait for 

guard to lower)
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“watch out For the First 1:30 oF the First rounD, 
where he throws punches that will knock you out 
aFter one blow! you can block once but it will 
take almost all your stamina so it’s better to 
DoDge anD be careFul. he’ll start to wink, which 
ForeshaDows hooks From both siDes that are 
easy to DoDge. he’ll also throw a series oF Jabs 
that you’ll neeD to counterJab. when he goes 
back anD blinks his eyes, nail him in the Face For 
a star. then when he’s stunneD, use it! beware, he 
uppercuts a Few more times but with a Few stars, 
you shoulD be able to put him out late in the thirD 
rounD.”

• Becomes very unpredictable in round 3.

• If Mac does not have full stamina, KO is random (roughly 50% chance) on 
the 6th knockdown. Each subsequent knockdown has a 50% chance of a 
TKO. If Mac has suffered no damage and knocks Tyson down twice each 
round, 6th knockdown is a guaranteed KO.

• There is an estimated 10% chance of Tyson dodging an unstunned 
uppercut if Mac has less than 3 stars. Likely to occur during the Explosive 
Jab pauses in round 3.

• A good strategy is to get Tyson one punch from a knockdown in the fi rst 
round with the aim of knocking him down early in round 2 and going for a 
TKO.

• Counter the Dynamite Hooks blinks with a well-timed punch for an instant 
knockdown.

• Countering the Dynamite Punch with an improper punch causes 1 damage 
instead of 5.

• Although diffi cult, it is possible to TKO Tyson at 0:45 of round 2. The 
strategy is called The Heartbreaker by Matt Turk.

• Can only be KO’ed in round 3.

• Stars can only be obtained in rounds 2 and 3.

• Star uppercut between sets of Explosive Jabs in round 2 — provided 
Tyson produces a long delay (random).

• Jab when Tyson blinks rapidly.

• Unstunned star uppercuts deal 16 damage while stunned star uppercuts 
deal 23 damage. 

• A correctly timed jab during Tyson’s winking will result in a knockdown.

• Star uppercuts are possible between sets of Explosive Jabs.

• Can only be guttered in rounds 2 and 3.

T H E   D R E A M   F I G H T  //  M I K E   T YS O N

PATTERNS

m
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RANKED Dream Fight

HEARTS 15

KO KNOCKDOWNS 6

WIN BY DECISION 5,000

ESTIMATED HIGH SCORE 14,000

TIP-OFF Blinking, Winking

SCREENSHOTS

TIPS

ROUND 1 ROUND 2

Until 1:30

DP WH EJ

Until 0:30

UU

Change to single        or

Random
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Phase 1

• Dodge Dynamite Punch
• 1+1 Proper jab
• Repeat until knockdown (0:51)

Phase 2

• Phase 1 until knockdown (1:23)

Phase 3

• Dodge hook
• 1+1 Proper jab
• Block Winking Hook
• Delayed left jab

• Repeat last 2 steps until TKO

DH WHEJNAME Dynamite Punch / Uppercut

DAMAGE 96 (Round 1) / 24 (Round 2 & 3)

INFO One punch knockdown (round 1 only). If 
blocked, reduces Mac’s stamina to half. 
Same animation later used for uppercut.

COUNTER 1+1 delayed punch for maximum 
damage (5 per punch). In round 2 
counter with 6 jabs and a delayed jab 
for a star. Quick dodge and counter 
with up to 10 jabs. Dodge after the 
punch is thrown.

DP

Countering the fi rst 90 seconds 

of Dynamite Punches with proper 

punches results in an early knockdown. 

Countering with only improper punches 

(1 damage) does about 20% damage 

while countering with a proper punch 

followed by a delayed jab (5 damage) 

does about 60% damage.

For maximum damage always use 

proper punches to counterattack Tyson.

PROPER PuNCH 

COuNTERATTACkSTAS                  

BY ADELIKAT (1:58.00 TKO) 

STRATEgIES

NAME Explosive Jab 

DAMAGE 17

INFO Thrown in sets of 2 for the fi rst 30 
seconds of round 2, then randomly in 
round 3.

COUNTER Block then left body blow for a star.

NAME Dynamite Hooks

DAMAGE 13 each

INFO Rapid blinking then four fast alternate 
hooks. Occurs at 1:30 of rounds 2 and 
3, and at 2:30 of round 2.

COUNTER Block and counter with 4 jabs. Punch 
while blinking for a star. Intercept 
blinking with a well-timed punch for 
knockdown.

NAME Winking Hook

DAMAGE 13 (Round 1) / 16 (Round 2 & 3)

INFO Thrown with both hands. Winks indicate 
the side the punch is thrown from.

COUNTER Dodge and counter with a frame perfect 
delayed jab for 5 damage (1/60 of 
a second), which results in a star in 
rounds 2 and 3. Dodge each hook and 
counter with 2 jabs.

mOVES

“A round 1 TKO strategy that just identifi es the 

times certain events need to happen (e.g. 1st 

knockdown must be no later than 1:19, 2nd 

no later than 2:20). More realistic times are 

1st knockdown between 0:56 and 1:07, 2nd 

knockdown by 2:04 or earlier.”

Phase 1

•  Dodge Dynamite Punch 
•  1+1 Proper jab
•  Repeat until knockdown (0:56-1:07)

Phase 2

•  Dodge Dynamite Punch 
•  1+1 Proper jab until 1:30
•  Quick dodge hooks and counter normally 

until knockdown (by 2:04)

Phase 3

•  Quick dodge hooks and counter normally 
until TKO

TATTOO TRAumA           

BY REDTOM (SUB 3:00 TKO, ROUND 1) 

“It is possible to get him under 0:40 R2 

though by using stars in between sets of 2 

jabs.”                  a

Phase 1

•  Dodge Dynamite Punch 
•  1+1 Proper jab
•  Repeat until knockdown (before 1:14)

Phase 2

•  3x Counter Dynamite Punches with 1+1 
proper jab

•  Dodge hooks and counter normally (two 
jabs) until knockdown (by 2:09)

Phase 3

• Dodge and counter hooks until one punch 
from knocking opponent down

• Wait until end of round (3:00)

Phase 4

•  Block and counter Explosive Jab for 
knockdown (0:04)

Phase 5

• 2x Block and counter Explosive Jab for 2 
stars

• Star uppercut
• 2x Block and counter Explosive Jab for 2 

stars
• Star knockdown (0:28-0:30)

Phase 6

• Block and counter Explosive Jabs for stars 
(until 0:30)

• Quick dodge hook
• Jab 
• Star uppercut for TKO

                     

THE HEARTbREAkER                  

BY MATT TURK (0:37-0:40 TKO, ROUND 2)

“This is an incredibly diffi cult high score strategy 

due to the amount of precision and luck required. 

Tyson will go completely random in Round 3 and 

rarely throws hooks which are necessary for you 

to land stars.” 

Phase 1

• Press Select before round to reduce stamina 
by half

• Dodge Dynamite Punch
• 1+1 Proper jab
• Repeat until knockdown (before 1:14)

Phase 2

• Repeat Phase 1 until 1:30
• Counter hook with 2 jabs
• Repeat until knockdown

Phase 3

• Dodge until end of round

Phase 4

• 7x Block jab and left body blow for 7 stars
• 3x Quick dodge hook then star uppercut
• Dodge hook then delayed jab for star 
• Repeat until two punches from knocking 

opponent down
• Dodge hook
• Jab
• Star knockdown

Phase 5

• Dodge hook then delayed jab for star 
• Repeat until 1:30
• Jab for star (intercepts blinking)
• 4x Block hooks
• Quick dodge hook then jab and star 

uppercut
• Repeat for knockdown

HIgH SCORE           

BY SINISTER1 (14,700 TKO)

Phase 6

• Dodge hook then delayed jab for star 
• Quick dodge hook then jab and star 

uppercut 
• Mac knocked down (before 2:30)

Phase 7

• Up on 9
• Jab for star (intercepts blinking)
• Get hit by jab
• 3x Block jabs
• Dodge until round ends

Phase 8

• Quick dodge then delayed counterattack for 
stars until hook

• Quick dodge hook then jab and star 
knockdown

Phase 9-10

• Repeat Phase 8 for knockdown then TKO
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f r o m   t h e   a r c h i v e s
the Following is a snapshot oF strategies preserveD From  

reDtom’s punch-out!! page website, which is currently locateD at 

http://tomspunchout.tk. the actual strategies have been strippeD out, 

but the remaining text has not been heavily moDiFieD.

TKO Glass Joe 1:12-1:14 every time (if he gets up at 0:42). Written and invented by Matt 

Turk, June 2003. Tested on MTPO (NTSC) and PO (NTSC).

Prologue: It is well known that Glass Joe can be ko’d at 0:42 with a well timed body of face jab 

after he backs up. It is also well known that the ko’s are random with him. So how about a strategy 

to eliminate him fast after he gets up at 0:42 that works every time and does not rely on random 

stars.

Dedication: The desire for a strategy to eliminate Glass Joe quickly with 100% stars after he got up 

at 0:42 was the motivation to write this strategy. Also I feel sorry for Glass Joe. It is possible to get 

Joe at 0:54 for tko if he gives you 2 of the random stars after first knockdown. The above strategy 

is slower than that but the stars are not random and the strategy is 100% efficient.

THE JAwbREAkER 

kAISER’S CASuAlTy 

THE TkO TO TOkyO  

PISTON PuNISHER

THE TuRbAN TANTRum 

THE TIgER TAmER

TKO Von Kaiser under 0:37.00. Written and invented by Matt Turk and Miles Hardinson, 

March 2004. Tested on MTPO (NTSC) and NESTICLE emulator. 

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Above Average since he specialized in Von 

Kaiser fast times. Also a special thanks to Miles Hardinson for coming up with the gutter routine 

in phase 2.

TKO Piston Honda 1 in under 0:48. Written and invented by Matt Turk, April 2003. Tested 

on both NTSC-PO and NTSC-MTPO.

TKO Piston Honda 1 from 0:46-0:48. Written and invented by Matt Turk, January 2004. 

Tested on MTPO (NTSC).

Prologue: Piston Honda 1 is the champion of the minor circuit. He is not very hard to beat but 

he is hard to defeat quickly sometimes due to his random patterns. Several good strategies 

have been written for him. These include ‘TKO to Tokyo’ which is good for tko at 0:48 but 

random. The fastest strategy known to date for NTSC was invented by Matt Turk and is known 

as ‘Eyebrow Attitude’. However, it like the strategies that preceded it is very hard to execute and 

somewhat random. However I found a way to get Honda 1 sub 0:48 very easily.  

Here is the story of how I tko’ed Piston Honda 1 at 46.99 using only 3 tries.............. 

Dedication: I want to dedicate this strategy to Jedi Samurai who gave me the idea of intercepting 

that first phase 1 hook. I was motivated to look for this strategy in order to find a much easier, 

less random way to beat him fast.

DON’S DEmISE

TKO Don 1 under 0:14. Written and invented by Matt Turk, February 2004. Tested on 

MTPO (NTSC) and NESTICLE emulator. Credit to Jack Wedge for title.

Prologue: The time of 14 seconds on Don Flamenco 1 has long been legendary rivaling only 

42.00 over Glass Joe and 0:37xx on King Hippo. The original 14 second strategy was developed 

by Martin Charlebois back in 1998. It appeared that the perfect strategy had been invented 

and that there was almost no room for improvement. Tom Roth did tko Don 1 at 13.97 using 

Martin’s strategy but it occurred on a PAL version of the game. No sub 0:14 victory had ever been 

recorded on NTSC. Then on February 3, 2004 the unthinkable occurred and a legend passed 

away. The following is the story of how I killed a legend........ 

Dedication: I would like to dedicate the strategy to Martin and Daniel T who both came up with 

the original Don 1 14-15 second ko. I also want to dedicate to Jack Wedge for thinking of a great 

name for the title.

0:49 Tiger TKO. Developed by FatherB, December 2002. Tested on NTSC. 

TKO the Great Tiger between 0:48 and 0:50. Written and invented by Matt Turk, June 

2003. Tested on MTPO (NTSC) and PO (NTSC).

Prologue: The Great Tiger has always remained a mystery to MTPO/PO fans. After 16 years he 

has never gone down for a 10 count and is one of the more difficult opponents to get a fast time 

due to timing the punches for stars. Father B came up with the best strategy to tko Tiger fast 

with a time range of about 0:49 to 0:51 as the fastest times. His strategy is good but difficult to 

execute due to timing the face jabs for stars. The lowest time for Great Tiger ever recorded on 

NTSC was a 49.25 by myself MTPO NTSC) and Jack Wedge (PO NTSC). Many members of the 

MTPO board believed that this was as fast as Tiger could be beaten although Martin Charlebois 

hit 49.00 on him using an emulator. The mystery remained as to whether Tiger could be beat in 

under 0:49. In early June I discovered a new and much easier strategy to execute and ended up 

setting the current world record (48.82) using it. Here is how I did it...

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Father B who came up with an initial 

outstanding strategy entitled ‘The Turban Tantrum’ and for his initially amazing fast times on him 

(49.25). I also want to say something which has never been said. I want to dedicate this strategy 

to The Great Tiger who for over 16 years has thwarted the ko attempts of every MTPO/PO player 

in history. I am 100% convinced that you will never go down for a 10 count. Congratulations you 

have a chin of diamond Tiger and the programmers made you and Bald Bull 1 unique. The best 

way to practice this strategy is to type in the code 005-737-5423 to go Don Flamenco 1. Then 

beat him and King Hippo to get 2 fights against Tiger. Once you get the timing down for the late 

body blows this strategy is very easy to execute. Good luck guys.

 

TIgER’S TuRmOIl

TKO Great Tiger under 0:48. Written and invented by Matt Turk, March 2004. Tested on 

MTPO (NTSC) and NESTICLE emulator. 

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Father B for coming up with the original fast 

Tiger strategy entitled ‘Turban Tantrum’. I also want to dedicate to Miles Hardinson for hinting  

that the delayed face jabs were slightly faster than using the late body blows.

0:35.97 R1 TKO. Written by RedTom, June 2003. Full credit to Matt Turk (NTSC). Tested 

on PAL MTPO.

Dedication: Full credit for the fast Phase 2 strategy goes to Matt Turk, who found this first on 

NTSC-MTPO. Also to Matt’s friend Steve Micklus. No one knows him but he has played MTPO 

back in the day and when Matt showed him his Kaiser 38.97 nsm file he said “Matt I think that 

can be faster somehow” and that was what gave Matt the idea to look for a faster strategy. Also 

Martin Charlebois deserves credit for suggesting that the Von Kaiser time can be improved. 

kAISER’S blITzkRIEg (PAl)

EyEbROw ATTITuDE

TKO Piston Honda 1 in under 0:47. Written and invented by Matt Turk, June 2003. 

Tested on MTPO (NTSC).

Prologue: Piston Honda is the champion of the minor circuit. Several excellent strategies have 

been written most notably the original 0:49 TKO by Martin Charlebois. I set the NTSC record with 

a time of 46.97 but was able to go even lower than that by using a strategy that I discovered this 

past week that lead to a time of 46.25 on MTPO (NTSC). Here is how I did it...

Dedication: I want to dedicate this strategy to Martin Charlebois for inventing an initially 

outstanding and widely used 0:49 strategy on Piston 1. I was motivated to look for this strategy 

based on a large number of requests for a sub 0:47 strategy on Honda 1 on the MTPO 

GameFAQs message board. Remember practice makes perfect and this strategy is not easy to 

execute and requires a lot of cooperation from Honda. The best way to practice is start a new 

game and beat Glass Joe and Von Kaiser to get 2 chances at Piston 1. Good luck guys. 
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THE bARbER ClEAR-CuT

A strategy that pushes Bald Bull 1 to the edge of 1:00 Round 1 TKO. By RedTom, 

November 2002.

Introduction: Applying this strategy will give you the chance to send the Turkish Giant down 

for the final count at 1:03 R1 for TKO. Although the pattern of moves was developed by me, 

RedTom on early November 2002 using an European PAL NES and the original Mike Tyson´s 

Punch-Out!! cartridge it should work fine on 60 hz NTSC NES machines, either. (The Nesticle 

Movie File I provide for this strategy is actually a NTSC version) 

As some last words before we start let me tell you that I am not sure at all to call this way of 

defeating Bald Bull 1 a ‘strategy’ anymore. There are some major road junctions where Bald 

Bull just has to take the proper way (of acting). Call it random or try to find out what exactly 

determines what he will do next, but remember not to give up if he does not act as he should 

according to this strategy but give him another chance. He might do better next time... 

THE ClIPPER CRIPPlER

TKO Bald Bull 1 as fast as 1:09. Written and invented by Matt Turk, June 2003. Tested 

on MTPO and PO (NTSC).

Prologue: Bald Bull 1 is one of the toughest characters to achieve a fast time on. RedTom 

developed the fastest strategy entitled ‘The Barber Clear Cut’ with times ranging from 1:00 to 

1:06. Martin Charlebois invented a 1:09 strategy back in 1998. I discovered another strategy for 

1:09 that in my opinion is a little easier to execute than Martin’s. This is the strategy that I used 

before I used Tom’s to get the world record of 1:01.25. This strategy picks up in Tom’s strategy 

in phase 2 called the junction point. In other words this is the fastest strategy to eliminate Bald 

Bull 1 if he does not go into his triple jab pattern in phase 2 of Tom’s strategy. Here is how to 

execute it...

Dedication: A large number of requests on GameFAQs message board for a faster, less random 

Bald Bull 1 strategy that less experienced players could execute is what motivated me to 

discover this strategy. I also wanted to find the fastest way to eliminate Bull 1 without using Tom’s 

strategy. I also want to dedicate this strategy to Tom and Martin for discovering 2 outstanding 

strategies on Bull 1. The fastest way to go and practice is to type in the code for Flamenco 1 and 

then beat him, Hippo, and Tiger in order to get to him. Good luck on getting a faster time on Bull 

1 and do not forget to download the .nsm file for this strategy.

THE kAmIkAzE kNOCkOuT

TKO Piston Honda 2 between 0:56 and 0:59 by landing the last uppercut every time. 

Written and invented by Matt Turk and Eric Feliciano, May 2003. Tested on MTPO and 

PO (NTSC).

Prologue: For a long time it was thought that Piston 2 could not be beaten before he started his 

1:00 attack. However back in October of 2002 RedTom came up with a strategy that put Honda 

down at 0:59 of R1 called the TKO Royale. Tom believed that this could be faster if someone 

found a way to land the last uppercut. Brian Sulpher set a time of 57.00 by landing the last 

uppercut. However whether or not Honda dodged or accepted the uppercut remained a mystery. 

It seemed to be random. Back in April of this year Eric Feliciano started a topic on gamefaqs.com 

MTPO message board called ‘Discussion on Piston Honda 2’ dedicated to trying to figure out 

when Honda would take the last uppercut. Many people provided an opinion but no one could 

seem to find any regularities and it seemed to be totally random. One night though I made 13 

.nsm files and looked for regularities as to when Honda would take the last uppercut. I found 2 

cases where Honda takes the uppercut every time and I soon went to my NES and hammered 

out a 56:48 to get the record at that time. 

Here is how I did it...

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Eric Feliciano for bringing up this topic in the 

first place and for testing this strategy on NTSC while I was at college with only my emulator. 

Bald Bull 2 is calling your name. Thanks to RedTom for proving that the sub 1:00 TKO was 

possible on NTSC as well as on PAL. Thanks to Brian for sending an initially outstanding time 

(57.00). Finally thanks to all the Gamefaqs board members for making this board one of the best 

to be a part of. So good luck with the strategy guys and remember practice makes perfect. Don’t 

forget to count those gutter stars. Use the code 777 807 3454 to go to Honda 2 and practice.

blINDED bARRAgE 

THE SPEEDy wAy

AkA THE VODkA SHOCk

TKO Piston Honda 2 under 56.00 (NTSC). Introducing the Dizzy Destroyer. Written and 

invented by Matt Turk, February 2004. Tested on MTPO (NTSC), NESTICLE emulator 

and MTPO (PAL). 

Prologue: Piston Honda 2 is Little Mac’s first opponent in the World Circuit. Although not 

extremely difficult to defeat he can still pose some problems for Little Mac. It was long though 

that he could not be beat in under 1:00. Red Tom however invented ‘The TKO Royale’ for PAL 

and made the sub 1:00 victory possible. Matt Turk followed up with another strategy for NTSC 

entitled ‘Kamikaze Knockout’ which also made possible a sub 1:00 victory. However it seemed 

that everyone was stuck at 56.00 until 1 day................. 

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Red Tom for coming up with the first strategy 

to TKO Honda 2 under 1:00 and also to Jedi Samurai for hinting to me that 56.00 on NTSC 

might be able to be improved.

As posted by DanielT. - the Tysonator - on the MTPO board at gamefaqs.com. Posted: 

9/1/2002 12:21:17 PM

As you probably know by now (if you read my post at the record topic), I have discovered a 

way of beating Popinski in 1:00 or less. I set the record of 0:56.48, R1 with this strategy, which 

I discovered by accident to tell you the truth. Remember Soda Popinski is very unpredictable 

(that is why I don’t like facing him), so you may have to be patient in order for this strategy to 

work. I say this because Soda does not always kneel down he has different patterns. However, 

if you want to beat him in 1:00 or less you must be patient and keep fighting him until he kneels 

down the required three times so that you can get a star by punching him in the chest each 

time.

How about that! Now the secret is out and I still can’t believe I discovered it. It happened 

by accident when I was getting frustrated by Soda, since he was not doing the kneeling as 

he should. So at the beginning of one fight I prevented his two hooks out of frustration and I 

realized that this saved a lot of time. From then on I discovered the strategy. Also the fact that 

Mac starts off with 8 hearts was also a hint, because if you execute the above strategy correctly 

you will only have 1 heart remaining at the end of the fight.

THE JAPANESE PRINCIPAl

AkA THE SAmuRAI SummIT

The story of how I TKO’ed Piston Honda 2 finally at 0:52.00, R1 on MTPO-PAL (0:51.xx 

should be possible). By RedTom, June 2003. Tested on MTPO-PAL.

Dedication: Inspired by my TKO Royal strategy and the Kamikaze Knockout;

bull’S bluDgEONINg

TKO Bald Bull 1 between 1:01 and 1:03. Written and invented by Matt Turk and Jack 

Wedge, 2003. Tested on MTPO (NTSC).

Prologue: Bald Bull is one of the hardest opponents in the major circuit to get a fast time. 

RedTom came up with the best strategy entitled ‘Barber Clear Cut’ which gives fast times but 

has random stars in phase 2 triple jab pattern. The following strategy uses 9 stars with only 1 

being random (50%). I TKOed Bull at 1:01 using this strategy. Here is how I did it........

Dedication: I would like to thank Tom for coming up with fastest Bull 1 strategy. Also I would like 

to thank Martin and Jack for contributing their ideas for a faster phase 1 and 2. The desire to find 

a less random strategy which still yielded a fast time is what motivated me to find this strategy. 

Well good luck guys and remember practice makes perfect. The easiest way to get to Bull is to 

type in 005-737-5423 and fight through Flamenco, Hippo, and Tiger to get 2 fights against Bull. 

Good luck guys.

THE RuSSIAN ATTACk 

The world record strategy 0:53 R1 TKO. Written by Chrome Virus, January 2003.

Hey Tom, this is Chrome Virus I got a new Soda Popinski record: 0:52.48 (R1, TKO). I was 

fortunate enough to be playing on my NES when I got this time, so hopefully it can go on the 

world records part of your site. As you probably guessed I did this on the American version of 

MTPO .... If you’re wondering how I did this I just gave him two jabs when he went to throw his 

hook, then I held on down and when he went down to do an uppercut he paused and looked 

then I let go of up gave him a body blow for a star, then I waited for him to throw another 

uppercut. I hit him just as he drops down into position and then used my star to knock him 

down. I did this two more times for a TKO. Sometimes this same strategy will only get you a 

time like 0:57.00. It all depends on how fast he goes down to do his uppercut after you give him 

two jabs in the face. Incase you were wondering my first knockdown was at 0:17 the second 

knockdown was at 0:35 and the final knockdown time was 0:52.48 . So basically this strategy is 

more luck then skill. Well, keep up the good work on your site!! See ya later.
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THE TuRkISH mASSACRE 

SEEINg RED 

PuNCH DRuNk 

TKO Soda Popinski from 0:38-0:48. Written and invented by Matt Turk, February 2004. 

Tested on MTPO (NTSC), PO (NTSC), and MTPO (PAL).  

Prologue: Soda Popinski is one of the toughest fighters in the World Circuit due to the face that 

his hooks and uppercuts are slightly delayed which throws off Mac’s timing. Chrome Virus wrote 

the best strategy for Soda Popinski entitled ‘The Russian Attack TKO’ that has a low of about 

0:49. It seemed that breaking the 0:49 barrier on NTSC was impossible. MTPO has always been 

considered a very tough game due to the fact that it does not suffer from very many serious 

glitches that players can take advantage of. Other than the Sandman glitch the game is pretty 

much glitch free. However this past January I discovered a major glitch and it used to exploit 

several characters. The following is the story of how I exploited a major glitch to beat Soda 

Popinski under 0:40...

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Chrome Virus who recently retired but came 

up with the original fast Soda strategy and recorded a 50.25 TKO with it. I also want to dedicate 

to RedTom for testing this strategy out on PAL MTPO.

TKO Bald Bull 2 between 1:31 and 1:34. By Matt Turk, May 2003. Tested on MTPO 

(NTSC) and PO (NTSC). No offence to Turkish people intended.

Prologue: Of all the characters in MTPO Bald Bull 2 is definitely one of the hardest to get a fast 

time on. Next to Don Flamenco 2 and Super Macho Man he is the hardest in terms of giving you 

the right pattern to get the fast time. Red Tom came up with the best strategy back in October 

2002 which gives a time range from 1:35-1:38. Several MTPO players have executed this 

strategy to perfection including Red Tom himself on PAL (1:35.25), Martin Charlebois (1:35.25 on 

emulator) and Above Average Eric (1.33.99 on NTSC). However there is an even faster strategy. 

I will call it:

TKO Bald Bull 2 as fast 1:22. Introducing the Bull-Dozer. Written and invented by Matt 

Turk, October 2003. Tested on NESTICLE emulator. 

Prologue: Bald Bull 2 is the first opponent in the entire game that Mac cannot beat in under 1 

minute. I was motivated to look for this strategy based upon a desire to go under 1:30 on him. 

RedTom wrote the original strategy to beat Bald Bull 2 fast with a time range from about 1:35-

1:40. Matt Turk wrote another strategy entitled ‘The Turkish Massacre’ with a time range from 

1:31-1:35. This strategy (Seeing Red), although much more random is faster than both of those.

Dedication: I would like to thank RedTom for coming up with an original fast strategy on Bull 

2. Also to ‘Above Average’ Eric who made fast times on Bull 2 a reality. Finally to NESTICLE 

emulator which allowed me to discover that Mac can sneak in extra punches in for stars. 

Remember be patient with this strategy and sooner or later you will have a sub-1:30 time on Bull 

2 (Eric you can get your record back!). Make sure you watch both the 1:29 full fight .nsm and the 

phase 2 ‘perfect’ .nsm in order to understand what to do if Bull does or does not cooperate fully. 

The easiest way to practice to type in the code for Piston 2 and then beat him and Soda to get 

2 fights against Bald Bull 2. So good luck and always remember to have fun playing this great 

game.

RuNNINg Of THE bull

flAmENCO’S lAST DANCE 

bROwNE’S wAy

The most random and difficult strategy for Bald Bull 2 ever created, TKO Bald Bull 2 as 

fast as 1:13-1:15. Written and invented by Matt Turk, April 2004. Tested on NESTICLE 

emulator.

Prologue: Bald Bull 2 is one of the toughest opponents in MTPO due to his stifling defense and 

star uppercut dodging ability. ‘Seeing Red’ invented by Matt Turk is the fastest strategy to date 

with a low of about 1:21. Bald Bull 2 is one of only three characters who cannot be beaten in 

under 1:00. The following is my best attempt to push him close to 1:00.

New Bald Bull 2 Strategy. By James Browne, May 2004.

I posted this strategy on the gamefaqs board a while ago looking for some way to improve it, but 

everyone said it was fine the way it was. I haven’t tested it on any other versions, but it works out 

well on mine (not sure which one I have, unfortunately). It is a 1:29 strategy without the ‘Impossible 

Stars’ every other method seems to require at the start of the match and after each knockdown. 

I’ve tried it 100 times and it never fails.

TKO Don 2 from 1:13-1:25 (depending on how much energy he gets up with). Written 

and invented by Matt Turk and Tom Roth, 2003. Tested on NESTICLE emulator (NTSC).

Dedication: I would like to thank Tom for coming up with the original Don 2 Extreme strategy and 

for suggesting that the Don 2 time could be lower. Also to Jack Wedge who has the second 

fastest time on Flamenco 2 (1:28.48). Also thanks to the programmers of the game for making 

Don the most random and boring boxer in the entire game. The best way to practice is to type 

in the code for SMM and lose to him on purpose and you can get 2 fights against Don 2. I am 

convinced that these strategies cannot be done without a serious time commitment (about 400-

1000 games) but nevertheless it can be done. Good luck and remember to not get too frustrated. 

Don will cooperate if you put a little time in.

ENTER SANDmAN

SANDmAN’S lAST RITES

The story of how Martin and Matt TKO’ed Sandman under 2:38. TKO Mr. Sandman 

between 2:36 and 2:40. Introducing The Krueger. Written and invented by Matt Turk and 

Martin Charlebois, September 2003. Tested on NESTICLE emulator and MTPO (NTSC). 

Dedication: I would like to thank Martin Charlebois for being the first person to do the 13+1 

delayed hit combination and noting that it could save time in phase 3. Also I want to dedicate 

to RedTom for inventing the concept of a nightmare when the Sandman was first beaten in 

Round 1. I also want to dedicate to Brian Sulpher for revolutionizing fast times on Sandman, well 

practice makes perfect. Watch the .nsm file which shows 2:37.61 and then try a few games for 

yourself. The best way to get to Sandman is type in the code for Super Macho Man and lose on 

purpose. Then beat Don Flamenco 2 and you will get 2 fights against Sandman. Good luck.

TKO Mr. Sandman from 2:34-2:37. Written and Invented by Matt Turk, February 2004. 

Tested on MTPO (NTSC) and NESTICLE emulator.

Prologue: Sandman is one of the toughest boxers for Mac to overcome on his way to the Dream 

Fight with Mike Tyson. Due to programming Sandman does not give up stars until round 3 and 

cannot be guttered or doorknocked until round 3 also. Tom Roth came up with the original 

Sandman R1 tko in November of 2002 which has a fastest time around 2:43. It seemed that a 

time under 2:40 was impossible until a stroke of genius by Matt Turk and Jack Wedge produced 

a sub 2:40 time on him in a strategy called ‘The Philadelphia Sleeper’. However I have found 

that the time can even be lower. The following is the story of how I tkoed Mr. Sandman at 2:34 

on NTSC...

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Tom Roth, Jack Wedge, and Martin 

Charlebois whose original ideas helped me piece together this perfect Sandman strategy for 

NTSC.

THE PHIlADElPHIA SlEEPER

(DESTROyINg A myTH PART 2)

TKO Sandman in as fast as 2:38-2:58 using this strategy depending on the pattern. 

Written and invented by Matt Turk and Jack Wedge, May 2003. Tested on MTPO and 

PO (NTSC).

Prologue: Mr Sandman was first TKOed in R1 back on November 18, 2002 by RedTom. He 

actually developed 2 strategies. His first one failed to work on NTSC and the other one did 

work. Brian Sulpher revolutionized fast times on Sandman using Tom’s strategy and recorded 

a 2:43.00 and later perfectionized to an unbeatable record of 2:42.99. This past May (2003) 

though I received an email from PO friend Jack Wedge about an idea of forcing Sandman into 

a second sleeper pattern that could lead to a time under 2:40. So one night I popped in MTPO 

and could not get the strategy to work. After working out a few loopholes the unthinkable 

occurred though. I got Sandman down at 2:41.25 for TKO in R1. Here is how I did it...

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Girth for first coming up with the idea of a 

faster Sandman strategy. I also want to dedicate is to Brian Sulpher who really revolutionized 

fast times on Sandman using Tom’s original strategy. Maybe you can snatch the record back. 

I think you are going to get away with the Flamenco 1 record. Finally I would like to thank Jack 

Wedge for his original ideas and collaborative spirit. Well, until next time Tom...
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DESTROyINg A myTH 

A strategy guide to TKO Mr. Sandman (NTSC versions) in Round 1. By RedTom, 

November 2002. 

Prologue: For a long time during my childhood years of playing Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! Mr. 

Sandman was considered to join Kid Dynamite, Iron Mike in the premium league of opponents 

who can not be beaten in Round 1.... So I felt like the NES Champion of the World some years 

ago when I found a way to TKO Mr. Sandman in Round 1. Posting my strategy on my web page 

followed. But as the days went by, more and more visitors of my Punch-Out!! page who applied 

my provided strategies reported that they just could not execute my Mr. Sandman R1 strategy. 

I began to wonder and asked myself: What’s this?? Do they misunderstand some words of the 

strategy or have I left out some important parts?? No, it was much more complicated....

The problem was that I used an European NES with European cartridges that work with PAL TV 

standard running at 50Hz, while most of the Punch-Out!! fans out there visiting my Punch-

Out!! page and trying to apply my strategies came from outside Europe, namely from Northern 

America. They all used NTSC (the North American TV standard) NES systems running at 60 hz 

with NTSC cartridges. This fact causes slight timing differences at the two cartridge versions. 

And right for the most important pattern of my Mr. Sandman (PAL!) strategy this timing difference 

prevents the NTSC players to execute it!!

So what ?? I claimed myself as the first person who TKOed Mr. Sandman in Round 1 and now 

it seems that only on European systems this is true... Meanwhile I found a strategy to TKO Mr. 

Dream (PAL) in Round 1. You can not imagine how glad I was when someday I got email from 

a stranger telling me that he applied my Mr. Dream strategy on Mike Tyson and got him down 

for TKO in Round 1. And most important, this guy played the NTSC version. This was the final 

evidence that it was possible to invent great - unknown strategies for various opponents - here 

on my PAL NES that can be applied on NTSC systems, too....

But back to Mr. Sandman. He was the only opponent in the whole game that was never beaten 

on NTSC in Round 1 (I purchased a NTSC NES with carts meanwhile). I do not know how many 

of the almost 2 millions cartridges have been played again and again from ambitious Punch-Out!! 

maniacs in order to get him down R1 but failed. I know of very good players who just claimed 

one day: Well, it is DEFINITELY NOT POSSIBLE to TKO Mr. Sandman Round 1. I must admit 

that I was not far away from this point of view. Too many attempts had been made, too many 

men failing.... But always there have been voices (mostly from one person) speaking of positive 

thinking and showing confidence in YOUR own strength. For me, those words have been great  

support, anyway.

Then in November 2002 there was a conspiring convention of final power: The last incorrigible 

ones gathered to provide all their knowledge, experience and experimentation abilities to get 

behind the last mystery of THEIR game. They discussed methods, patterns and debated from 

about slight improvements to confirmed strategy failures. But the pressure upon Mr. Sandman 

grow and grow. Was it a matter of time until he won’t resist any longer or will they have to realize 

that there is ONE who will NEVER fall ?? The battle was fought with ultimate toughness. No side 

showed signals to give up, the tremendous showdown had to bring it to an end, one way or the 

other.

Dedication: Thinking about him again and again - THERE IT WAS - the idea - the unnoticed tidbit, 

the final peace of the mosaic. Putting this last brick right into the center of my mental image of 

the upcoming fight, I felt the power - an incredible power rising deep inside calling to be freed. 

Then the unavoidable came up. The last showdown. Just me and the Philadelphian Myths. It was 

the battle of equals but just one could stand it. So it had to be. I smashed him down, finally, after 

all ! Doing the last punch, clock-Sandman-Mac-the screen, everything was like delirium, as in 

slow motion all the efforts, disappointment and death ends went by, ...there he was DOWN FOR 

TKO AT 2:57 R1. It was done, nothing more, nothing less. Just the end.

DANIEl T.’S ulTRA-fAST 
SSm STRATEgy 

THE HOllywOOD blOCkbuSTER

With this strategy you can finish Macho under 1:20 R1!! Full credit goes to the 

Tysonator Daniel T, September 2002. Tested on NTSC PO!!, NTSC MTPO, PAL PO!!, 

and PAL MTPO. 

TKO Super Macho Man between 1:12 and 1:16. Written and invented by Matt Turk, 

June 2003. Tested on MTPO (NTSC) and PO (NTSC).

Prologue: Super Macho Man is the champion of WVBA and one of the most difficult opponents 

to get a fast time on due to his multiple patterns. Daniel Teixeira discovered the fastest strategy 

back in September of 2002 with a range from about 1:16-1:20 as the fastest times. Daniel 

set the record at 1:16.61 which stood for over 8 months. Many people have claimed to have 

gone under that time and times as low as 1:12.97 (claimed by someone years ago) have been 

mentioned but no one has offered a strategy. Back in May of this year I discovered something 

about Macho which lead to a new world record of 1:13.82. Here is how I did it...

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Daniel T who set an initial outstanding time 

(1:16.61) and who wrote a great strategy for it. Also credit goes to RedTom and Jack Wedge for 

suggesting that the Macho time could be lower. Remember this strategy is extremely difficult to 

execute so be patient and remember practice makes perfect. Use the password 267-853-7538 

to go to Macho and practice. Well good luck and have fun playing MTPO/PO.

SCHwARzENEggER’S REVENgE 

mACHO mADNESS 

TKO Super Macho Man on MTPO-PAL in 1:09.25, R1. Introducing the Spin Sucker. Re-

mastered and improved for PAL by RedTom, June 2003. 

Prologue: PAL is different and I do not want to go in detail here, so just use this strategy when you 

have the European 50hz NES and want to TKO Super Macho Man the fastest known way. If you 

have the NTSC version then feel free to pick certain elements out of this strategy for developing a 

faster NTSC strategy.

Dedication: I want to dedicate this piece of writing to DanielT for his initial SMM strategy and to 

Matt for the fastest NTSC SMM strategy. Also I want to dedicate this strategy to the people who 

refused to agree to one global TV standard..grrrrrr....50hz...60hz...

TKO SMM between 1:10 and 1:14. Written and invented by Matt Turk and RedTom, June 

2003. Tested on MTPO (NTSC) and PO (NTSC).

Prologue: RedTom came up with the fastest strategy to beat Super Macho Man on PAL entitled 

Schwarzenegger’s Revenge. I have modified things a little bit and come up with a good strategy for 

NTSC. I set the record of 1:10.00 using it. Here is how I did it...........

Dedication: RedTom’s Schwarzenegger’s Revenge and a desire to go under 1:13 on Macho 

inspired me to look for a faster NTSC strategy. Also credit to Daniel T for coming up with an initial 

outstanding strategy. Patience and perfect timing are the necessary ingredients to get this strategy 

to work. Good luck.

THE COmA COASTER

The world’s first sub 1:00 strategy for Super Macho Man. Developed solely for Punch-

Out!! feat. Mr. Dream, PAL-Version. By RedTom, January 2004.

Prologue: This ultra fast strategy enables you to perform a sub 1:00 TKO over Super Macho 

Man. It does only work for the PO-PAL version. It will not work for any NTSC or MTPO-PAL 

version due to timing differences. Feel free to pick some elements out for further strategies. 

Each punch is wisely set to max out damage and knock downs. Get familiar with proper hand 

punches, delaying routine, crisscross crushers and star suckers first. Read strategies above to 

learn more about these techniques.

Conclusion: Record attempt was one gutter case b pattern. I got 0:57.97 R1 TKO, the world’s 

first reported sub 1:00 TKO over Super Macho Man. Executing that strat on other versions will 

fail as punches do not enough damage to send him down. You can execute that strategy only 

with the PO-PAL cartridge (even on an universal NTSC NES console!). 

bOx OffICE flOP

mACHINE guN STOPPER

The most noble way to beat Macho fast without using the clock stop glitch. TKO Super 

Macho Man from 1:03-1:06. Written and invented by Matt Turk, February 2004. Tested 

on NESTICLE Emulator and MTPO (NTSC). Introducing the Wild Wooley.

Prologue: SMM is one of the toughest opponents in PO and MTPO. The programmers made 

him tough since he is the last opponent Mac has to overcome in order to get the Dream Fight 

with Tyson/Dream. In fact in the Famicom version of the game Macho is the final boss. Red Tom 

came up with a fast PAL strategy entitled ‘Scahwatazanegger’s Revenge’ which gets him for 

TKO at 1:09. Matt Turk modified that strategy to work for NTSC with a strategy entitled ‘Macho 

Madness’. In January 2004 Macho even became the victim of a serious glitch discovered by 

Matt Turk which made possible a sub 1:00 victory on him. Poor Macho. The following is the 

story of how I discovered a strategy that pushes Macho to the edge of 1:00 on NTSC without 

taking advantage of any glitches...

Dedication: Well there you have it. You destroyed Macho close to 1:00 without using any glitches 

or cheat features. Consider yourself a MTPO pro. I obtained a time of 1:04.00 on NTSC using 

this strategy. I got a time of 1:03.25 using savestates on NESTICLE emulator so the time can still 

be improved. These times occurred before I discovered the major glitch on Macho that lowered 

the time all the way down to 41.97 which is recognized as the world record. However many 

MTPO fans may not like the use of glitches to get records to here is your chance to annihilate 

Macho fair and square.

Introducing the Dead Freeze Punch. Written and invented by Matt Turk, March 2004. 

Tested on MTPO (NTSC) and MTPO (PAL).

Prologue: The quest for Little Mac to defeat Super Macho Man under 1:00 has been one of 

the holy grails of MTPO for over 15 years. Due to the fact that Macho gives up many stars and 

is subject to many different punch combinations by Little Mac many players thought it to be 

possible and many came close but all seemed to fall short of the 1:00 mark. There was one 

missing ingredient however that was overlooked all of those years. The following is the story of 

how I TKOed Super Macho Man under 1:00 by exploiting a major glitch... 

Dedication: I would like to dedicate this strategy to Daniel T and Tom Roth for both coming up 

with original Super Macho Man strategies in the quest to push him toward 1:00 of round 1.
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INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // official  products

AmericAn pAckAging // 1987

JApAneSe pAckAging // 1987
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AmericAn pAckAging // 1992

AmericAn pAckAging // 1990
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nintendo mAgAzine #43 poSter // 2009

Double sided rematch poster for the Wii release.

JApAneSe promotionAl poSter // 1987

AmericAn promotionAl poSter // 1987
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nintendo mAgAzine #43 poSter // 2009

Double sided rematch poster for the Wii release.

the poWer gAme cAlendAr // 1990–91

Only released for two years and including Punch-Out!! for the months of July and May 
respectively. The July calendar features tips on how to defeat Don Flamenco and King Hippo 

while the May calendar gives tips on defeating Tyson.

boxing 90 mAgAzine // 1990

Article about Buster Douglas’s victory over Mike Tyson.
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trophy figureS by hASbro // 1988

The set of 7 consists of Bald Bull And Mac Mix It Up, Mac Brawls With Super Macho Man, Mac 
Catches The Tiger Magic Punch, Mac Jabs Glass Joe, Mac KO’s Piston Honda, and Mac Punches 
Out King Hippo. Standing 4" tall, each trophy came with a high score sticker to record your best 
scores. The rear of each box incorrectly lists Mac Jabs Don Flamenco instead of Glass Joe.
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Video gAme Stick-onS by imperiAl // 1988 
Featuring different assortments with two MTPO stickers in each packet. The back suggests 
many “Fun things to do with stickers.”

nintendo pVc figurineS by ApplAuSe // 1989

The set of 12 features King Hippo, Little Mac, Link, Mario, Luigi and Princess Toadstool. Some 
figurines were given away in a promotion with American gasoline company, Sunoco. 
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punch-out!! ScrAtch cArdS // 1989

The set of 10 MTPO scratch cards were played by scratching a circle, which represented an 
action in the fi ght. The game would end if either you or the opponent was knocked out or 

disqualifi ed. Some fi ghters required 3 punches for a knockout, while others only needed 2.

gAme pAck cArdS by toppS // 1989

Contained 5 cards in 3 different wrappers. There were 60 scratch cards and 33 stickers to 
collect. Each sticker has Top Secret Tips on the back, although these tips do not always relate 
to the game on the front of the sticker. MTPO appeared on 9 fronts and 5 tips.
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mAgic-motion cArdS // 1988
Found in Dinersaurs cereal by Ralston. The set of 3 included Little 
Mac and Mario.

mike tySon'S punch-out!! diSplAy StAnd up // 1987
Rarer than the 6-foot version it measures just 16.5" by 9.5" 
(41cm by 24cm).

mike tySon punch-out!! StAndee // 1988
Measuring 69" by 29" (175cm by 73cm) this life-sized 

cardboard cutout was used at the 1998 Consumer 
Electronics Show (CES) and only appeared in selected 

stores. In 2009 it sold on eBay for $445!

nintendo poWer trASh cAn // 1989
Also released for Zelda and Zelda II.

hologrAphic punch-out!! StickerS by three cheerS // 1988

punch-out!! mini pinbAll gAme // 1988

promotionAl itemS // 1989

A beanie (winter hat), trucker hats and pair of gloves made as promotional items. The hats 
were only in children’s sizes.

nintendo Super poWer club // 1992
Card 28 of 170 was included with subscription issues of 
Nintendo Power Club magazine. The back includes a brief 
description and three challenges — defeat Super Macho 
Man in three rounds (novice), two rounds (intermediate), 
and one round (pro). 
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cAptAin n // 1990

The Captain N comic book spanned 5 issues and was published by Valiant Comics as part of the Nintendo Comics System in 1990. It was quite different from the 
animated show, with Samus (Metroid) included but not featuring Simon Belmont, Mega Man, Dr. Wright, the Count or Dr. Wily. This was due to Valiant not applying for 
licenses from Capcom and Konami as the animated series had done. King Hippo features prominently in the comics and remains blue. Presented is an assortment of 
frames featuring King Hippo.

INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // official  publications
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nintendo fun club neWS & nintendo poWer // 1987–89

Various snippets from Nintendo Fun Club News (#3 and #7) and Nintendo Power (#1, #2 and #9). Doc Louis makes reference to joining Nintendo Fun Club, 
whose members received a free subscription to Nintendo Fun Club News, however, it was revamped as Nintendo Power after just 7 issues.
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the nintendo comicS SyStem // 1990–91

A series of comic books published by Valiant Comics in 1990 and 1991 
as part of a licensing deal with Nintendo. The collected stories The First 
Fight, Fox and Hounds and Outsiders are available in the Best of Nintendo 
Comics System collection.
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mike tySon’S punch-out!! kAnzen hiSSho hon // 1987

47 page pocket-sized Complete Certain Victory Book guide book in Japanese for the Famicom version of MTPO.
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mike tySon’S punch-out!! kAnzen koryAku technic book // 1988

56 page follow-up Complete Capture Technique Book from Tokuma.
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neW reVieW // nintendo fun club neWS #4 // 1987

mike tySon Story // nintendo fun club neWS #4 // 1987
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pro’S corner // nintendo fun club neWS #6 // 1988

pro’S corner // nintendo fun club neWS #5 // 1988
clASSified informAtion // nintendo poWer #11 // 1990
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pASSWordS // top Secret pASSWordS // 1987
mike tySon’S punch-out // StrAtegieS for nintendo gAmeS // 1989
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in-depth reVieW // the officiAl nintendo plAyer’S guide // 1987
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INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // fan  art

Super mArio punch-out 2007 // kichiSu // 2007
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don’t giVe up little mAc // dAVid Alegre // 2006
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rocky punch out // roSS mArrS // 2009

Based on the Rocky Balboa movie poster.

All hAil king hippo // dAn SAntAt // 2006 

iam8bit submission.
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king hippo // nick bAchmAn // 2009

miSSion: king hippo // Jon mcconnell // 2010
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lil' mAc VS. king hippo // JoSeph AlAmedA // 2009

punch-out // triAngle mAn // 2008

punch-out // metAlhAnzo // 2009
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nintendo punch out color // digitAl-Alero // 2007

Possibly the only fan art to feature Mr. Dream.

mike tySon'S punch-out // doug SAquic // 2008
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Would you like Some punch to drink? // rob hArrigAn // 2007

punch drunk // luke denby // 2008

Vodka Drunkenski from Super Punch-Out!! (Arcade).
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title bout // dAn Schoening // 2008

Includes Super Punch-Out!! (SNES) characters.

doc And mAc // dAn Schoening // 2009
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mike tySon'S opponentS // Jeff mcmillAn // 2007

iam8bit submission.

South pArk punch out // gAme-cube-girl // 2009

Created on the website www.sp-studio.de and missing Soda Popinski, Bald Bull, Super 
Macho Man and Mr. Sandman.
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punch-out // ty lettAu // 2010

mike tySon’S punch-out!!! croSS Stitch pAtternS // Johloh // 2007
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punch-out!! nintendo minimAteS // lee // 2005
Minimates are 2" tall block fi gures by Art Asylum.
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totAl drAmA punch out // SonictheyoShi // 2010

Almost every boxer as a character from the animated series, Total Drama.

punch-out ciViliAn clothing // donnA broWn // 2009
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punch-out: Smm VS. SodA // donnA broWn // 2009

kArmA // fAtheed // 2011

“Little Mac brings the pain.”
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k.h., k.o.’d // greAt toothleSS tiger // Sleepy time for mr. SAndmAn // 35-0 // tony morA // 2009

iam8bit submissions (acrylics on wood). Titles from left to right.
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punch-out // illeoh // 2007 500 cc 285: excitebike // hyliAmAn // 2009

little mAc VS. cloud // hAikuninJA // 20098 bit dreAmS // cAmpbell Whyte // 2011

mAc'S reVenge // glen brogAn // 2010little mAc VS. mike tySon // brendAn coriS // 2010
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After bAld bull // time_mASter // 2010
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don't f*ck With the little guy // chriS SWeeney // 2009

countering the bull chArge // SmAShemS // 2008

little mAc could! // mAximo lorenzo // 2009
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punch out // bryAn broWn // 2011 punch-out'S Super mAcho mAn // richArd gArciA // 2010
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king hippo // drek yu // 2005

bert ‘SodA’ popinSki // duStin WAtSon // 2011
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king hippo iS hungry // dAn JenSen // 2009

mAc AttAck // Jim grue // 2008

Featured in Nintendo Power #250.

cAptAin n: king hippo // keVn bolk // 2010
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1987 WAS A greAt yeAr // mike mitchell // 2008

Submission to the annual 8-bit inspired exhibition in Los Angeles, iam8bit.

punch-out At the lASt Supper // tim doyle // 2009

4 color silk screen print with metallic gold ink. Limited to a signed and numbered edition of 
100.
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mike tySon’S hAngoVer // moSeAphuS // 2011

punch out // ryAn JoneS // 2010

Iron Mike Tyson oil painting over a collage of characters from the original 
MTPO.
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bAld bull // kyAttSuAi // 2010

king hippo // JoyStick diViSion // 2009

king hippo gArbAge pAil kid // 
brett engStorm // 2010

punch out: don flAmenco // donnA broWn // 2009

king hippo // Joe gonzAlez // 2009 ArAn ryAn punch-out Super 
punch-out // gomenASAi // 2010

glASS Joe // duStin cAmpbell // 2010bonuS03-king-hippo // guy nelSon // 2010
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mr. SAndmAn // dAVe mott // 2009 punch-out // nAthAniel milburn // 2007

eggplAnt WizArd iS on the moVe! // JoSh // 2010

To celebrate the release of a new Kid Icarus game.

greAt ShoWdoWnS (of the 8-bit erA) // Scott cAmpbell // 2008

7-7 SundAyS Week 23 // otiS frAmpton // 2009
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INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // fan  photoshop

photoShop of tySon'S Sprite in Wii boxing

mike tySon Still punching out // 2010

Animation using Tyson's cameo in The Hangover.

if Video gAmeS Were reAliStic #14 
// gundAmpAndA // 2009

Article on cracked.com.

neS knockoffS! // the_bAdger // 2010

Something Awful Photoshop Phriday article.

punch out!, So rAciSt // 
briAn AShcrAft // 2008

if Video gAmeS Were reAliStic #24 // mAlifeStro // 
2009

Article on cracked.com.

lex luthor’S punch-out!! (feAturing 
SupermAn) // comicSAlliAnce // 2010

Popular Superheroes Reimagined For The 8-bit 
NES article.

iVAn drAgo'S punch-out // fArk.com // 
2009

Soviet videogames from the 1980s contest.

punch-out // quArtertofour // 2009
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little mAc cubee // chriStopher beAumont // 2007

Cubecraft schematic.

gallery  // fan  papercraft
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t-ShirtS

Various shirt designs from 
across the internet.

INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // fan  merchandise
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JenS pulVer // tApout // 2010

Another mixed martial artist, Jens was 
the fi rst Ultimate Fighting Championship 
(UFC) Lightweight Champion.

kimbo Slice // tApout // 2010

Kimbo is a mixed martial artist. Shirt 
features ‘Player 1’ on the left sleeve 
and 3:05 on the clock, which is the 
area code of Miami.

king hippo // lion & rooSter // 2007

mike tySon punch out!! 9 piece mAgnet 
Super Set // etSy.com // unknoWn

mike tySon'S punch-out!! neS controller 
StickerS // dAnimAl collectiVe // 2009

lightS out // dgk // 2009

Series of skateboards decks.
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hoW to tAke A punch!! // triStAn boWerSox // 2011

The Worst Case Scenario Survival Handbook is a collection of short essays on how to deal with extreme situations. 

punched out!! // chAd mAnzo // 2011 

Garbage Pail Kid sticker and NES cartridge promoting 
the t-shirt by 8-bit ZOMBIE.

externAl hArd driVe // 8bitmemory // 2010

Re-purposed cartridge including a classic game sleeve to protect the 
hard drive.

mike tySon punch-out!! nintendo 
deSk clock // pAtrick StAnley // 2011
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piSton hondA bASS guitAr // terrApin guitArS // 2009 hAnd pAinted neS // hellokitty11111111111 // 2009

Auctioned off on eBay.

unknoWn

INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // fan  craft

hAnd knitted ScArf // tAnyA 
VAldez // 2008

hAnd knitted ScArf // tAnyA 
VAldez // 2010

punchout uniVerSity // ??? // 
2008

mike tySon’S punch-out 
ShoeS // thediSh // 2008

perler beAdS // pixelArt37 

Perler Beads are plastic fusible beads that can be placed on a solid plastic-backed peg array to form designs and melted together 
with a clothes iron.

brick bAld bull // ??? // 2008 

Denver Funde Razor door prize 
made from Lego.
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gallery  // fan  street  art

king hippo pAper child // SAlAdboWl // 2010 WheAtpASte grAffiti

mike tySon’S punchout 2 // 
AltrdbSt // 2009

New York graffiti.

doc louiS xd // SpAce pirAte 
ridley // 2008

doc louiS // gAmeboyone // 
2008

king hippo // rietone // 2009
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king hippo munny // coconut cruSh // 2010

A Munny doll is a blank fi gure the owner can decorate using pens, pencils, markers, paint, and other supplies. A 
Munny doll is made out of vinyl and has movable joints.

king hippo dunny // ron lu // 2008

A curved bunny action fi gure made of vinyl, DUNNY is a blank canvas designed to be 
repainted and reinterpreted by artists from many different backgrounds.

return of the king... hippo!! // p.nut // 2010
“The Fiercest and Fattest member of team Tyson.”

little mAc // filip 
felberg // 2009

Custom Lego minifi gure.

punch out !! // tinn-mAn // 2009

Custom Lego.

INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // fan  figurines
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king hippo figure // donAld kennedy // 2007

the greAt tiger // Joe mcVey // 2010

Custom figure made from ML Kraven, SOTA Ken and Aves apoxie.

punch out! little mAc // collectAble kid toy deSign & cuStom figureS // 2010

little mAc mini-munny // mAck VAndAm // 2010
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cc24: mike tySon’S punch-out!! // rick drieS // 2009

Created for Fwoosh's 8th annual CustomCon, a presentation of new custom toy creations by customizers around the globe.
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INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // fan  digital  creations

king hippo Sprite Sheet // WilliAm crAWford // 2010

Double Dragon sprites.

king hippo from punch out // ed generAl

Silhouette quick Sketch high res model game model (3772tri)

king hippo // gohAnSephiroth // 2010

3D Dot Game Heroes character.

punch out buddypoke // ben JAmmin // 2010

mike tySon excel // rAndomblog // 2009
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little mAc on double drAgon // 
WilliAm crAWford // 2010

little mAc // oVAguyVer // 2009

Street Fighter IV skin. The longer pants 
were necessary because the Ryu 

model doesn't have knees!

nintendo gAme 
SimilAritieS! // gonintendo 

punchout!! miiS // mAczkopeti // 2010

WArio brAWl // cAtgoWoof // 2007

Doc Louis texture for Super Smash Bros..

cuStom ScribblenAutS

A puzzle action game for the Nintendo DS.

little mAc // koopAul // 2008

Super Smash Bros. design based off the Wii design.
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the mAny fAceS of king hippo // Jerry_heAVen // 2000

gAneShA

INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // the  many  faces  of  king  hippo
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INTRODUCTION // BOOKLET (NES)gallery  // the  many  faces  of  king  hippo  (cont'd)
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gallery  // fan  comics

punch out comic preVieW // hAnzthebox // 2008

punch bout // nicholAS gureWitch // 2006 

Perry Bible Fellowship comic.

Scott pilgrim V. king hippo // JoSh leSnick // 2008

Guest comic for Scott Pilgrim book #3.

Scott pilgrim tribute // life in progreSS // 2010

little mAc, mcdlt, qtr. pounder With Some cheeSe // 

SteVe nApierSki // 2006

Dueling Analogs web comic.

Vg cAtS: eye of the tiger // 
Scott rAmSoomAir // 2005
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miscellaneous
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MTPO MMC2  

PO MMC2 N/A

FA
M
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MTPO MMC4

PO (Special) N/A N/A N/A

One Game,  
FOur VersiOns

Shown here are the visual 
differences between the four main 
versions of the game.

Punch-Out!! 
(sPecial)

The Famicom gold cartridge 
predates the inclusion of Mike 
Tyson as the final opponent, has 
different colors, no ending and no 
credits. The packaging, manual and 
cartridge are unique.

mike tysOn’s 
Punch-Out!!

Both versions of the MTPO game 
are visually identical, however the 
packaging, manual and cartridge 
are vastly different.

Punch-Out!!

The re-branded PO removed 
Tyson’s opening and name from the 
title screen. It also replaced Tyson 
with Mr. Dream on the cast screen, 
packaging, manual and as the final 
opponent. 

It’s interesting to note a minor sprite 
difference when Super Macho Man 
performs an uppercut, referred to 
as the Wisp in Action. In the credits 
the first initial of the secretary was 
corrected from ‘U. Kuriyawa’ to  
‘V. Kuriyawa’.

miscellaneous  // differences
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MTPO MMC4

PO (Special) N/A N/A N/A
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cartridGes

CIRCUIT BOARD PRG CHR MMC CIC

MTPO (PAL) PNROM-03 PAL-PT-1 NES-PT-O MMC2 3195A

PO (PAL) PNROM-05 PAL-QP-O NES-QP-O MMC2 3195A

MTPO (NTSC) PEEOROM-01 NES-PT-O NES-PT-O RD387-001 6113

PO (NTSC) PNROM-05 NES-QP-O NES-QP-O MMC2 RD387-001 6113B1  

MTPO (JPN) MMC4 N/A

PO (JPN) PEEOROM-01 HVC-PT-S-0 NES-PT-O RD387-001 N/A

Read-Only Memory (ROM), is the data from a 
chip on the game cartridge. In the strictest sense, 
ROM refers to Mask ROM, which is fabricated 
with the data and can never be modified. Newer 
technologies such as Erasable Programmable 
Read-Only Memory (EPROM) and Electrically 
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 
(EEPROM or Flash ROM) are also referred to 
as ROMs, but are actually a misnomer because 
they can be modified. ROM chips in gaming have 
gradually been replaced by optical media (e.g.  
CD-ROM, DVD-ROM) and flash memory.

Both the MTPO and PO ROM files have the same 
size of 262,160 bytes. This space is divided into 
header, character and program data.
RO

M
m i s c e l l a n e o u s

cOmPOnents

NAME SIZE (BYTES) BYTE POSITION OFFSET

Header 16 1-16 00000-00010

PRG data 131,072 17-131,088 00011-20010

CHR data 131,072 131,089-262,160 20011-40010

character (chr) data 

Contains all graphical data, such as sprites (i.e. each unique animation). Each 
CHR bank can contain up to 512 8x8 pixel sprites (referred to as tiles) and 
are exactly 8,192 bytes. MTPO contains 16 banks of CHR data for a total of 
131,072 bytes.

PrOGram (PrG) data  

All NES ROMs must contain at least one bank of program data, which contains 
the executable code. Each bank is exactly 16kB (16,384 bytes). MTPO 
contains 8 banks of PRG data for a total of 131,072 bytes. All music is stored 
in banks 5, 7 and 8.

PRG BANK STARTING OFFSET ENDING OFFSET

1 00011 04010

2 04011 08010

3 08011 0C010

4 0C011 10010

5 10011 14010

6 14011 18010

7 18011 1C010

8 1C011 20010

circuit BOard

Only two PxROM boards were created to use the MMC2 mapper. Unlike 
normal boards the PEEOROM can be configured via jumper settings to support 
EPROM memory.

memOry manaGement cOntrOller (mmc)

Also referred to as Multi-Memory Controllers, these special chips extended the 
original capabilities of the NES. With the advent of NES emulators, the code 
written to emulate these chips became known as a mapper.

The MMC2 was only used in MTPO and PO and allowed more graphics to be 
displayed on screen; thanks to two 4kB automatic switching banks of ROM. 
The mapper chip is labeled as either MMC2 or RD387-001, but both are 
identical. The MMC4 was used in the Japanese version of MTPO and is very 
similar to the MMC2, however has a slightly different banking setup.

checkinG inteGrated circuit (cic) 
lOckOut chiP

Manufactured by Sharp for the NES to address Famicom issues with piracy, 
unauthorized software, and region locking. The lockout chip contains a 4-bit 
microprocessor with its own internal ROM (called 10NES) and RAM. Only 
Nintendo licensees could purchase the lockout chips, which had to be fitted 
inside every cartridge. This chip functioned as a ‘key’ while an identical chip 
in the console functioned as the ‘lock’. When the NES is turned on both chips 
communicate and if they do not match the console repeatedly resets.

header

Every NES ROM has a 16 byte header that specifies the mapper, mirroring and 
sizes of the PRG and CHR data blocks.

BYTE MTPO PO DESCRIPTION

1 4E 4E Must contain the character ‘N’

2 45 45 Must contain the character ‘E’

3 53 53 Must contain the character ‘S’

4 1A 1A Must contain a character break

5 08 08 Hexadecimal for 8 indicating the number of PRG  
data banks

6 10 10 Hexadecimal for 16 indicating the number of CHR 
data banks

7 90 99 The first digit indicates the MMC2 mapper while the 
second digit indicates either horizontal or vertical 
mirroring

8 00 00 Extended iNES header format. Not used.

9-13 00 00 Unused

14 4D 00 Unused

15 4A 00 Unused

16 52 00 Unused
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Random access memory (RAM) stores the 
temporary game data, which is lost when power 
is turned off. By definition most types of ROM and 
flash memory are also RAM. The NES contains 2kB 
of onboard RAM comprising of 2,048 addresses. 
Those addresses are divided up into 8 blocks, or 
pages, which are then each divided into 16 rows of 
16 values. Blocks and rows usually contain similar 
information.

Certain game cartridges contain an additional 
16,360 bytes of Expansion Area address space, 
often containing 8kB of SRAM. The system supports 
up to 32kB of program ROM at a time, with larger 
games supported by the process of bank switching 
(swapping memory in and out).

RA
M

PaGe ZerO (0000-00FF)

ADDRESS DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

0000 Fight Status
1 = Fight started 
0 = Between rounds

0001 Opponent ID

00 - Glass Joe
01 - Von Kaiser
02 - Piston Honda
03 - Don Flamenco
04 - King Hippo
05 - Great Tiger
06 - Bald Bull
07 - Piston Honda 2
08 - Soda Popinski
09 - Bald Bull 2
10 - Don Flamenco 2
11 - Mr. Sandman
12 - Super Macho Man
13 - Mike Tyson

0002 Opponent Type ID

0 = Glass Joe
1 = King Hippo
2 = Von Kaiser
3 = Bald Bull
etc.

0003
Additional Opponent 
ID

Affects behavior (title bout, special 
moves, sprites, special KO’s)

0004 Fight Status

FF = In fight 

01 = Between rounds or a cut 
scene

0005
Opponent 
Knockdown Status

0 = Not knocked down

1 = Knocked down

0006 Current Round
Changing does affect the 
opponent, but only for the opening 
round sequence

0008 Mac Ranking 1 = Mac always ranks #2

0009 CPU Ranking 9 = CPU always ranks #1

000A Mac Losses Number of losses

000B Always 0

000C Always 0

0010 95 or B5 Unknown

0011 Mac X Position
Not actual position, just Mac’s 
appearance on screen

0012 Always 0
Relates to the drawing of the 
screen

0013 Screen Redraw Offset

0014
Set # Fans, Mario, 
Menus

0015 Mac X Position Redundant to 0011

0016
Initial Mac Draw 
Status

1 = Draw Mac

0 = Don’t draw Mac

0017
Initial Opponent Draw 
Status

Similar to 0016

0018 RNG Updates once per frame

0019 Button ID Currently pressed button

001A Unknown Always 0 or 1

001B Initial Screen Draw
Relates to menus, Mario etc. when 
fight begins

001C
Initial Fight Sequence 
#1

0 = In fight

1 = Not in fight

001D
Initial Fight Sequence 
#2

Similar to 001C

001E Unknown 0-255 counter

001F Timer
Time of situations when user input 
is not used

0020 Objects Affects on screen objects

0022 Mac Position Mac’s on-screen position

0030 Fighting Pattern #1
Sets the fighting pattern for 
opponent at beginning of fight

0031 Fighting Pattern #2
Similar to 0030. Freezing to 14 
causes an opponent to be passive.

0032 Fighting Pattern #3 Similar to 0031

0033 Fighting Pattern #4 Similar to 0030, 0031 and 0032

0038 Fighting Pattern #5

0039 Timer
Timer for opponent fighting 
patterns, next action will happen at 
0 (very useful for TAS)

003A Opponent Action ID
ID for what action opponent will do 
next (when 0039 is 0)

003B Opponent Actions
Global variable for a set of 
opponent actions (e.g. 150 for 
Glass Joe’s back up)

004C Kaiser Weakness Flag

Kaiser’s weakness to star 
uppercuts (he always gets knocked 
down). Forcing this to 0 removes 
his weakness.

008F Mac TKO Flag 0 = No TKO possible

00CB Soda Weakness Flag
Soda’s weakness to a star 
uppercut knockdown after 
receiving a body blow

00D0 Button ID Controller 1 (redundant to 06A0)

00D1 Button ID Controller 2 (redundant to 06A1)

00D2 Poll Arrow Keys

00D3 Arrow Buttons If pressed

00D4 Polls A

00D5 A Button If pressed

00D6 Polls B

00D7 B Button If pressed

00D8 Polls Start

00D9 Start Button If pressed

00DA Polls Select

00DB Select Button If pressed

00DC
Poll Controller 2 
Arrows

00DD Controller 2 A Button If pressed

00DE
Controller 2 A or B 
Poll

00DF
Controller 2 A or B 
Button

If pressed
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miscellaneous  // RAM  (cont'd)  // hearts

hearts eXPlained

Hearts are independent of stamina 
and damage dealt, with starting hearts 
correlating to the number of blocks 
required. In general, Mac returns with 
less hearts after each subsequent 
knockdown and the number of recovery 
hearts decreases after each round.

Only King Hippo and Great Tiger have 
fixed values for Mac’s recovery hearts. 
Great Tiger is the only opponent where it 
does not matter what count Mac gets up 
on — but beware as Mac will be KO’ed if 
knocked down twice in a round!

For the World Circuit the worst count 
for Mac to get up on is 8, which always 
results in the fewest hearts. In general, 
data was not sampled for Round 3 or 
after a 3rd knockdown. Tyson’s recovery 
hearts for the third round are 6 (3).

heart taBle

 
OPPONENT

STARTING  
HEARTS (R1)

STARTING  
HEARTS (R2)

RECOVERY  
HEARTS (R1)

RECOVERY  
HEARTS (R2)

KNOCKDOWN HEARTS  

Glass Joe 20 20 15 (9) 6 (odd), 9 (even)

Von Kaiser 20 20 20 (15) 15 (10) 6 (odd), 9 (even)

Piston Honda 1 50 20+ 20 (10) 6 (odd), 3 (even)

Don Flamenco 1 10 7+ 7 (3) 5 (2) 6 (1-6, 1st), 3 (1-6, 2nd), 9 (7-9)

King Hippo 9 9 9 6 (1-6, 1st), 1 (1-6, 2nd), 9 (7-9, 1st), 
6 (7-9, 2nd), 9 (3rd)

Great Tiger 77 77 11 33 1

Bald Bull 1 15 12+ (Max 15) 10 (7) 9 (1st), 1 (2nd)

Piston Honda 2 20 15+ 8 (6) 1 (8), 9 (not 8)

Soda Popinski 8 6+ (Max 8) 7 (5) 5 (3) 6 (1-7), 1 (8), 9 (9)

Bald Bull 2 15 12+ (Max 15) 10 (7) 1 (8, 1st), 9 (not 8, 1st), 1 (1-8, 2nd), 
6 (9, 2nd)

Don Flamenco 2 15 10+ (Max 15) 10 (5) 8 (3) 9 (odd, 1st), 6 (2/4/6, 1st), 3 (8, 1st), 
6 (1-7, 2nd), 1 (8, 2nd), 9 (9, 2nd)

Mr. Sandman 40 15+ (Max 40) 10 (7) 10 (6) 1 (8, 1st), 9 (not 8, 1st), 1 (7, 2nd), 9 
(not 7, 2nd)

Super Macho Man 15 10+ (Max 15) 10 (7) 1 (8), 9 (not 8, 1st), 6 (not 8, 2nd)

Mike Tyson 15 8+ (Max 15) 8 (4) 6 (1-7, 1st), 3 (1-7, 2nd), 1 (8), 9 (9) 

PaGe One (0100-01FF)

ADDRESS DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

0110 Passkey Digit #1 0-9

0111 Passkey Digit #2 0-9

0112 Passkey Digit #3 0-9

0113 Passkey Digit #4 0-9

0114 Passkey Digit #5 0-9

0115 Passkey Digit #6 0-9

0116 Passkey Digit #7 0-9

0117 Passkey Digit #8 0-9

0118 Passkey Digit #9 0-9

0119 Passkey Digit #10 0-9

PaGe twO (0200-02FF)

Sprite data

PaGe three (0300-03FF)

ADDRESS DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

0323 Hearts 0-9 first digit

0324 Hearts 0-9 second digit

0300 Initial Clock Status 0 = Clock inactive (between fights)

1 = Active (in fight)

0301 Clock Stop Status 1 = Triggers the clock to stop

0 = Re-initializes the clock to 0

Note: The Clock Stop Glitch 
causes this to fail to re-initialize 
to 0

0302 Clock Minutes Freeze at 0 to stop timer

0304 Clock Tenths Freeze at 0 to stop timer

0305 Clock Seconds Freeze at 0 to stop timer

0306 Partial Second #1 Freeze at 0 to stop timer

0307 Partial Second #2 Freeze at 0 to stop timer

0308 Round Status 4 = Beginning of round 1 onwards

5 = Beginning of round 2 onwards

030C Next Minute Freeze at 0 to stop timer

030D Next Tenth Freeze at 0 to stop timer

030E Next Second Freeze at 0 to stop timer

0342 Stars 1-3

0391 Stamina 0-60

0392 Stamina 0-60

0398 Knockdown If 0 activates one punch 
knockdown (opponent health)

0399 Knockdown If 0 activates one punch 
knockdown

ADDRESS DESCRIPTION COMMENTS

039A Knockdown If 0 activates one punch 
knockdown

03CA CPU TKO Status 0 = No TKO possible

2 = TKO after next knockdown

03D1 CPU TKO Status 0 = No TKO possible

2 = TKO after next knockdown

03E8 Points Millions Digit 0-9

03E9 Points Hundred 
Thousand Digit

0-9

03EA Points Thousands 
Digit

0-9

03EB Points Hundreds 
Digit

0-9

03EC Points Tens Digit 0-9

03ED Points Singles Digit 0-9

A plus sign against Round 2 starting hearts indicates Mac can have 
more hearts if accumulated in the first round. 

“Recovery Hearts” refers to Mac returning from his tired (i.e. pink) 
state. The figure in brackets is the number of hearts if Mac is hit at 
least once in this state.

“Knockdown Hearts” refers to the count Mac rises on after 
respective knockdowns.
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redtOm’s Punch-Out!! PaGe

http://tomspunchout.tk

A dedicated Punch-Out!! website created by RedTom from 2000 to 2003 and later preserved by Master Phred. RedTom discovered the strategy to TKO 
Mr. Dream and Mr. Sandman in Round 1. RedTom records have not been verifi ed.

miscellaneous  // sites

twin GalaXies (tG)

http://www.twingalaxies.com 

An American organization that tracks verifi ed video game world records and is considered the offi cial supplier to Guinness World Records. It operates a 
website and publishes the Twin Galaxies’ Offi cial Video Game & Pinball Book of World Records.

sPeed demOs archiVe (sda)

http://speeddemosarchive.com 

A site dedicated to verifi ed speedruns, it was founded in April 1998 by Nolan ‘Radix’ Pfl ug as a Quake demo playthrough website before expanding to 
include all games. Considered the world’s top speed run competition site, it contains high quality recordings of over 700 games.

Unlike Twin Galaxies, SDA records are verifi ed by several judges who combine their expertise on accepting submissions.

tasVideOs

http://tasvideos.org 

A Tool Assisted Speedrun (TAS) are a set of instructions (often called a movie) replayed by an emulator to play a game. Writing the instructions requires a 
lot of patience and a deep knowledge of the game. 

Frame by frame mastery gives advantages unavailable to regular players such as luck manipulation, perfect refl exes and heavy use of diffi cult glitches. It 
compensates for human limitations in skill and refl exes, pushing games to their theoretical limits. 

For MTPO, the Random Number Generator (RNG) values are manipulated by a series of quick and unnoticeable button presses during the fi ght!

GameFaQs

http://www.gamefaqs.com

A website that hosts FAQs and walkthroughs for video games. The site has a database of video game information, cheat codes, reviews, game saves, 
and screenshots, almost all of which are submitted by volunteer contributors. 

GameFAQs hosts an active message board community, which has a separate discussion board for each game in the site’s database, along with a variety 
of other boards. 
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miscellaneous  // experts

andrÉs delikat 

adelikat | andres.delikat@gmail.com

A Tool-Assisted Speedrunner (TAS) and administrator of the TASVideos 
website, he has been a member since 2005 and has created speedruns for 

over 50 games. Started ‘TASing’ due to MTPO.

anil chirayath 

sinister1 | sinister2424 | anilchirayath@yahoo.com

Holder of the fastest times on the SDA website, which requires the game be 
played on the original console and not an emulator. Owner of the YouTube 

channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/lukemiller

Brian sulPher 

bsulpher | briansulpher@hotmail.com

First to discover how to KO Tyson and prolifi c author of NES guides on 
GameFAQs.

daniel teiXeira 

DTysonator | dancartex@hotmail.com

Strategy contributor and record holder. First person to TKO Mike Tyson in 
round 1 (NTSC) and to TKO him using the Black-Out Game Genie code. 
Discovered the 15 second Don Flamenco KO and Soda Crouch Glitch. 

James (daniel) BrOwne  

KingdomCarts | ziplock1977@yahoo.com

Owner of a YouTube channel featuring various NES videos, including a 
detailed but slightly incorrect MTPO walkthrough ideal for beginners and 

casual players.

martin charleBOis 

martin_charlebois@yahoo.ca

Discovered the 17 second knockdown against Bald Bull 1 and the 15 
second Don Flamenco KO (independently of Daniel Teixeira).

matt turk 

mrturk | mrt110680@aol.com

Most prolifi c record holder (offi cial and unoffi cial), technique discoverer and 
strategy author. Renowned for his inspired discoveries and clever strategy 

names. Considered the best player and foremost expert on MTPO.

mkwiZardmikeGirard

Owner of a YouTube channel featuring video game records. 

tOm rOth 

RedTom | tomspunchout@freenet.de

Credited with multiple strategies, PAL differences, and creator of the 
comprehensive fan website RedTom’s Punch-Out!! Page. First person to 

TKO Sandman and Tyson (PAL) in the fi rst round.
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miscellaneous  // q&a

nickname?

Sinister1 (S): From a forum name I 
chose for another non-videogame 
related site. I wanted something 
that was one word and sounded 
cool, so I literally typed “cool 
words” into Google and “sinister” 
was one of the results. 

First deFeated 
tysOn?

MrTurk (MT): I have two separate 
eras that I feel I have beaten Tyson 
in. The first era was circa Nov-Dec 
1987, which was right after the 
game was released. For the first 
month I kept on renting it over and 
over again from the local Family 
Video. The second was around 
14 years later after discovering 
RedTom’s site.

S: I first beat Mike Tyson as a kid. I 
remember I used to get to play NES 
at this after school program when it 
was too rainy for us to play outside. 
All the other kids gathered round 
and watched in amazement as I 
beat Mike Tyson.

Adelikat (A): I actually started 
when the game came out, which 
was 1987. I had a friend who had 
the game and thought it was the 
coolest game ever so I started 
playing the crap out of it to the 
point where I was the first of 
anybody I knew to beat Tyson, 
which happened about 6 months 
later. 

any discOVeries? 

MT: Along with RedTom (PAL only) 
I feel I have pioneered at least one 
original speed strategy for each 
character over the past 10 years. I 
have also discovered many glitches 
including the Clock Stop Glitch, 
which created quite a clamor 
when first discovered and led to a 
deeper understanding of the clock 
mechanics. 

One major contribution I made 
would be proving that Glass Joe 
could be defeated in under 42 
seconds flat on PAL (PO). For over 
15 years no one had been able 
to crack that mystery. Another 
highlight was proving that Tyson 
could be beaten in under 2:20 by a 
human. 

I also take pride in being one of the 
original speedrunners in this game 
along with RedTom, Daniel T, and 
Martin C. Collectively we formulated 
more than 30 unique strategies 
before the first TAS came out in 
2004. 

S: It is kind of hard to put a number 
on it, however the one I am most 
proud of is Piston Honda 1 strategy 
that would result in a low 42.xx 
time. Sadly I have only gotten it on 
emulator a few times.

On BecOminG an 
eXPert? 

MT: I really just wanted to beat 
Tyson once and then be done with 
the game, however I was intrigued 
by the strategies I was seeing on 
Tom’s site. In January 2003 I was 
able to get Tyson R1 after only 
about 50 attempts. It was at this 
point when I started to feel like I 
might have some talent in this game 
since everyone said the R1 TKO 
was so difficult and at the time only 
about three people had done it. I 
was motivated by the World Record 
Shrine on RedTom’s page, getting 
my first record (48.99 Honda 1), the 
GameFAQs community, and the 
competition and I have a personality 
type that is perfect for MTPO. 

S: I got the idea to start running 
MTPO during a video game charity 
event called Classic Games Done 
Quick in 2009. I was watching 
Andrew Gardikis practising before 
his MTPO run and kept thinking to 
myself, I can do better than that. I 
also knew there was no speedrun 
of MTPO on Speed Demos Archive. 
So I decided to buy a cartridge and 
the rest is history. 

A: About the time I figured out the 
Soda glitch I started writing down 
my times. That’s kinda where the 
obsession started. Around 1990/91 
something possessed me to try 
and play it without looking and so 
I spent years doing that as well. 
Around 1995/96 I quit playing 
until the birth of the internet led 
to finding GameFAQs. Matt Turk 
and Daniel T discussing strategies 
-- almost all of which  blew away 
mine completely. Holy crap, people 
more obsessed than me! This got 
me back into it because I have to be 
the best.

FOuGht the mOst? 

MT: Probably Bald Bull 1 (over 
3,000 times) as I was trying for the 
TAS strategy, which took about 
2,500 attempts! The second most 
is probably Don Flamenco 2 (2,500) 
then Mike Tyson (2,000). 

S: Glass Joe, sadly. I had to fight 
him for each of my 800 or so single 
segment attempts. All told probably 
close to 2,000 attempts with Tyson 
the second most.

tOtal time 
Played? 

MT: The bulk of my playing 
occurred from 2003-2007 when 
new strategies were coming out. 
I was in college at the time and 
played an hour a day on emulator to 
keep sharp, and around 3 hours on 
console during breaks and vacation. 
Nowadays 2 hours a week to keep 
sharp unless testing a new strategy 
or verifying claims such as the 
Sandman controversy.

S: At least 500 hours since 2010 
as I did two segmented runs, 
individual fast times and a single 
segment speedrun. I have also had 
to practice playing blindfolded for 
charity events.

nes Or emulatOr? 

MT: Notwithstanding potential 
hardware issues, I would always 
choose console over emulator play 
for the feel and nostalgia factor. 
Emulators are great for practise and 
sharing strategies before YouTube, 
but the main drawback is they run 
slightly fast and don’t quite emulate 
NTSC. 

S: NES for sure, but emulators are 
extremely useful for practising some 
of the more intensive strategies and 
to learn information that would not 
otherwise be available to you during 
console play. 

anythinG leFt tO 
achieVe? 

MT: I may look to try and improve 
the 16:59 single segment run to 
something in the 16:30 range. For 
individual times I might try and 
improve the 1:23.97 time on Don 2 
to sub 1:20. Also I have not done a 
lot in terms of points, but have been 
working on a few strategies lately. If 
I get to play a game alongside the 

real Mike Tyson I will retire for good, 
as it is really the last thing I would 
like to do. 

Maybe in the future I might get 
involved in streaming or create my 
own YouTube page. 

S: To beat a Matt Turk time (I once 
tied him on Mr. Sandman with a 
2:20.00). I would like to improve 
pretty much all my personal best 
times in this game actually, I am 
nowhere near done with it.

Other Punch-Out 
Games? 

MT: The PAL and Famicom versions 
of MTPO and PO itself with a little 
bit of Super Punch-Out!! (SNES) 
when it came out but no longer 
own it. I actually do not even own a 
Wii. I choose to play MTPO almost 
exclusively, however I think every 
subsequent release contributes to 
the legacy of the original. 

S: I played a lot of Super Punch-
Out!! (SNES) as a kid and was 
pretty darn good. Unfortunately I 
never picked it back up as an adult. 
I also played the arcade version a 
few times as a young kid, but had 
trouble getting used to the controls 
and did not do very well.

FaVOrite hack Or 
Game Genie cOde? 

MT: I know that there are plenty of 
ROM hacks out there but I have 
never gotten around to actually 
playing one. As for the Game Genie 
the one I enjoy the most is TYOLU, 
which eliminates TKO rules for most 
fights and is the ultimate KO code. 
Another one is YATZEY, which is the 
Black-Out!! code and provides such 
a unique challenge.

S: I really like the Black-Out!! code 
that Daniel T invented. It makes the 
game really challenging. The ROM 
hacks by MasterPhred look really 
cool but I have not played them yet.

real-liFe BOXinG 
Fan? 

MT: I am a HUGE real-life boxing 
fan. My favorite modern-day 
fighter is Manny Pacquiao. My 
favorite retired fighter is of course 
Mike Tyson. Boxing is probably 
my favorite sport along with 
baseball. I have one small piece of 
memorabilia purchased at auction: 

Tyson’s shoes that he wore in the 
Tony Tubbs fight in Tokyo in 1988.

S: Not so much nowadays, but I 
enjoy boxing history and especially 
like the story of Muhammed Ali.

cOPies Owned Or 
any merchandise? 

MT: I own both MTPO, both PO and 
the Famicom (Japanese) version. 
I obtained the PAL versions from 
RedTom. The only version I am 
missing is the PO Gold version 
(Famicom). In addition to the games 
I also have a cardboard stand-up 
of Mike Tyson, a few of the Hasbro 
action figures as well as a T-shirt 
depicting the MTPO title screen.

S: MTPO and PO. I have SPO for 
SNES but no merchandise.

cOmmunity 
cOntriButiOns? 

MT: Since 2003 I have been an 
active member of the GameFAQs 
message board. One of my biggest 
contributions would have been 
devising and sharing strategies 
on that forum. I was also a major 
contributor to Brian Sulpher’s 
FAQ, which includes almost every 
strategy I used to get my current 
world records. Also before Brian’s 
FAQ RedTom and I used to send 
emails back and forth of things we 
had discovered and I helped him 
update his site. 

Lastly, but certainly not least, being 
involved as an editor/expert in this 
great book project. It was always a 
dream of mine to try to consolidate 
all of the great information that has 
been discovered for this game in 
one place. In many regards, this 
book has been about 15 years in 
the making. 

I think besides being a good player 
I hope that my peers will remember 
me as someone who welcomed 
new members onto the board and 
never tried to ridicule or put anyone 
else down. 

S: I developed some high score 
and speed strategies that were still 
undiscovered after all these years. 
I was one of the people that helped 
bring this game to the masses since 
I published videos of gameplay and 
streamed live. I have played this 
game in three video game charity 

events and helped raise money for 
various charity organizations.

tOP 3 Games that 
aren’t mtPO? 

MT: For the NES I would say 
Super Mario Bros. 3 (the pinnacle), 
The Legend of Zelda (exploration 
and adventure) and Mega Man 2 
(greatest sequel).

Outside of NES I would pick 
Goldeneye 007 (redefined the FPS), 
Pac-Man (addictive) and Super 
Metroid (finest in the series).

S: Skill wise Ninja Gaiden (NES), 
Double Dragon II (NES), and TMNT 
IV (SNES). In terms of favorites 
Super Metroid (SNES), Legend of 
Zelda: A Link to the Past and Mega 
Man 2 (NES).

First tas?

A: Somewhere along the way 
of stumbling on TASVideos and 
wanting to make a video is when 
Phil & Genisto (P&G) made a TAS of 
the game to collect a bounty on the 
site, NES Records. 

My goal became to beat that TAS 
and it was 2005 when I finished 
after almost a year, August to June. 
That was a lot of work too as I had 
to come up with many strategies 
and learn how to make TASes to 
begin with.

P&G tas?

A: We were just blown away, 
especially by the Sandman strategy. 
These guys who weren’t even in 
the community somehow out of 
nowhere just came out with this 
TAS. They obviously did their 
research and learnt all the strategies 
that were documented and adapted 
them -- but it was such a surprise 
because they weren’t even part of 
the community. 

tas iteratiOns?

A: Probably four but I’ve only done 
one since from scratch. In 2006 I 
came up with this Soda trick so I 
just picked up the recording from 
that fight and went from there. 
The most recent one did start 
completely from scratch because 
I had learned a lot. P&G kept 
talking about it but never found an 
improvement to obsolete my TAS.
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007 257 7938
077 614 7338
086 855 8538
275 954 7638
285 915 7638
091 956 7638
001 917 7638
079 354 7038
089 315 7038
097 356 7038
007 317 7038
076 954 8638
086 915 8638
275 014 7738
081 055 7738
091 016 7738
009 057 7738
079 414 7138
087 455 7138
097 416 7138
005 457 7138
076 014 8738
882 055 8738
131 760 7438
141 721 7438
159 762 7438
169 723 7438
137 160 7838
147 121 7838
155 162 7838
165 123 7838
932 760 8438
942 721 8438
131 820 7538
149 861 7538
159 822 7538
167 863 7538
137 220 7938
145 261 7938
155 222 7938
961 263 7938
932 820 8538
940 861 8538

When the neS WaS releaSed, Saving game progreSS WaS achieved 
With predetermined paSSWordS rather than Save pointS. Zelda 
for the neS pioneered the Save point in 1987 by including a 
battery in the cartridge.

miscellaneous  // passwords

PASSWORD DESCRIPTION

005 737 5423 Don Flamenco with 3-0 record (all by KO)

777 807 3454 Piston Honda with 7-0 record (all by KO)

267 853 7538 Super Macho Man with 13-0 record (all by KO)

940 861 8538 Super Macho Man with 99-0 record (all by KO)

131 811 8438 Super Macho Man with 99-0 record (none by KO)

007 373 5963 Mike Tyson with 0-2 record

135 792 4680 Another World Circuit mode where Mac fights King Hippo (ranked #8), Great 
Tiger, Bald Bull, Piston Honda, Soda Popinski, Don Flamenco, Mr. Sandman, 
Super Macho Man then Mike Tyson. Losing a single match will result in the Game 
Over screen. After selecting the last digit press A + B + Select at the same time 
instead of Start. 

Unlike normal, the winning time against the final opponent is displayed. Also, 
by soft resetting the NES Mac retains his wins and losses, making it possible to 
accumulate 99 of each!

800 422 2602 Plays a busy signal as it was the Nintendo gamer hotline phone number

075 541 6113 Busy signal #2

206 882 2040 Busy signal #3

106 113 0120 Displays the credits. After selecting the last digit press A + B + Select at the same 
time instead of Start.

032 730 8442 Piston Honda rematch

cOmmOn PasswOrds

Basics

In MTPO, passwords are shown at the end of each circuit and are entered 
at the title screen. Passwords are 10 digits long and comprise of 4 pieces of 
information: wins, losses, wins by knockout and the starting circuit. There are 
10 billion possible combinations, but only 90,000 valid passwords. 

Also, Mac cannot have more KOs than wins.

checksum

Passwords contain a checksum, which is used to verify the data and makes 
them harder to crack. A checksum is determined by the actual information 
contained within the password.

To generate the checksum write down the number of wins, losses and KOs 
together in a line with no spaces. Add each individual number together and 
subtract from 63.
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CIRCUIT WON LOST PASSWORD CIRCUIT WON LOST PASSWORD CIRCUIT WON LOST PASSWORD
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665 993 1534
605 797 1534
755 903 1534
795 707 1534
647 993 3534
687 797 3534
737 903 3534
777 707 3534
669 993 5530
609 797 5530
665 193 1934
695 397 1934
755 103 1934
785 307 1934
647 193 3934
677 397 3934
737 103 3934
707 307 3930
669 193 5930
699 397 5930
656 993 2534
696 797 2534
746 903 2534
786 707 2534
638 993 4534
678 797 4534
768 903 4530
708 707 4530
650 993 6530
690 797 6530
656 193 2934
686 397 2934
746 103 2934
776 307 2934
638 193 4934
608 397 4930
768 103 4930
798 307 4930
650 193 6930
680 397 6930
845 913 1534
885 717 1534
935 923 1534
975 727 1534
867 913 3530
807 717 3530
957 923 3530
997 727 3530
849 913 5530
889 717 5530
845 113 1934
875 317 1934
935 123 1934
905 327 1930
867 113 3930
897 317 3930
957 123 3930
987 327 3930
849 113 5930
879 317 5930
836 913 2534
876 717 2534
966 923 2530
906 727 2530
858 913 4530
898 717 4530
948 923 4530
988 727 4530
830 913 6530
870 717 6530
836 113 2934
806 317 2930
966 123 2930
996 327 2930
858 113 4930
888 317 4930
948 123 4930
978 327 4930
830 113 6930
800 317 6924
065 933 1530
005 737 1530
155 943 1530
195 747 1530
047 933 3530
087 737 3530
137 943 3530
177 747 3530
069 933 5524
009 737 5524
065 133 1930
095 337 1930
155 143 1930
185 347 1930
047 133 3930
077 337 3930
137 143 3930
107 347 3924
069 133 5924
099 337 5924
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231 730 7442
241 791 7442
259 732 7442
269 793 7442
237 130 7842
247 191 7842
255 132 7842
265 193 7842
032 730 8442
042 791 8442
231 890 7542
249 831 7542
259 892 7542
267 833 7542
237 290 7942
245 231 7942
255 292 7942
061 233 7942
032 890 8542
040 831 8542
239 930 7642
249 991 7642
257 932 7642
267 993 7642
235 330 7042
245 391 7042
051 332 7042
061 393 7042
030 930 8642
040 991 8642
239 090 7742
247 031 7742
257 092 7742
265 033 7742
235 490 7142
041 431 7142
051 492 7142
069 433 7142
030 090 8742
048 031 8742
277 734 7442
287 795 7442
295 736 7442
205 797 7442
071 134 7842
081 195 7842
099 136 7842
009 197 7842
078 734 8442
088 795 8442
277 894 7542
285 835 7542
295 896 7542
001 837 7542
071 294 7942
089 235 7942
099 296 7942
007 237 7942
078 894 8542
086 835 8542
275 934 7642
285 995 7642
091 936 7642
001 997 7642
079 334 7042
089 395 7042
097 336 7042
007 397 7042
076 934 8642
086 995 8642
275 094 7742
081 035 7742
091 096 7742
009 037 7742
079 494 7142
087 435 7142
097 496 7142
005 437 7142
076 094 8742
882 035 8742
131 740 7442
141 701 7442
159 742 7442
169 703 7442
137 140 7842
147 101 7842
155 142 7842
165 103 7842
932 740 8442
942 701 8442
131 800 7542
149 841 7542
159 802 7542
167 843 7542
137 200 7942
145 241 7942
155 202 7942
961 243 7942
932 800 8542
940 841 8542
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049 891 5483
069 793 5483
085 895 5483
003 797 5483
030 891 6483
050 793 6483
076 895 6483
096 797 6483
641 891 7483
661 793 7483
049 991 5683
065 093 5683
073 995 5683
099 097 5683
030 991 6683
056 093 6683
076 995 6683
600 097 6683
641 991 7683
667 093 7683
045 291 5883
065 193 5883
079 295 5883
099 197 5883
036 291 6883
056 193 6883
680 295 6883
600 197 6883
647 291 7883
667 193 7883
045 391 5083
059 493 5083
079 395 5083
095 497 5083
036 391 6083
660 493 6083
680 395 6083
606 497 6083
647 391 7083
651 493 7083
139 801 5483
159 703 5483
175 805 5483
195 707 5483
740 801 6483
760 703 6483
786 805 6483
706 707 6483
731 801 7483
751 703 7483
139 901 5683
155 003 5683
175 905 5683
709 007 5683
740 901 6683
766 003 6683
786 905 6683
790 007 6683
731 901 7683
757 003 7683
135 201 5883
155 103 5883
789 205 5883
709 107 5883
746 201 6883
766 103 6883
770 205 6883
790 107 6883
737 201 7883
757 103 7883
135 301 5083
769 403 5083
789 305 5083
705 407 5083
746 301 6083
750 403 6083
770 305 6083
796 407 6083
737 301 7083
161 403 7089
849 811 5483
869 713 5483
885 815 5483
805 717 5483
830 811 6483
850 713 6483
876 815 6483
896 717 6483
241 811 7489
261 713 7489
849 911 5683
865 013 5683
885 915 5683
899 017 5683
830 911 6683
856 013 6683
876 915 6683
200 017 6689
241 911 7689
267 013 7689
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040 760 7568
249 751 7468
259 712 7468
267 753 7468
237 110 7868
245 151 7868
255 112 7868
061 153 7868
032 710 8468
040 751 8468
239 850 7568
249 811 7568
257 852 7568
267 813 7568
235 250 7968
245 211 7968
051 252 7968
061 213 7968
030 850 8568
040 811 8568
239 910 7668
247 951 7668
257 912 7668
265 953 7668
235 310 7068
041 351 7068
051 312 7068
069 353 7068
030 910 8668
048 951 8668
237 050 7668
247 011 7768
255 052 7768
265 013 7768
031 450 7168
041 411 7168
059 452 7168
069 413 7168
038 050 8768
048 011 8768
277 714 7168
285 755 7468
295 716 7468
001 757 7468
071 114 7868
089 155 7868
099 116 7868
007 157 7868
078 714 8468
086 755 8468
275 854 7568
285 815 7568
091 856 7568
001 817 7568
079 254 7968
089 215 7968
097 256 7968
007 217 7968
074 854 8568
086 815 8568
275 914 7668
081 955 7668
091 916 7668
009 957 7668
079 314 7068
087 355 7068
097 316 7068
005 357 7068
076 914 8668
882 955 8668
071 054 7768
081 015 7768
099 056 7768
009 017 7768 
077 454 7168
087 415 7168
095 456 7168
005 417 7168
872 054 8768
882 015 8768
131 720 7468
149 761 7468
159 722 7468
167 763 7468
137 120 7868
145 161 7868
155 122 7868
961 163 7868
932 720 8468
940 761 8468
139 860 7568
149 821 7568
157 862 7568
167 823 7568
135 260 7968
145 221 7968
951 262 7968
961 223 7968
930 860 8568
940 821 8568
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049 731 5533
065 833 5533
085 735 5533
099 837 5533
030 731 6533
056 833 6533
076 735 6533
600 837 6533
641 731 7533
667 833 7533
045 031 5733
065 933 5733
079 035 5733
099 937 5733
036 031 6733
056 933 6733
680 035 6733
600 937 6733
647 031 7733
667 933 7733
045 131 5933
059 233 5933
079 135 5933
095 237 5933
036 131 6933
660 233 6933
680 135 6933
606 237 6933
647 131 7933
651 233 7933
039 431 5133
059 333 5133
075 435 5133
095 337 5133
640 431 6133
660 333 6133
686 435 6133
606 337 6133
631 431 7133
651 333 7133
139 741 5533
155 843 5533
175 745 5533
709 847 5533
740 741 6533
766 843 6533
786 745 6533
790 847 6533
731 741 7533
757 843 7533
645 701 1733
659 803 1733
679 705 1733
695 807 1733
636 701 2733
060 803 2739
080 705 2739
006 807 2739
047 701 3739
051 803 3739
135 141 5933
769 243 5933
789 145 5933
705 247 5933
746 141 6933
750 243 6933
770 145 6933
796 247 6933
737 141 7933
161 243 7939
749 441 5133
769 343 5133
785 445 5133
705 347 5133
730 441 6133
750 343 6133
776 445 6133
796 347 6133
141 441 7139
161 343 7139
849 751 5533
865 853 5533
885 755 5533
899 857 5533
830 751 6533
856 853 6533
876 755 6533
200 857 6539
241 751 7539
267 853 7539
845 051 5733
865 953 5733
879 055 5733
899 957 5733
836 051 6733
856 953 6733
280 055 6739
200 957 6739
247 051 7739
267 953 7739
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89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

665 893 1674
695 097 1674
755 803 1674
585 007 1674
647 893 3674
677 097 3674
737 803 3674
707 007 3670
669 893 5670
699 097 5670
655 493 1074
695 297 1074
745 403 1074
785 207 1074
637 493 3074
677 297 3074
767 403 3070
707 207 3070
659 493 5070
699 297 5070
656 893 2674
686 097 2674
746 803 2674
776 007 2674
638 893 4674
608 097 4670
768 803 4670
798 007 4670
650 893 6670
680 097 6670
646 493 2074
686 297 2074
736 403 2074
776 207 2074
668 493 4070
608 297 4070
758 403 4070
798 207 4070
640 493 6070
680 297 6070
845 813 1674
875 017 1674
935 823 1674
905 027 1670
867 813 3670
897 017 3670
957 823 3670
987 027 3670
849 813 5670
879 017 5670
835 413 1074
875 217 1074
965 423 1070
905 227 1070
857 413 3070
897 217 3070
947 423 3070
987 227 3070
839 413 5070
879 217 5070
836 813 2674
806 017 2670
966 823 2670
996 027 2670
858 813 4670
888 017 4670
948 823 4670
978 027 4670
830 813 6670
800 017 6664
866 413 2070
806 217 2070
956 423 2070
996 227 2070
848 413 4070
888 217 4070
938 423 4070
978 227 4070
860 413 6064
800 217 6064
065 833 1670
095 037 1670
155 843 1670
185 047 1670
047 833 3670
077 037 3670
137 843 3670
107 047 3664
069 833 5664
099 037 5664
055 433 1070
095 237 1070
145 443 1070
185 247 1070
037 433 3070
077 237 3070
167 443 3064
107 247 3064
059 433 5064
099 237 5064
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miscellaneous  // generating  a  password

World Circuit, 65 wins, 2 losses, 51 KOs

EXAMPLE

GROUP 1

Wins +80
KO +1
KO +8

Wins +40
Checksum +8
KO +4

KO +2
Checksum +4
Wins +20

GROUP 2

Wins +10
KO +80
Wins +1

Checksum +2
KO +40
0

Checksum +1
Wins +2
0

GROUP 3

Wins +8
KO +10
Title +2
Checksum +16

Wins +4
Losses +2
Title +1
0

KO +20
Losses +1
Checksum +32
0

identify cellS from table b 3

TITLE LOSSES TABLE

World 2 B

Select table 1

65 wins, 2 losses, 51 KOs

6 + 5 + 2 + 5 + 1 = 19

63 - 19 = 44

calculate checkSum 2

GROUP 1

0
1
0

1
1
0

0                 = 010
1                 = 111
1                 = 001

GROUP 2

0
0
1

0
1
0

0                 = 000
0                 = 010
0                 = 100

GROUP 3

0
1
1
0

1
1
0
0

0                 = 010
0                 = 110
1                 = 101
0                 = 000

replace cellS With bitS 4

The password is 806 717 3070

BASE CODE   OFFSET   PASSWORD

6
3
5

7
9
3

1
4
2
0

+ 2
+ 7
+ 1

+ 0
+ 2
+ 4

+ 2
+ 6
+ 5
+ 0

= 8
= 10 = 0 (right digit)
= 6

= 7
= 11 = 1 (right digit)
= 7

= 3
= 10 = 0 (right digit)
= 7
= 0

add offSet to baSe code 6

GROUP 1   GROUP 2   GROUP 3

010 = 2
111 = 7
001 = 1

000 = 0
010 = 2
100 = 4

010 = 2
110 = 6
101 = 5
000 = 0

convert bitS to offSet 5

The offset sequence is 271 024 2650

STEPS:

6
ADD OFFSET TO BASE CODE
Add each offset number to the base code found in the 
table, which produces the fi nal password.
If the number is greater than nine, only use the second digit.

0
CHOOSE MAC’S RECORD 
Pick Mac’s record by choosing the circuit, wins, losses, 
and number of KOs.

1 SELECT TABLE 
Select the table using Appendix A.

2
CALCULATE CHECKSUM 
Calculate the checksum by adding the individual 
numbers, then subtracting from 63.

3
IDENTIFY CELLS FROM TABLE 
Build Mac’s record by highlighting the corresponding 
cells in the table.  
Always use the biggest numbers fi rst (e.g. 51 is 40+10+1).

4
REPLACE CELLS WITH BITS 
Replace all non-highlighted cells with a 0 (false) and 
all highlighted cells with a 1 (true). Each table row will 
produce a 3-digit bit.

5 CONVERT BITS TO OFFSET 
Convert each bit to an offset number using Appendix B. 

65 Wins (40 + 20 + 4 + 1)
51 KOs (40 + 10 + 1)
44 Checksum (32 + 8 + 4)
2 Losses (2)

folloW theSe SiX StepS beloW to generate 
your oWn mtpo paSSWord. 
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GROUP 1

Checksum +16 Wins +80 Wins +40

KO +2 KO +1 Checksum +8

Checksum +4 KO +8 KO +4

GROUP 2

Wins +20 Wins +10 Checksum +2

Checksum +1 KO +80 KO +40

Wins +2 Wins +1 0

GROUP 3

0 Wins +8 Wins +4

KO +20 KO +10 Losses +2

Losses +1 Title +2 Title +1

Checksum +32 0 0

Base code: 635 791 5429
Table   A

GROUP 1

Wins +80 Wins +40 KO +2

KO +1 Checksum +8 Checksum +4

KO +8 KO +4 Wins +20

GROUP 2

Wins +10 Checksum +2 Checksum +1

KO +80 KO +40 Wins +2

Wins +1 0 0

GROUP 3

Wins +8 Wins +4 KO +20

KO +10 Losses +2 Losses +1

Title +2 Title +1 Checksum +32

Checksum +16 0 0

Base code: 635 793 1420

Table   B

GROUP 1

Checksum +32 Checksum +16 Wins +80

Wins +40 KO +2 KO +1

Checksum +8 Checksum +4 KO +8

GROUP 2

KO +4 Wins +20 Wins +10

Checksum +2 Checksum +1 KO +80

KO +40 Wins +2 Wins +1

GROUP 3

0 0 Wins +8

Wins +4 KO +20 KO +10

Losses +2 Losses +1 Title +2

Title +1 0 0

Table   C
Base code: 635 790 7428

TITLE   LOSSES   TABLE

Minor 0 A

Minor 1 B

Minor 2 C

Major 0 B

Major 1 C

Major 2 A

World 0 C

World 1 A

World 2 B

Which table to use?
appendix   a

BIT   OFFSET

000 0

001 1

010 2

011 3

100 4

101 5

110 6

111 7

Bits to offset numbers
appendix   b

did yOu knOw?

“Dear Lord, please give 
me the cheat codes for 
Mike Tyson’s Punch Out!!. 
I have been stuck on Bald 
Bull for four years. I tried 
Left, Left, Up, B, Dodge, 
Uppercut, but he still 
knocks me out. 

And you know, they say 
you’re supposed to go 
Right, B, Up, Dodge, Left, 
Upperc...whoa, listen to 
me, telling you how to 
play the game.” 

— Peter Griffi n, Family Guy

I have been stuck on Bald 

did yOu knOw?

Holding up increments 
the value of certain RAM 
addresses used to 
calculate events such as 
stamina refi lls and ‘random’ 
stars. 

It is believed this was an 
intentional decision by the 
programmers to associate 
up with aggressive and 
down with passive behavior.

stamina refi lls and ‘random’ 
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PASSWORD DESCRIPTION

AAPLLL Similar to SAPLLL with a few changes (Tyson can 
be KO’ed in first round)

AAVEAOTP Always able to throw star uppercuts

AAVETLGA Normal punches do more damage

AAVETLGE Knock down opponents with one punch (not all 
punches or against King Hippo)

AGIONS Mac appears in white at start of round (glitches 
until end of round after knockdown)

AGUELIGA Random high stamina refreshing

ALNEVPEY Never lose stars

ALNEYAEI Opponents always miss

ALVAYPEY Always able to throw star uppercuts

ANAZON Blank screen (game can be heard and played)

ANIELT No timer and sound issues

ANZAST “The Little Macs!” (extra Mac sprite)

AOIONS “Another different TKO code” †

APGENP More stars

APIONS Similar to AGIONS

ATEALIXZ Infinite stamina

ATOEXESA 
SXKAYKSE

Opponents start with no stamina

AXIONS “The TKO code!! After knocking down an 
opponent wait a while for Mario’s twin to 
announce the TKO victory”

EANALL “Phantom Punch Knockdown” (sprite issues, 
invisible instant knockdown punch)

EATEAT “Tyson absolutely chewed up the game!” 
(opponent sprite issues)

ESTATE Mac and Mario sprite issues

EXSELL One punch knockdown (not all boxers)

GIGEEE Mac's stamina appears to be full

GKAUTO Similar to KOAUTO except opponents do not 
change color and Glass Joe says all quotes 
between rounds

GTTZZZ “Instagram” (washed out arcade-style colors)

GZKETGST Infinite hearts

INUAIZSY Opponents can't block punches

IOUSSS Opponents get back up with slightly less stamina

IPAKIN Sound issues

ITPAYY Point and opponent sprite issues

KGLOSS Freezes when Mario says “Fight”

KKOUTO Glass Joe, Great Tiger and Mike Tyson will 
frequently dodge attacks

KOAEEA Mac’s stamina appears to be low

KOAUTO Stars, heart and timer issues. Different opponent 
colors and easier KOs. Mac regains hearts 
slowly and cannot get up after a knockdown. No 
messages between rounds. King Hippo is virtually 
unbeatable!

KOOLYO Opponents never attack (can’t beat Hippo)

KOOUTO Different opponent patterns and fast timer

KUZEAK Win by decision without fighting

KVKAAGLA Replenishes stamina between rounds

KYLOSS Freezes when Mario says “Fight”

LASAEPAA Start each round with 3 stars

LAYZEY Mixed green and white Mario colors

NAPANA Both boxers start with no stamina, opponent 
sprite issues, very short round

NAYZEY Similar to LAYZEY however Mario wears a white 
streaked hat

NOTAIS Mac and Mario issues, opponent doesn’t get up 
after being knocked down but round continues 
(not all boxers)

OAPLLL “Similar to the SAPLLL code with some 
differences and Tyson can be KO’d in the 3rd 
round.” †

OGTZZZ Green tint

OKLOSS “KO mode!” (after knocking down an opponent 
Mario will start the count, then when the 
opponent is getting up another Mario will enter 
and continue the count up to 10 for a KO. If Mario 
freezes, reset and try again)

OKPGOK Graphics and opponent sprite issues, easy 
opponent KO, freezes after Glass Joe

OLTZZZ Purple tint

OSTILL “The Illusion Fighters” / “Enter the Dragon Mirror 
Fight” (opponent sprite split horizontally)

OXOULU “Ultimate KO mode!” (KO after first knockdown)

OZLOSS “Always lose by controversial KO without 
fighting!” †

PAXEUPAE Hearts stay at 99

PGAAPG “Maximum Point Outburst” (certain punches loop 
for very high scores, may infinite loop)

PGAAPS Only Mac's stamina runs down, round ends when 
opponent attacks

PGTZZZ Green tint

miscellaneous  // game  genie

a cartridge attachment deSigned by codemaSterS that modifieS 
game data alloWing the player to make gameS eaSier or acceSS 
unuSed content. a Single game genie could Support 3 codeS at 
once but it iS poSSible to connect tWo game genieS together to 
enter up to 6 codeS (required for Starting at certain fighterS). 
moSt neS emulatorS have game genie Support that  
alloWS more than the original 3-6 code limit.  
the action replay, code breaker and gameShark  
are the Spiritual SucceSSorS for later  
generation conSoleS.

† Unverified
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PILONS “Longer pause between round starts and after 
knockdowns” †

POPEZY Super fast rounds

PPNZGGAA Fight against the demo version of Bald Bull. Use 
in conjunction with IEUPEZAE and PEUPSXSY 
to stop the game from quitting after 2 minutes 
(requires NES hard restart)

PTTZZZ Game Boy colors

PXPXPX “Removes opening Mike Tyson screen” †

SAGEYN Never ending round

SAPLLL “Many opponents such as Great Tiger stay down 
for the count after being knocked down. Others 
such as Glass Joe get up with more energy and 
opponents like Tyson get up with less energy.” †

SAYZEY Similar to LAYZEY however Mario wears a white 
hat

SIZEKO Round ends when one of Mac’s jabs is blocked

SIZZLE Crowd cheers then game freezes

SNAKEO Opponent sprite issues (vertical)

STAYZK Music is slowed and altered

STNAAUIV Stunned punches do less damage

STNAPUIV Stunned punches do more damage

STNAPUIV Stunned punches do less damage

STTZZZ Gray tint

SXOEYNVV Infi nite time

SZSEZPAX No stamina refresh for opponents

SZVAAOIV Take less damage

SZVALPAX Take even less damage

TATALL Match-up screen issues, Mario count always 1, 
quick Mac victory celebration

TAYEIT Changes rounds, freezes timer, Tyson's punches 
are weaker

TONILL “Too close for comfort” (opponent sprite appears 
close to Mac)

TYOULU No TKO against most opponents

TZLOSS* “Instant controversial TKO code!”

UKKAIKVO
XEKATGLA

Opponents return with full stamina after 
knockdown †

UZLOSS “Instant loss!” †

YATZEY “Mike Tyson’s Black-Out!!” (black background and 
mostly black sprites and animations)

YOZEAK Win by decision without fi ghting

YZLOSS “Instant win!” †

ZAPEEE Mac starts with no stamina, opponent sprite 
issues

ZAPLLL “Similar to the SAPLLL code, however some 
opponents get up with no energy and Tyson can 
be KO’d in the 2nd round.” †

OZNXZGSE

ZANXLGPA

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Von Kaiser

OZNXZGSE

PANXLGPA

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Piston Honda 1

OZNXZGSE

LANXLGPA

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Don Flamenco 1

OZNXZGSE

GANXLGPA

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at King Hippo

OZNXZGSE

IANXLGPA

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Great Tiger

OZNXZGSE

TANXLGPA

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Bald Bull 1

OZNXZGSE

YANXLGPA

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Piston Honda 2

OZNXZGSE

AANXLGPE

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Soda Popinski

OZNXZGSE

PANXLGPE

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Bald Bull 2

OZNXZGSE

ZANXLGPE

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Don Flamenco 2

OZNXZGSE

GANXLGPE

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Super Macho Man

OZNXZGSE

LANXLGPE

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Mr. Sandman

OZNXZGSE

IANXLGPE

SANXGKOZ

PANXIGEA

Start at Mike Tyson

did yOu knOw?

Tyson from MTPO appears 
as a boss in I Wanna Be 
The Guy: The Movie: The 
Game, a freeware indie 
retro 2D platformer best 
known for its notorious 
diffi culty, unorthodox level 
design and assets from 
many other games. 

 appears 

diffi culty, unorthodox level 

† Unverifi ed
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miscellaneous  // records

sPeed / scOre recOrds (as OF PuBlishinG)

RedTom’s Record Shrine Twin Galaxies TASVideos 

TAS (AD 2010)

SDA

Best Times 

SDA

Segmented (AC) High Score

MTPO (PAL) PO (PAL) MTPO (NTSC) PO (NTSC) MTPO (NTSC) MTPO (NTSC) MTPO (NTSC) MTPO (NTSC) MTPO (NTSC)

Glass Joe 0:42.00 (TR 2002) 0:41.97 (TR/MT 2011) 0:42.00 (2002) 0:42.00 (2003) 0:42.00 (many) 0:42.00 00:42.00 (AC 2010) 00:42.00 16,150 (AC 2012)

Von Kaiser 0:35.97 (TR 2003) 0:35.97 (TR 2003) 0:35.97 (MT 2005) 0:36.82 (AD 2005) 0:35.97 (MG 2011) 0:35.97 00:36.61 (AC 2010) 00:37.82 11,830 (JC 2009)

Piston Honda 1 0:42.00 (TR 2003) 0:44.82 (TR 2003) 0:42.97 (MT 2005) 0:43.97 (AD 2005) 0:52.97 (BP 2010) 0:40.25 00:43.82 (AC 2010) 00:47.25 19,210 (JC 2009)

Don Flamenco 1 0:14.61 (KE 2010) 0:14.97 (Multiple) 0:11.97 (MG 2011) 0:14.97 00:14.97 (AC 2010) 00:15.00 19,120 (AC 2012)

King Hippo 0:44.99 (TR 2002) 0:40.82 (TR 2002) 0:37.61 (MT 2004) 0:37.97 (CV 2003) 0:37.61 (MG 2011) 0:37.61 00:37.61 (AD 2010) 00:41.82 1,540 (AC 2012)

Great Tiger 0:55.82 (KE 2010) 0:53.00 (TR 2002) 0:47.48 (MT 2008) 0:48.48 (JW 2004) 0:47.48 (MG 2011) 0:47.48 00:47.99 (AC 2010) 00:48.61 22,120 (JC 2009)

Bald Bull 1 0:59.25 (TR 2002) 1:30.61 (TR 2002) 0:57.99 (MT 2008) 0:59.82 (JW 2004) 1:37.97 (BS 2005) 0:57.82 01:01.97 (AC 2010) 01:12.61 23,870 (JC 2009)

Piston Honda 2 0:51.25 (TR 2004) 0:57.61 (TR 2002) 0:50.97 (MT 2005) 0:54.25 (AD 2005) 0:59.82 (BP 2010) 0:50.25 00:52.48 (AC 2010) 00:58.97 16,490 (AC 2012)

Soda Popinski 0:51.61 (TR 2003) 0:57.48 (TR 2003) 0:46.48 (MT 2009) 0:53.97 (BP 2010) 0:45.25 00:50.25 (AC 2011) 00:56.97 14,400 (JC 2009)

Bald Bull 2 1:35.25 (TR 2002) 1:41.82 (TR 2002) 1:21.82 (MT 2009) 1:30.48 (AD 2005) 1:37.97 (AF 2010) 1:08.97 01:25.97 (AC 2011) 01:29.97 16,270 (JC 2009)

Don Flamenco 2 1:26.25 (TR 2003) 1:39.97 (KE 2010) 1:23.97 (MT 2011) 1:40.97 (JW 2003) 1:23.97 (MG 2011) 0:58.00 01:26.48 (AC 2011) 01:56.48 13,510 (JC 2009)

Mr. Sandman 2:29.99 (TR 2002) 2:14.97 (MG 2011) 2:19.48 (MT 2011) 2:39.25 (JW 2003) 2:18.82 (MG 2011) 2:18.00 02:20.00 (AC 2010) 02:24.61 10,530 (JC 2009)

Super Macho Man 1:09.25 (TR 2003) 1:13.25 (KE 2010) 0:48.82 (MT 2007) 1:04.00 (JW 2004) 2:15.48 (ES 2009) 0:45.25 0:50.97 (AC 2010) 01:10.82 18,040 (AC 2012)

Mike Tyson/Mr. Dream 2:55.xx (TR 2003) 2:53.99 (TR 2002) 2:13.xx (MT 2009) 2:23.xx (JS 2004) 2:35.xx (DT 2003) 1:58.xx 02:19.xx (AC 2011) 02:29.xx 14,700 (AC 2012)

clOck stOP Glitch recOrds

MTPO (PAL) MTPO (NTSC) PO (NTSC)

Don Flamenco 1 0:10.61 (RT 2004) 11.97 (MT 2004)

Soda Popinski 31.97 (MT 2009) 0:33.25 (AD 2005)

Don Flamenco 2 46.48 (MT 2007)

Super Macho Man 35.97 (MT 2007)

reGular circuit recOrds (mtPO ntsc)

INITIALS YEAR REAL TIME IN-GAME TIME SCORE

AC (Single Segment, SDA) 2010 18:59 17:06

AC (Segmented, SDA) 2010 16.31.72

AD (Tool Assisted Speedrun) 2011 17:47.71

AJF (Twin Galaxies) 2011 165,340

MT 2008 18:49 16:59

NM (Twin Galaxies) 2006 36:43.71

Player initials

INITIALS PLAYER

AC Anil ‘Sinister1’ Chirayath

AD Andrés ‘Adelikat’ Delikat

AJF Andrew J Fisher

AF Andre Furrer

BP Brian Picchi

BS Brian Sulpher

CV Chrome Virus

DT Daniel Teixeira

ES Erik Schonewille

JC Joel ‘Collegejew629’ Cohen

JS ‘JediSamurai’

KE Kristian Emanuelsen

MG Michael Girard

MT Matt Turk

NM Nik Meeks

TR Tom ‘RedTom’ Roth
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miscellaneous  // regions

Multiple Twin Galaxies record 
holder, Michael Girard, was 
suspected of cheating and 
subsequently challenged by Matt 
Turk and Anil Chirayath. 

The submitted Mr. Sandman time 
of 2:18.97 could not be suffi ciently 
proven and resulted in all his times 
being removed from Twin Galaxies. 
The submitted record by Michael 
Girard was performed using a PAL 
cartridge on an NTSC console, but 
submitted as an NTSC record. 

The PAL version runs 10Hz slower 
resulting in timing differences 
where Mac punches slightly faster 
allowing him to intercept Sandman’s 
punches, which is impossible on 
the NTSC version. This leads to a 
faster time.

Developed for the NES to address 
the counterfeit software issues of 
the Japanese Famicom, the lockout 
chip was to prevent unlicensed 
companies from distributing 
games and stop the copying 
of imported titles. 

Licensed companies could buy 
lockout chips for their cartridges 
for around $9 per chip. Some 
companies managed to bypass the 
lockout and produce unlicensed 
games, including Tengen who 
were ruled as having infringed on 
Nintendo’s copyright. Macronix 
Inc. fi led U.S. patent 5,004,232, 
which details a method for getting 
around the lockout. During the life 
of the NES, Nintendo periodically 
modifi ed the console causing some 
unlicensed games to stop working.  

pal runS at 50hZ While ntSc runS at 60hZ. 
a 10 frame WindoW iS roughly 1/5 of Second 
on pal and a 1/6 of a Second on ntSc. the 
famicom and ntSc verSionS of mtpo both 
run at 60hZ and behave the Same Way.

Identical chips are fi tted to the 
console and inside every game 
cartridge. Pin 4 dictates whether 
the chip functions as either a 
‘lock’ (console) or ‘key’ (cartridge). 
The lockout chip is in fact a 4-bit 
microprocessor with its own internal 
ROM and RAM. The program in the 
ROM is called 10NES.

When switching on the NES, the 
CPU and PPU are held in a reset 
state. The two lockout chips then 
talk to each other and if identical, 
the communication matches and 
the lockout chip releases the reset 
state on the console allowing 
the game to start. If a lock is 
present and does not match, the 
lockout chip causes the console 
to repeatedly reset. If there is no 
lock (both chips may be keys) the 
lockout chip does not reset 
the console. 

The console lockout chip can be 
disabled by modifying the console 
and disconnecting pin 4 from the 
motherboard. This will allow the 
NTSC and PAL versions of MTPO 
and PO to all be played on a 
single console.

PAL games running on NTSC 
consoles behave as if overclocked.

Glass JOe 

Speedy counters can occur on both PO and MTPO 
(NTSC) as well as PO (PAL). The clock can be 
stopped without the use of speedy punches. Speedy 
punches and the Clock Stop Glitch cannot be used 
at all on MTPO (PAL).

Timing differences allow rapid punches and a slightly 
faster KO time of 41.97! 

kinG hiPPO

The maximum number of punches Mac can 
perform after intercepting an overhead jab is 8 for 
PAL compared to 9 for NTSC. This results in an 
additional jab required for a PAL knockdown and 
subsequent slower speed record.

Great tiGer

On MTPO (PAL) the gem fl ash occurs at different 
times so strategies like the Turban Tantrum and 
Tiger’s Turmoil cannot work. 

dOn FlamencO 1 and 2

In MTPO (NTSC) the Clock Stop Glitch can occur 
earlier if Mac throws a speedy counterjab after 
dodging the Deep Right Cross, which he will block 
to stop the clock. The clock can also be stopped 
in the PO (NTSC) version, but only by using the 
Goldilocks counter and not the blocked jab. This 
is one of the only major differences, other than Mr. 
Dream replacing Tyson, between the NTSC versions 
of the game and possibly represents an attempt by 
the programmers to fi x the Clock Stop ‘bug’. 

sOda POPinski

On NTSC he will take 2 unstunned uppercuts 
before dodging the rest — unless Mac has 3 stars 
in reserve at which point he will take 3 more star 
uppercuts and the cycle repeats. In the PO (PAL) 
version he will accept all uppercuts and 
never dodges. 

mr. sandman

This character might have the most differences 
between the versions. The Extended Wacky Waker is 
shortened to 14+1 punches for MTPO (PAL). For PO 
(PAL) it does not require perfect quick dodging and 
can even be done with regular dodging. 

On PAL if Mac throws a body blow at Sandman 
he will try to retaliate with a jab of his own, which 
can be intercepted with a jab or body blow (right 
body blow does the most damage) due to Mac’s 
increased speed. In both NTSC versions Mac will be 
punched during the intercept and even if the punch 
lands, will cause no damage (observed in the Midget 
Sandman Glitch).

suPer machO man

The Dizzy Destroyer does not work on PAL as he will 
block the jab, but can still be guttered. Maximum 
damage uppercuts (as he lowers guard for 19 
damage) do not work for PAL versions either. 

For NTSC he will take 2 unstunned uppercuts before 
dodging all others (excluding the Spin Sucker) until 
Mac has 3 stars in reserve at which point he will 
take 3 more star uppercuts and the cycle repeats. 
In the PO (PAL) version he will accept all uppercuts 
and never dodges. 

PistOn hOnda 2

The Dizzy Destroyer does not work on PAL version. He 
will block the jab, but can still be guttered. 

He has since resubmitted scores 
but there is still contention over the 
times and a good possibility that 
these too will be challenged. 

The Twin Galaxies record for Don 
Flamenco 1 is faster than the best 
TAS time because the Clock Stop 
Glitch is allowed provided the clock 
is restarted within 5 seconds! This 
appears to be an arbitrary decision 
by the lone referee.

High scores by Jack Wedge are not 
included because they are unverifi ed 
and contain errors.character diFFerences

PAL Vs NTSC
cOntrOVersy 

nes lOckOut chiP
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miscellaneous  // glitches  &  hacks

sOda crOuch Glitch

Be in a blocking position when Soda does an uppercut and he will freeze for a few seconds making him susceptible 
to a body blow. An unstunned uppercut after freezing Soda will result in an instant knockdown. 

unused dOdGe hack

Using the Game Genie code KKOUTO, it’s possible to see Glass Joe, Great Tiger and Mike Tyson dodge punches. 
The AI of the game prohibits Glass Joe and Great Tiger from ever dodging an attack, while Tyson rarely dodges.

mr. sandman decisiOn

By manipulating the score required to win by decision using an emulator, it causes a graphical glitch.

midGet sandman

Body blow Mr. Sandman just as Mac is knocked down to cause his sprite to compress to about half the height. 
His sprite returns to normal once Mac gets back up. If both fighters have no energy and punch at exactly the same 
time, Mac will be knocked down while his opponent takes no damage.

Caused by the RAM address for Sandman’s height (address $0080) changing from 10 to 8 when he is punched and 
not restored until the fight resumes.

Great tiGer 10 cOunt hack

Using a hex editor to change offset x540F from 94 to 93, Great Tiger will rise on the 10 count because he cannot 
normally be KO’ed.

kinG hiPPO decisiOn

By manipulating the score required to win by decision using an emulator.
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clOck stOP (cs) Glitch

The clock can be stopped against certain opponents who can be rapid punched followed by a delayed punch for 
a star — or blocked body blow followed by a blocked jab. Rapid punches temporarily stop the clock and a late 
punch bypasses the re-initialization of the clock. This glitch was fixed for the release of PO.

The clock is restarted when throwing multiple punches, a star uppercut, or knockdown. To keep the clock stopped, 
only single late punches and gutters should be used — this is referred to as the Rules of Engagement.

Great tiGer kO

It takes 7 knockdowns to get a KO on Great Tiger, resulting in a round 3 TKO (a TKO has preference over a KO). 
Tiger returns after the 6th knockdown with 8 stamina — his trigger for the next knockdown to be a KO. Using an 
emulator to manipulate his return stamina to 8 after the 5th knockdown (instead of 6th) the subsequent knockdown 
results in a KO. Alternatively using game genie codes to disable the TKO rule (TYOULU) and stop the clock 
(SUSETNSO), a KO occurs after the 7th knockdown.

Bald Bull 1 kO

Using Game Genie codes to disable the TKO rule (TYOULU) and stop the clock (SUSETNSO), a KO occurs after the 
12th knockdown. After the 7th knockdown he requires a star to knock him down — just like Bald Bull 2. 

demO Bald Bull

The demo shows Mac fighting Bald Bull — except Mac has 99 hearts instead of 15, fights on the dark blue canvas 
of the Minor Circuit, and Bull uses a different fighting pattern. 

Game Genie codes can be used to fight against the demo version (PPNZGGAA) with additional codes (IEUPEZAE 
and PEUPSXSY) are required to prevent the game from ending after 2 minutes. Defeating Bull displays the Tyson 
ending. 

GhOst BOdy BlOw

Quick dodge an uppercut and counter with a very fast left body blow, which will pass through the opponent. The 
opponent’s face will react to being hit instead of the usual body blow animation.

Works on opponents who throw an uppercut (or occasional hook) which cannot be countered with a body blow. 
Tested against Tiger, Bull 1, Soda, Sandman and Tyson. 

star uPPercut kinG hiPPO

What happens if Mac actually hits King Hippo with a star? Using the game genie code LASAEPAA allows Mac 
to start with 3 stars. The star deals damage, but there is no hit animation programmed — the uppercut passes 
through Hippo.
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miscellaneous  // hacked  roms

Bald Bull’s Punch-Out

Created by Master Phred to replace every character with the Bald Bull sprite. The game froze when replacing Mike Tyson or Mr. Dream so the gold Japanese ROM was used because it ends with Super Macho Man. The hack features a 
new introduction, new ending, all characters are Bald Bull, each Bull uses a different strategy, and there is a final boss: Red Bull! Be sure to defeat the first two Bulls within 2 minutes of the first round or Mac will lose the fight!  
“Also, there is a way to get stars from Red Bull in round 1 — just think forty two...”

mike tysOn’s Bite-OFF!!

Created by Rahga, the hack features a new introduction, new ending, Kirby as referee, font changes, stars replaced by a thunderbolt and Tyson’s hook is now a bite!
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nude Punch-Out!!

Created by ExDeath, the hack features a modifi ed title and naked sprites. Bald Bull and Mr. Sandman don’t have genitals, while Soda and Super Macho Man are unmodifi ed. Some fi ghters’ original sprites reappear when they are 
punched.

Phred’s cOOl Punch-Out!!

Created by Master Phred, the hack features a new introduction, ending, opponents and text.
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miscellaneous  // hacked  roms  (cont'd)

the all new? Punch-Out!!

Created by RatedJpG in 42 days, the hack features new graphics, ring colors, text and gameplay changes. The game follows the story line of the Punch-Out!! Trailer video by Team Awesome in which Mr. Sandman’s son is the new 
WVBA champ and challenges anyone to beat him — offering a prize of 10 million rupees. King Hippo is now a promoter and in charge of Sandman’s career. Characters from Super Punch-Out!! (SNES) retain their original quotes. Also, 
be sure to check the All New Credits by inputting 106-113-0120, holding Select, and pressing B and A together!

Phred’s cOOl Punch-Out 2 turBO

Created by Master Phred, this hack sequel features increased speed for Little Mac, new opponents, text and gameplay. The order of fi ghters is different and diffi culty has been raised on some fi ghters. Master Phred is Mac’s new coach 
as Doc Louis has decided to step back in the ring. Also Mac starts each round with 2 stars and can hold a maximum of 7, Luigi replaces Mario and there is a hidden fi ght!
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miscellaneous  // captain  n:  the  game  master  // losing

An American animated television 
series that aired on television 
from 1989 to 1991 as part of the 
Saturday morning cartoon lineup on 
NBC. It had 34 episodes spanning 
over 3 seasons and incorporated 
elements from many popular 
Nintendo games of the time. 

The show’s hero, Kevin Keene, can 
be seen playing Punch-Out!! against 
King Hippo during the opening 
credits. Episode 4, ‘Videolympics’, 
is the only episode to contain 
elements from Mike Tyson’s Punch-
Out!!, by being set in the Punch-
Out!! world. Other episodes simply 
contain King Hippo who is voiced 
by Gary Chalk.

lOsinG

A single loss to Mike Tyson or 3 losses to any other opponent will result in the game over screen. 

OPPONENT 1 LOSS 2 LOSSES

Glass Joe Let’s rematch! Let’s rematch!

Von Kaiser Let’s rematch! You’ll be ranked down to #2

Piston Honda 1 You’ll be ranked down to #1 You’ll be ranked down to #1

Don Flamenco 1 Let’s rematch! Let’s rematch!

King Hippo Let’s rematch! You’ll be ranked down to #3

Great Tiger Let’s rematch! You’ll be ranked down to #2

Bald Bull 1 You’ll be ranked down to #1 You’ll be ranked down to #1

Piston Honda 2 Let’s rematch! Let’s rematch!

Soda Popinski Let’s rematch! You’ll be ranked down to #5

Bald Bull 2 Let’s rematch! You’ll be ranked down to #4

Don Flamenco 2 Let’s rematch! You’ll be ranked down to #3

Mr. Sandman Let’s rematch! You’ll be ranked down to #2

Super Macho Man You’ll be ranked down to #2 You’ll be ranked down to #2

caPtain n: 
the Game master

did yOu knOw?

The question “Who is not 
an opponent on MTPO?” 
appeared on the TV 
show Millionaire with the 
possible answers Von 
Kaiser, Super Macho Man, 
Soda Popinski or Max 
Payne. The contestant 
answered Super Macho 
Man and was eliminated
at $50,000. 

Kaiser, Super Macho Man, 
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PLATFORM Wii

YEAR 2008

CAMEO Little Mac 
 
 

caPtain rainBOw

Released exclusively in Japan, 
an action adventure game that 
involves making friends with past 
Nintendo characters by granting 
their wishes. Little Mac lives in a 
boxing ring and wishes to become 
world champion once again, but 
has been unemployed and become 
obese. The player must help Mac 
lose weight to resemble his original 
appearance — although it is 
possible for Mac to lose too much 
weight and become dangerously 
thin!

PLATFORM Wii

YEAR 2008

CAMEO Little Mac, Music 
 
 

suPer smash 
BrOs. Brawl 

The third installment in the Super 
Smash Bros. series of crossover 
fighting games, developed by an 
ad-hoc development team and 
published by Nintendo. MTPO 
sound effects can be heard as Little 
Mac attacks and music from the 
jogging scene can be heard in the 
song titled Famicom Medley. Mac is 
voiced by Hisao Egawa.

Little Mac appears as a Regular 
Trophy and an Assist Trophy who 
attacks by dealing two straight 
punches and an uppercut. The 
trophy reads “A lightweight 
scrapper from the Bronx. After 
meeting with a former boxing great 
named Doc Louis who fell from 
glory, Mac takes Doc on as his 
coach, and together the pair try for 
the championship belt in the WVBA. 
Little Mac works his way up the 
ranks of the WVBA, taking out foes 
several times his size. By landing 
multiple blows, Little Mac gains a 
[star] uppercut.” 

PLATFORM Wii

YEAR 2006

CAMEO Little Mac, 
Referee Mario, 
Glass Joe, Von 
Kaiser, Bald Bull

wariOware: 
smOOth mOVes

The fifth game in the WarioWare 
series of party games, built 
around a collection of microgames 
(approximately 5 seconds each) in 
rapid succession. The microgames 
are divided into several stages 
loosely connected by a story. Little 
Mac appears in the microgame, 
Punch-Out!!, where the player 
assumes the role of Mario and must 
count out 3 boxers (Glass Joe, Von 
Kaiser then Bald Bull) knocked out 
by Little Mac. 

PLATFORM GameCube

YEAR 2005

CAMEO Super Punch-
Out!! (SNES), Little 
Mac 

FiGht niGht 
rOund 2

The sequel to Fight Night 2004 and 
the only in the series to be released 
on GameCube, which contains a 
playable version of Super Punch-
Out!! (SNES) along with Little Mac 
as an unlockable character.

PLATFORM GameCube

YEAR 2001

CAMEO Punch-Out!! (NES) 
 
 

animal crOssinG

A social simulation series, 
developed and published by 
Nintendo, in which the player 
lives in a village inhabited by 
anthropomorphic animals. The 
series is notable for its open-ended 
gameplay and extensive use of 
an internal clock and calendar to 
simulate the real passage of time.

A total of 20 NES titles are available 
to be played in their original format 
within the game. 10 games are 
obtainable by playing the game 
(Balloon Fight, Clu Clu Land, 
Donkey Kong, Donkey Kong Jr. 
Math, Excite Bike, Golf, Pinball, 
Tennis, Wario’s Woods and 
Baseball), 5 via codes released 
by Nintendo of Europe (Soccer, 
Donkey Kong Jr., Donkey Kong 3, 
Clu Clu Land D and Punch-Out!!), 
4 so-called ‘forbidden four’ games 
unobtainable without an Action 
Replay (Mario Bros., Ice Climber, 
Super Mario Bros. and The Legend 
of Zelda) and 1 fake NES game 
obtainable on April Fool’s Day 
(Super Tortimer).
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miscellaneous  // homages  &  copycats

mike tysOn: main eVent

This free app by Rock Software for the iPhone or iPad plays almost identically to the original — except for in-game currency (used to buy Power Punches), leaderboards and achievements.

siemens sl45i

A port for the Siemens SL45I phone, it features 4 different attacks, guarding, dodging, 2 special attacks and 3 opponents. Requires 57kB of free memory!

wariOware: d.i.y.

“Make the champ cry and win the title!” Funky Boxing, a downloadable Big Name Game microgame is a homage of Punch-Out!! made by Chris Slate, editor of Nintendo Power magazine. 

To win the player must tap the screen and punch the opponent’s face 3 times. The audience is comprised of Nintendo Power staff members.
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GeOrGe FOreman’s kO BOXinG

Released in 1992 by Acclaim, the player must defeat generic boxers in order to take on George Foreman in a 12-round match. The game features knockout instant replays, various camera angles and in-game advertising.

“You’re ‘Big George’ Foreman - the people’s champion - and you’ve got an appetite for big action that only KO boxing can satisfy. It’s a full menu of hard-hitting, real-ring action! Take on a roster of heavyweight contenders as you go for 
the World Championship. Rock your opponents with stinging left-right combos and pound your way to the title with a spectacular ‘Big George’ Super Punch, while the computer tracks the action. George Foreman’s KO Boxing puts the 
power of the greatest knockout artist in your hands!”

PilGrim’s Punch-Out!! 

“A Game of Epic Epicness!” A retro-styled homage to Punch-Out!!, only with the cast of endearingly racist caricatures replaced by all seven of Ramona’s ex-boyfriends from the Scott Pilgrim vs. The World movie. 

The free app also featured two trailers for the movie, a movie picture gallery, a ‘look inside’ video, ComicCon information, a Facebook feature and high score table. There are three cutscenes and the Power of Love sword can be used 
as a super attack. The font used for the gameplay is Joystik.

BreakFast Brawl

Box your way through the ranks of unsatisfying breakfast! An eclectic remake of MTPO, the game plays virtually identically but with well-built, breakfast-themed characters.  
“Knock out the bad breakfast choices, and beat the bagel to become a breakfast champion.” 
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sOundtrack

While no offi cial soundtrack was ever released, an unoffi cial soundtrack is available on the internet in OGG 
format — a free, open digital music standard. The composer for all tracks is credited to Yukio Kaneoka, Akito 
Nakatsuka and Kenji Yamamoto.

TRACK TITLE LENGTH  SIZE

01 Title 0:08  114kB

02 Introduction 0:22  318kB

03 Glass Joe / Mr. Sandman 0:06  96kB

04 Round Start 0:03  60kB

05 Boxing 1:14  1.1Mb

06 Opponent Is Down 0:20  330kB

07 You Won 0:04  78kB

08 Von Kaiser / Super Macho Man 0:04  71kB

09 Title Bout!! 0:05  78kB

10 Piston Honda 0:06  115kB

11 Get Up! 0:20  335kB

12 We Have a New Champion!! 0:06  116kB

13 Training / Credits 1:03  895kB

14 Don Flamenco 0:06  109kB

15 King Hippo 0:04  72kB

16 Let’s Rematch! 0:04  86kB

17 Great Tiger / Bald Bull / Mike Tyson / Mr. Dream 0:03  63kB

18 Soda Popinski 0:06  100kB

19 New Champ! 0:09  153kB

20 The Dream Fight!! 0:04  66kB

21 Game Over 0:10  166kB

22 Great Fighting!! 1:06  933kB

nes sOund FOrmat (nsF)

A sound data fi le containing instructions for NES sound hardware, containing the entire soundtrack and 
sound effects. NSF fi les are modifi ed NES ROMs with all game code and graphics removed, leaving only the 
music engine. 

FILENAME sound-rip.nsf

SIZE 33kB

rOms

A ROM image is a computer fi le which contains a copy of the data from a chip — often a video game 
cartridge. The term is frequently used in the context of emulation, whereby older games are copied and run 
on computers using a piece of software known as an emulator. Popular NES emulators are iNES, vNES and 
FCEUX.

FILENAME SIZE DESCRIPTION

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PC10) 265kB PlayChoice-10 version

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 0) (U) 257kB NTSC version

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 0) (U) [b1] 257kB Ignore

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 1) (U) 257kB NTSC version

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 1) (U) [b1] 257kB Ignore

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 1) (U) [b2] 257kB Ignore

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 1) (U) [h1] 257kB Ignore

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 1) (U) [h2] 257kB Ignore

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (PRG 1) (U) [o1] 257kB Ignore

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (Rev 0) (E) [!] 257kB PAL version

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (Rev 1) (E) [!] 257kB PAL version

Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! (U) [b1] 257kB Ignore

Punch Out!! (U) [b1] 257kB Ignore

Punch Out!! (U) [o1] 513kB Ignore

Punch-Out!! (E) [!] 257kB PAL version

Punch-Out!! (J) 130kB Japanese gold version

Punch-Out!! (U) 257kB NTSC version

Punch-Out!! (U) [o1] 257kB Ignore

Bald Bull’s Punch-Out!! 257kB Hack

Mike Tyson’s Bite Off (Hack) 257kB Hack

Nude Punch-Out!! 257kB Hack

Phred’s Cool Punch-Out 2 Turbo 257kB Hack

Phred’s Cool Punch-Out!! 257kB Hack

Punch Out!! Kirby (Hack) 257kB Hack

The All New Punch-Out!! 257kB Hack

Mike Tyson’s Intergalactic Power Punch (U) (Proto) [b] 385kB Prototype

rOm laBels eXPlained

KEY DESCRIPTION

[a] To fi x bugs or to eliminate compatibility with Game Genie or Action Replay codes

(PRG #) Same as [a] but more likely to use the publisher’s offi cial version numbering

(U) USA and English Canadian

[b#] Bad dump (incomplete or corrupted)

[h#] Hack (new introduction, cheats, region free, graphic changes or total conversion)

[o#] Overdump (contains repeated data that should be discarded)

(E) Europe

[!] Verifi ed good dump (exact copy of the cartridge with no modifi cations)

(Rev #) Revision by publisher

(J) Japan
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recOrded mOVies

Used by the FCEUX NES emulator to record and playback movies, since replaced by the new and improved FM2 format. Another popular recording format is NSM, which can be played with the NESticle emulator.

FILENAME adelikatv4-miketysonspunchout.fm2

SIZE 941kB

DESCRIPTION NES MTPO (USA PRG1) in 17:47.71 by Adelikat. TAS that does not use the Clock Stop Glitch. 

FILENAME adelikatv3-punchout-cs.fm2

SIZE 1,020kB

DESCRIPTION NES MTPO in 19:17.96 by Adelikat. TAS that uses the Clock Stop Glitch.

m.u.G.e.n

A freeware 2D fi ghting game engine designed by Elecbyte. Released in 1999 it allows anyone to create characters and background stages similar to commercial games. Offi cially, Elecbyte claims to have forgotten what the 
acronym M.U.G.E.N stood for, but the documentation states that its meaning referred to the days when the engine was meant to emulate shooting games as opposed to fi ghting games. The meaning of mugen in Japanese is 
unlimited.

NAME Mike Tyson

AUTHOR fhqwhgads7

SIZE 3,789kB

FILENAME MikeTyson_IWBTG

DESCRIPTION Based upon the boss in the game I Wanna Be The Guy: The Movie: The Game, 
fi ghting automatically takes place on his stage. Much larger than a normal character, 
his attacks interact with the bricks in the stage. He can be attacked with projectiles 
and must be stunned and knocked down 3 times.

NAME Little Mac

AUTHOR Da Hoax

SIZE 929kB

FILENAME mac

DESCRIPTION An experimental character.

NAME Mike Tyson

AUTHOR Bane84

SIZE 447kB

FILENAME miketyson

DESCRIPTION Based on the character from MTPO, fi ghting automatically takes place on his stage. 
He must be hit above the waist and is immune to throws and projectiles, but still 
retains an instant KO uppercut.
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Think  you  are  a 
Punch-Out!!  champion?
 Try  these  challenges  on  for  size!

ABOVE THE BELT

Diffi culty: 1

Defeat King Hippo 
without body blows

1

CAN’T STOP THIS

Diffi culty: 1

Perform the Clock 
Stop Glitch

2

BIG IN JAPAN

Diffi culty: 3

Finish Punch-Out!! (Special)
3

THE SANDMAN

Diffi culty: 4

Finish The All New 
Punch-Out!!

5

BARBERS DON’T QUIT

Diffi culty: 4

Finish Bald Bull’s 
Punch-Out!!

6
LIKE DONKEY KONG

Diffi culty: 4

Finish Phred’s Cool 
Punch-Out 2 Turbo

7

LIGHTWEIGHT

Diffi culty: 4

Finish the game with 12 
winning decisions

4

BELOW THE BELT

Diffi culty: 5

Perform the Midget 
Sandman Glitch

8
IN ANOTHER CASTLE

Diffi culty: 5

Finish the Another 
World Circuit

9
ALIEN POWER PUNCH

Diffi culty: 5

Finish Mike Tyson’s Intergalactic 
Power Punch

10

miscellaneous  // ACHIEVEMENTS
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BUSTER DOUGLAS

Diffi culty: 6

Finish the game

11

ROCKY MARCIANO

Diffi culty: 7

Finish the game with 
a 14-0 record

12

ZEE UPPERCUT!

Diffi culty: 7

Finish the game without star 
uppercuts

13

FINGER SPEED

Diffi culty: 8

Finish the game in 
under 25 minutes

14

TRUE FINGER 
SPEED

Diffi culty: 10

Finish the game in 
under 20 minutes

15

SUPER BLACK-OUT!!

Diffi culty: 10

Finish Mike Tyson’s 
Black-Out (Game Genie)

16

UNTOUCHABLE

Diffi culty: 10

Defeat every opponent in the fi rst 
round without taking damage

17

IT’S OVER 9000!

Diffi culty: 10

Finish the game with 
over 200,000 points

18
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TITLE NES Commercial

AUTHOR Nintendo 

DURATION 0:26

DESCRIPTION Official 1987 TV commercial for the United States version of MTPO.

miscellaneous  // videoS

TITLE Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!! segment run in 16:31.72 

AUTHOR sinister1

DURATION 21:30

DESCRIPTION “This game has long deserved a place on SDA. It is one of the greatest NES games of all 
time, but also one of the most difficult to speed run. I remember when I first visited the 
SDA site I looked for this game immediately and was disappointed to not see it. I am very 
happy to have filled this void and hope this run encourages more people to make attempts 
at this game whether they be single segment, individual level, or segmented. PS: There is 
a bonus audio commentary on track 2 of the video.”

TITLE TAS: NES Punch-Out!!, Mike Tyson’s (USA PRG1) in 17:52.4

AUTHOR Phil & Genisto 

DURATION 19:16

DESCRIPTION Original Tool-Assisted Speedrun (TAS) video.

“The objective is not to beat your opponent... but to humiliate him by winning as fast as 
possible.”

TITLE Famicom Commercial

AUTHOR Nintendo 

DURATION 0:29

DESCRIPTION Official 1987 TV commercial for the Japanese version of MTPO.

TITLE Mike Tyson’s Punchout in 17:47 by adelikat

AUTHOR adelikat 

DURATION 19:11

DESCRIPTION “This is an improvement to my previous TAS that does not use the clock stopping glitch. It 
improves Soda Popinski to 45.25 (was 45.67) and Don II to 58.00 (from 58.61).”

TITLE Mr. Sandman World Record

AUTHOR MKWizardMikeGirard 

DURATION 2:09

DESCRIPTION “World record time on Mr. Sandman with a time of 2:14.97. This was played on an NTSC 
NES with a PAL Punch-Out!! cartridge.”
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TITLE Punch-Out!! “Boxer Evolution” video

AUTHOR 1UP.com

DURATION 3:44

DESCRIPTION “See Little Mac and some of his greatest foes from the very beginning. In this Punch-
Out!! Evolution video you will see Glass Joe, Gabby Jay, Great Tiger, Bear Hugger, Vodka 
Drunkenski, Soda Popinski, Bald Bull, Super Macho Man, and Mr. Sandman.”

TITLE Mike Tyson’s Punch Out Walkthrough Showcase

AUTHOR Kingdom Carts 

DURATION 6:30

DESCRIPTION “This is just a showcase of a 19 PART WALKTHROUGH — most of these strategies are 
explained in great detail in the first stages of this tutorial.”

TITLE Punch Out!! Decisions, Decisions: Glass Joe

AUTHOR Collegejew629  

DURATION 5:33

DESCRIPTION “Welcome to my new Punch Out collection! In this series I want to do two things. 1) win 
every fight by decision (or lose if I can’t win by decision), and 2) Show how many times 
Mac can get knocked down before not being able to get up at all. Against Joe, Mac can 
fall 3 times before not being able to get up.”

TITLE Punch Out!! - Series Evolution 

AUTHOR GameTrailers

DURATION 3:51

DESCRIPTION “From eight-bit TKOs to the Wii-tastic future!”

TITLE Mike Tyson’s Punch Out Walkthrough

AUTHOR Kingdom Carts

DURATION 1:38:59

DESCRIPTION “I’m redoing the Punch Out series. I'll bother with the descriptions when I'm finished.”

TITLE Punch Out: Decisions, Decisions: Von Kaiser 

AUTHOR Collegejew629  

DURATION 4:58

DESCRIPTION “You can get knocked down 3 cumulative times before being unable to get up. You will 
NEVER believe what he can do.”
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TITLE Japan Relief Done Quick! - Punch Out !

AUTHOR Nuage13

DURATION 23:53

DESCRIPTION “Speedrun Marathon 2011. Special Japan Welcome to Japan Relief Done Quick! Thanks 
for watching.”

miscellaneous  // videoS  (cont'd)  

TITLE Mike Tyson’s PUNCH-OUT!! (NES) — Tyson KO’d in the dark!

AUTHOR Daniel T 

DURATION 8:23

DESCRIPTION “Mike Tyson gets beaten in the dark. Performed by Daniel T (aka DTysonator) on a real 
NES home console, recorded on VHS, and digitally produced by ‘cyriades’. The black out 
effect is made by Daniel T’s own Game Genie code creation, YATZEY.”

TITLE The All New? Punch-Out!! Trailer (A new ROM hack!)

AUTHOR RatedJpG

DURATION 3:36

DESCRIPTION “Inspired by Team Awesome’s Punch-Out!! Trailer, I created this ‘new’ Punch-Out!! ROM 
for NES emulators. A patch should be out by mid-January so stay tuned! Please don’t 
forget to post your comments and let me know what you think...   :D.”

TITLE Awesome Games Done Quick — Mike Tyson’s Punch out!! (22:45)

AUTHOR Speed Demos Archive 

DURATION 22:45

DESCRIPTION “From SDA’s 2nd Annual Speed run marathon, this time titled Awesome Games Done 
Quick. Where over $52,000 was raised for preventcancer.org. Taking place over 4 days 
and running over 100 games. The cause was noble and the runs were awesome! Played 
by Sinister1.”

TITLE Bald Bull’s Punch-Out!!

AUTHOR HexidecimalBeefTrogg

DURATION 23:35

DESCRIPTION “Bald Bull’s Punch-Out!! An all new rom hack created by Master Phred. This is recorded 
from version 1.0 of Bald Bull’s Punch-Out!!. A patch for version 2.0 is available for 
download at http://punchout.masterphred.com as well as my Phred’s Cool Punch-Out!! 
rom hack.”

TITLE The All New? Punch Out!! ROM hack

AUTHOR KingdomCarts 

DURATION 17:57

DESCRIPTION “This is a showcase of ‘The All New? Punch Out!! — The Sandman’ hack by RatedJpG. 
To display the hack, I have used Andrès Delikat’s (Adelikat) tool-assisted speedrun (TAS) 
for the game. Enjoy the inhuman reflexes of the slow-downs, save-states, re-records, and 
frame-by-frame-advancements that only an emulator could provide.” 
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TITLE The All New? Punch-Out!! Trailer 2

AUTHOR RatedJpG 

DURATION 1:33

DESCRIPTION “The second trailer announcing the release of the Punch-Out!! mod inspired by Team 
Awesome’s vids. The addy for the web page is case sensitive... just write it AS IT IS and 
you should get there! All comments welcome. Enjoy.”

TITLE Phred’s Cool Punchout!!! Nes Hack 

AUTHOR 123musiclover 

DURATION 19:12

DESCRIPTION Full playthrough of the NES hack.

TITLE Super Doc Louis

AUTHOR LastSteelgod

DURATION 0:20

DESCRIPTION “Doc Louis from Punch Out!! takes the old Super Mario Bros. course for a spin. He goes 
around in circles forever so I just ended it early.”

TITLE Phred’s Cool Punch-Out 2 Turbo

AUTHOR HexidecimalBeefTrogg 

DURATION 4:41

DESCRIPTION “This punchout NES rom hack is made by Master Phred. I hope to have this hack done 
soon as well as the formerly titled Major and World circuit videos posted!”

TITLE Mugen Quickie: Doc Louis and Gill glitch

AUTHOR DarkLegendVampire  

DURATION 1:27

DESCRIPTION “What happens when you pit a bike thief against a disturbing, yet powerful red and blue 
man? Watch and find out.”

TITLE MUGEN Wire Boxer Vs Mike Tyson

AUTHOR andersonkenya1

DURATION 1:31

DESCRIPTION “I played as Wire Boxer (Me) to defeat Mike Tyson, it was not very difficult, I just need to 
watch out (for the) Mike Tyson uppercut!!!”
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TITLE Interactive Punch-Out!!

AUTHOR ZackScott

DURATION 3:03

DESCRIPTION “Check out this interactive version of the classic NES Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! My friend 
Samuel outfitted a boxing dummy so that this Nintendo game can be played by punching 
the dummy.”

miscellaneous  // videoS  (cont'd)

TITLE Mike Tyson's Punch Out! on Mario Paint

AUTHOR TomBobBlender 

DURATION 2:34

DESCRIPTION “Using Mario Paint, I arranged several Punch Out!! Themes. Enjoy!”

TITLE Rump Posse does Mike Tyson's Punchout!!!

AUTHOR horsedivorce

DURATION 2:21

DESCRIPTION “This is a music video consisting of live footage of the Atlanta workout band Rump Posse! 
They do pushups, they get in shape, and most importantly, they have the sweetest riffs 
ever!!! In this video, they cover the theme song to the NES game ‘Mike Tyson’s Punchout’ 
and go insane doing it! Check out the dude hanging from the rafters!! It’s the funniest 
video I’ve seen in ages. ‘Live and die by the dream!’”

TITLE RetroKinect introduction

AUTHOR EatsTooMuchJam

DURATION 2:42

DESCRIPTION “A demonstration video of my first stab at a retro game controller powered by Kinect. I 
sped up most of it since these demos tend to be extremely boring. It’s also way funnier 
sped up — if only I had rights to Yakkity Sax, this could have been way funnier!”

TITLE NES Piano — Mike Tyson Punchout Theme

AUTHOR patrickjosephbrown 

DURATION 1:48

DESCRIPTION “Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!! theme played by ear — not perfect, but still fun.”

TITLE Tekken 6 - Casual Gameplay - Origin vs. JRuckus (2/4)

AUTHOR PureEdgeGaming 

DURATION 11:31

DESCRIPTION Little Mac skin of Steve in Tekken 6. Seen at the 9:12 mark of the video.
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TITLE A message from Von Kaiser

AUTHOR Team Awesome

DURATION 1:21

DESCRIPTION “High Five City and Team Awesome are proud to announce that the ‘Zee Uppercut’  
shirts are here! All donations proceed High 5 City.”

TITLE Mega64: Punch Out!!

AUTHOR Mega64

DURATION 2:13

DESCRIPTION “Derek reprises his role as Doc in the world of Punch Out, only to find little interest in his 
advice... or his chocolate. (Debuted at PAX 2009).”

TITLE Punch-Out Rap

AUTHOR Break.com 

DURATION 3:21

DESCRIPTION “With the release of the new Punch-Out on Wii next week, here’s a tribute to King Hippo, 
Super Macho Man, Little Mac, and the rest of the old school bangers.”

TITLE Punch-Out!! Trailer - Nintendo Short Cuts

AUTHOR Team Awesome

DURATION 4:31

DESCRIPTION “Team Awesome’s entry in the Nintendo Short Cuts Showcase Contest. Our mission was 
to stay true to the Punch-Out!! game characters while molding them to fit our modern day 
story. From the game that lives on in our childhood memories of Nintendo, we present to 
you our adaptation of Punch-Out!!. Redemption is just three fights away.”

TITLE PUNCH OUT!

AUTHOR The Adventures Of Duane BrandO

DURATION 3:36

DESCRIPTION “The group is separated now with Duane’s solo work ‘Action Adventure World’ and 
BrandO’s solo work ‘The Amazing BrandO’.”

TITLE Mike Tyson's Punch Out LIVE!!

AUTHOR Break.com

DURATION 3:18

DESCRIPTION “A live, on-stage reenactment of the popular game ‘Mike Tyson’s Punchout’  
for the NES/Famicom.”
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TITLE Turbo Punch Out Cinema-rama

AUTHOR Teshinator

DURATION 1:07

DESCRIPTION “And now, our feature presentation...”

miscellaneous  // videoS  (cont'd)

TITLE Fedor Emelianenko’s Punchout Nintendo (1988)

AUTHOR AceBradley

DURATION 2:01

DESCRIPTION “Fedor, doing what he does best.”

TITLE The Meth Minute 39: Mike Tyson's Brunch Out!!

AUTHOR Dan Meth

DURATION 1:38

DESCRIPTION “This is episode 5 of ‘The Meth Minute 39’, an original series of short cartoons by animator 
Dan Meth. What happens when the hipster brunch scene meets the 8-bit Nintendo rage 
of boxing icon Mike Tyson? This, apparently. This cartoon includes adult language, so we 
recommend you watch it twice on your iPhone while sipping a mimosa.”

TITLE Mike Tyson on Monday Night Raw 1/11/2010

AUTHOR DaglesTA62 

DURATION 10:02

DESCRIPTION Mike Tyson returns to Raw as the special guest host to name the #1 contender at the 
2010 Royal Rumble to face Sheamus for the WWE Championship. Features multiple 
references to MTPO.

TITLE George St. Pierre PUNCHOUT!

AUTHOR JeeHadJoe

DURATION 1:54

DESCRIPTION “That’s right, Nintendo meets GSP in this classic battle from the early days!” 

TITLE Mike Tyson's Paparazzi Punch-Out!!

AUTHOR Jimmy Kimmel Live!

DURATION 0:46

DESCRIPTION Humor following Mike Tyson’s arrest for punching a paparazzi.
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TITLE Punch-Out!! Bloopers

AUTHOR MarioAndSonicLover 

DURATION 2:33

DESCRIPTION Strange video featuring Punch-Out!! characters in other games and acting out scenes 
from TV.

TITLE Michael Jackson's Punch-Out!!

AUTHOR Mike L. Mayfield and the Citizens Against Safety Goggles

DURATION 1:51

DESCRIPTION “Little Mac Culkin’s bout with the King of Pop, Michael Jackson — based on the single 
greatest video game of all time. KO!”

TITLE Glitched Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!!

AUTHOR sinister1

DURATION 8:21

DESCRIPTION “Sinister1 practising Mike Tyson’s Punch-Out!! blindfolded for AGDQ 2012 courtesy of 
Mikwuyma’s TwitchTV stream. Commentators are Mike Uyama and jprophet22.”

TITLE Punch-Out!! Bloopers 2

AUTHOR MarioAndSonicLover 

DURATION 5:02

DESCRIPTION Strange video featuring Punch-Out!! characters doing a dance followed by a re-enactment 
of the ‘Soup Nazi’ scene from Seinfeld.

TITLE Awesome Games Done Quick 2012 - Punch Out + blindfolded

AUTHOR Speed Demos Archive

DURATION 40:15

DESCRIPTION “Demolishing over 100 games to support the Prevent Cancer Foundation.” 
Over $400 was donated towards sinister1 playing MTPO blindfolded...

TITLE Blindfolded Mike Tyson’s Drunk-Out!!

AUTHOR sinister1

DURATION 18:43

DESCRIPTION “Sinister1 getting his drunken revenge on MTPO during the AGDQ 2012 bonus stream.”
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